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What those extra few dol-

lars get you is a simple little

device called a Commodore
VICMODEM.

It connects your tele-

phone to your VIC 20™ or

Commodore 64'" computer
(resulting in something aptly

called telecomputing), giving

you access to information

such as you see on the

screens to your right.

Normally, you'd have to

type a short program into

your computer to help it make

the final transition into a

telecomputer.

However when you buy a

VICMODEM, you'll find we've
included a free software pro-

gram. You just load it into your

Commodore Datassette

Recorder, and presto (give or

take a moment or two), you
have access to a vast library

of information and games.
Speaking of free,

Commodore also includes a

free subscription and a free

hour's time on CompuServe™
Certain offers subject to change CompuServe is a trademark of CompuServe, re arc h- & I

of Dow Jones & Co . Inc The Source is a service mark of Source Telecomputing Corporal :-

OMEGA RACE

and Dow Jones News/
Retrieval Service," a free trial

offer on The Source,™ and a

discount program offer with

Comp-U-Store and General

Videotex Corp.

Let's see. Did we leave

anything out? Oh, yes. Along
with CompuServe comes a

free membership in the

Commodore Information Net-

work. This is your HOTLINE to

Commodore. (How often do
you get to speak directly to a

manufacturer?) Through it we
egistered trademarkBlock Co Dow Jones News Retrieval Service is

a subsidiary of Reader's Digest Corporation, Inc



BUT DIDYOU KNOW FOR ABOUT $100
YOU CAN ALSO GET ITTO DO ALLTHIS?

SHOP AT HOME I.Q.TESTS GAMES SPORTS NEWS

can answer any questions you
might have about your com- |

puter, or pro-

gramming, or

anything else

Commodore-
related, via

electronic

mail.

The Commodore Informa-

tion Network is also your di- a

rect line to the Commodore
Bulletin Board, which
Commodore owners use to

keep in touch with each other

These are just a few examples from our existing library of

U S A.-PO. Box 500. Conshohocken. PA 19428: Canada-

for programming tips, Public

Domain Software, and
technical support.

THE COMMODORE VIC so,

REAL COMPUTER FOR THE PRICE OFATOY

Altogether; these little ex-

tras we've included with our

VICMODEM add up to a value

of $197.50. A nice return on an

software available (or the VIC 20

3370 Pharmacy Avenue, Ontario, Canada M1W 2K4

investment of around $100.

Some computer com-
panies think it's reasonable to

ask as much as $500 for tele-

computing capabilities such
as ours.

However, with the

Commodore VICMODEM sell-

ing for around $100, we feel

we're being a whole lot more
reasonable. Don't you agree?

Cz commodorev
COMPUTER
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Winning at 'Wizard ofWor'and Gorf

:

ByJohn Madden.

In our first Challenge ol Champions, Ray Johnson
of Los Angeles defeated Tony Sarkis of New York

and David Hayes, a student at Cal Tech, defeated
Brian Anderson, a student at MIT

As the sportscaster for CBS Video Games, I get a chance
b to watch some of the best players in the country

in the "Challenge of Champions."
Here's some of their winning strategies

Wizard oi Wor ": You start

with three worriors The
object of this game is to defeat
the Wizard, his henchmen and
your opponent. This is a game
you can play alone, or two can
play simultaneously When two
play you have to worry about
getting zapped by your oppo-
nent as well as the Wizard, and his gang.

Here's an interesting move you might want to try Get out

into the maze fast, zip out of the

escape door, come back in

through the opposite side. If

you're quick enough, you'll be
in perfect position to blitz your
opponent's three worriors

before they can score any
points. The ultimate shutout.

Another variation is to work
together. Make a pact not to hit each other (accidents do
happen, of course) and go for the record score: 99,500 by
Frank Merollo (10/82) and Buz Pryzby (8/82).

'These aie two tough games, but
I know you're up to the challenge.'

I oif™ is four boards in one game. Your father will enjoy this game
I because with a little luck, he'll be able to go through the four boards

Coaching tips patience Stick & move Get position Hit it high

a couple of times, but after the third level it starts to get faster.
. and faster.

That's when you separate the players from the parents. You start out

aggressively and after 10,000 points the bombs and torpedoes start to

come hot and heavy so be prepared to change to a defensive game plan|
The record high score is still 32,700 by Horace Eckerstrom (9/82), which

gives you some idea of how hard this game is

Both Wizard of Wor and Gorf are really tough, but I know you're up to

the challenge
t 1533 ?B£ :-.: 3sc ar.a Wizard c! Wor are registered irademarksol Baity, Midway M!g Co

CBSVideohallenge^



Setting Some Standards

By ARNIE KATZ

A few issues back, I

sounded off about
something referred to as

the Electronic Gamers' Bill

of Rights. I'm happy to say It

got a strong positive reac-

tion from readers and repre-

sentatives of the industry

alike.

A few folks did raise one
question, though. They
pointed out that although I

set some fairly stringent

guidelines for manufactur-

ers and retailers, I had said

nothing about the electronic

gaming press.

They have a point. In fact,

I believe that the people

who create the magazines

and books about our hobby
have especially serious

obligations to the arcading

public. That's why one of

the first things we did at

Reese Publishing Company
when we started Electronic

Games was to establish the

principles under which we
intended to operate.

It would be presumptuous

of me to dictate standards to

my journalistic colleagues,

but I can speak authorita-

tively about the way we
here at EG see our responsi-

bilities to you. Call it our

Pledge to the Readers:

6 Electronic Games

1 Electronic Games maga-
zine will carry no adver-

tising for firearms, alco-

holic beverages or any
other product or service

which is not appropriate

for our family readership

with its large segment of

readers under 21 years of

age.

2 Electronic Games will not

accept advertising for a

home videogame car-

tridge, computer game,
stand-alone device or
coin-op which is, in the

judgement of its editorial

board, offensive.

3 Electronic Games will not

publish an advertisement

containing sexually ex-
plicit written or illus-

trative material.

4 Electronic Games will

neither review nor rec-

ommend for purchase
any electronic gaming
hardware or software
that has not been thor-

oughly tested by an EG
editor. You will never
read a "review" compiled

from a press release in

this magazine.

5, The editors of Electronic

Games pledge to review

every item fairly and ob-

jectively, giving no favor

or preference to any
company or individuals.

6. No full-time employee of

Electronic Games will

accept a consulting fee or

other service payment
from any electronic
game-related enterprise,

nor may they hold stock

or other financial interest

in any concern whose
products they must re-

view in the pages of the

magazine.

Many of the policies out-

lined in the pledge are an

outgrowth of rules already

in effect at Reese at the time

of this magazine's founding.

Others are newly developed

to deal with situations which

are exclusive to this field. All

of them have caused a few
scary moments — and
prompted us to exercise a bit

of self-restraint at times —
but we feel they are neces-

sary if Electronic Games is to

remain the heartbeat of the

hobby, a reliable and truth-

ful source of accurate in-

formation about the world

of electronic entertainment.

The fast-growing nature

of our hobby makes it

necessary to constantly de-

velop new standards and
policies in order to deal with

the most rapidly-changing

pastime in history — elec-

tronic gaming!
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AAS. PIGGY
MEETS ATARI

Atari has combined talents

with the Children's Computer
Workshop, a subsidiary of

Children's Television
Workshop, to produce carts

for both the VCS and 5200.

The folks over at the

Workshop responsible for

such popular kideo shows as

Sesame Street and Electric

Company, are now teaching

kids by providing them with

"fun, informal learning
opportunities," says Paul

Rrstenberg, President of the

Children's Computer
Workshop.

The child-tested, age-
appropriate, discovery-
oriented games will be
designed to produce an
"environment in which a child

can learn educational skills

while involved in a fun,

colorful activity," according to

Michael AAoone, President of

Atari's Consumer Electronics

Division.

The jointly-created games
by Atari and CTW will be

released shortly, in mid-'83,

and will star "Kermie and the

gang".

JOURNEY ESCAPES INTO
DATA AGE

Data Age, the VCS-com-
patible software producer, has

just become the first company
to combine the world of
videogames with the Rock
and Roll universe by signing

American supergroup Journey
to an exclusive contract. (In-

terestingly, Journey records

for CBS Records, who also

a videogame subsidiary.)

The newly-created Data
Age design team has created a

state-of-the-art contest in

which arcaders must safely

escort, via joystick, the band's

five members through
hoardes of groupies, greedy

promoters, photographers
and agents. But fear not, help-

ful roadies turn up periodically

to help the harried rockers to

their escape vehicle— a rock-

et ship based on the group's

scarab logo.

Using the VCS's audio
capabilities to their fullest, the

group's music will play as

background accompaniment.

Moreover, Data Age hopes to

be the first home videogame

company to sell one of their

for theATARI ' Video Game System and
Soars 'Tele-Games Vkfeo Arcade '

k«*W»><»»»<'H<A

titles to the coin-op world,

where the extended graphic

and sound capabilities could

turn an exciting game into an

explosion.

8 Electronic Games
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COMMAVID
RELEASES
TWO MORE

Commavid has released

two more Atari-VCS compati-

ble games.

Mission Omega strands

you on a dying Earth, and re-

quires you to fly to an artificial

world built to rescue our

planet's population and sup-

plies. Mines of Minos asks the

arcader to pilot the last re-

maining robot through maze-

like mine corridors. There, he's

stalked by aliens as he strug-

gles to reassemble pieces

of other robots to form his

own squad of fighters, and
disperse all aliens from the

mine.

MINES OF MINOS

CALL FOR
MS. PAC-MAN
Now videogamers will be

just a phone call away from a

selection of VCS-compatible

cartridges, once they sub-
scribe to GameLine — an

over-the-phone service that

expects to be going full-blast

by mid- '83.

Players initially buy a special

"Command Module" cart

(about $39.95), plug it into an

Atari VCS and connect it to a

working telephone. Upon
registering, the new member
can down-load one of the 30
games available each month,

for play sessions lasting about

40 minutes each, at a cost of

$1.

The roster of games rotates

each month and is scheduled

to include pre-release carts

from major game publishers.

The two-way system makes
possible the most extensive

prize contests ever, in which a

good percentage of Game-
Line subscribers will win ev-

erything from T-shirts to col-

lege scholarships.

The initial shipment of

"Command Modules" are

available to EG readers only in

a charter-member subscrip-

tion offer, followed by a rapid

expansion of the phone-
games in mid-'83.

ARCADIA TO
CHANGE NAME
The Supercharger, the

RAM cart that increases the

graphic resolution capabili-

ties of the Atari VCS, is

manufactured by a company

C30

called Arcadia. At the same
time, Emerson has released a

new videogame system called

the Arcadia 2001.

Sounds confusing, you
say? Well, Emerson agreed,

and so Arcadia is now being

called "Starpath ". (Since the

Emerson Arcadia 2001 made
its way onto retail shelves

before the Supercharger, the

Emerson team has squatter's

rights to the much sought
after name.

Starpath, by the way, is

releasing a slew of new
titles including a D&D-style
special, Dragonstomper.

DESIGN YOUR
OWN GAME!

Broderbund Software has

created The Arcade Machine
to guide you, step by step,

through the design of a

computer arcade-style game.
Even if you don't know how
to program, Broderbund still

promises you'll be able to

animate full-color monsters

as well as create dramatic

explosions and sound effects.

Your completed games will

contain automatic scoring, a

colorful title page, one or two
player options and "fast and

smooth arcade-style ani-

mation". The disk works with

the 48K Apple II Plus.

Give it a try; this just may
be what you would-be game-
makers are looking for.

10 Electronic Games



OAN SONNETTHOUGHT
HE COULDTAKE THE HEAT.

What's the matter, 1

little trouble keeping up with
Imagic's* new game Dragoniire"?

But we thought you were so
tough, so cool.

We never thought an expert
likeyou would have so .

much trouble sneaking
over the drawbridge
to the castle.

Just look at you
jumping and ducking ^
and dodging that

Dragoniire.Why itwe
didn't know better,

we'd say you were scared out of

your pantaloons.
Well, surprise, surprise.You made

it inside the castle. Let's see how
fast you can swipe that treasure
before you get hit by the dragon's
fireballs.

Ouch!!! Ooooch!! Aghhh!!
Shame on you! At this rate, Dan.

you're not even going to make it

past the first level.

You should know by now that

Dragoniire and all Imagic games
—§ are created by experts

for experts.
And frankly Danny

boy, you just don't

l

qualify.

IMAGIC
Created by experts for experts



THE NATIONAL VANITY BOARD
Today's Top Coin-op Scores

Electronic Games is proud to announce the creation of

the National Vanity Board to identify and honor the na-

tion's arcade aces. Just as the National Home Arcade (set

to debut next month) salutes the achievements of the

lords and ladies of livingroom gaming, the National Van-

ity Board will monitor the triumphs of the kings and

queens of the coin-op videogaming world.

EC will update the listings each month based on infor-

mation provided by game manufacturers, arcade

operators and, most importantly, our hundreds of

thousands of readers. If you or one of your buddies re-

writes the record book for the most popular commercial

arcade machines, getting the proper recognition for the

new champ is as easy as following these three steps:

1. Set the record,

2. Show the arcade manageron duty your record score

and have him (or her) sign the proper portion of the

report form—copies or facsimiles are fine.

3. Mail your score report to: Electronic Games, 235

Park Avenue South, Sixth Floor, New York, N.Y.

10003.

Score Report Form

Name of Player (Please Print)

Player's Address.

Name of Game.

Score

Name of Arcade _

Arcade Address _

Arcade Operator's Signature.

Battlezone (Atari)

Dennis Hranitzky

Grapevine, TX
Record: 9,600,500

Missile Command (Atari)

Joe Fernandes

Artesia, CA
Record: 52,246,260

Centipede (Atari)

Darren Olson

Calgary, Canada

Record: 15,207,353

Star Castle (Cinematron ics)

Jack Haddad, Tony Garza

San Jose, CA
Record: 12,536,960

Crazy Climber (Nichibutsu)

Jim Wright
Lake Orion, Ml
Record: 487,150

Defender (Williams)

Marvin Norton

Safford, AZ
Record: 49,367,750

Pac-Man (Midway)
Dave Marsden
Santo, TX
Record: 14,880,210

Scramble (Stern)

Jason Itzler

Cliffside Park, NJ

Record: 8,410,500

• Here Are the Arcaders to Beat! *

Phoenix (Centuri)

Darnel Stephens

Piqua, OH
Record: 585,778

Astro Blaster (Sega/Gremlin)
Eron Foote

Spokane, WA
Record: 101,450

Corf (Midway)
Jim Hart

Jacksonville, NC
Record: 1,237,500

Dig-Dug (Atari)

Dwayne Lindsey

Redding, CA
Record: 3,499,010

Donkey Kong (Nintendo)

Steve Sanders

Clifton, MO
Record: 863,500

Frenzy (Stern)

Jim Howell

McHenry. IL

Record: 1,914,777

Frogger (Sega/Gremlin)

Dave McPhee
Muncte, IN

Record: 507,230

Galaga (Midway)
Jack Pardo

Lansing, Ml
Record: 5,102,380

Omega Race (Midway)
Rick Klin

Hamilton, MT
Record: 1,779,300

Stargate (Williams)

Mike McCrary

Albuquerque, NM
Record: 64,830,268

Robotron (Williams)

Steve Harris

Gladstone, MO
Record: 115,935,000

"T*" %

Tempest (Atari)

Eric Clayberg

Fredericksburg, VA
Record; 1,697,634

Vanguard (Centuri)

P.W. Gunter

Dillwyn, VA
Record: 1,045,610

Wizard of Wor (Midway)

Johnny Thatch

Marietta, GA
Record: 398,000

Zaxxon (Sega/Gremlin)

Barry Begos

Coventry, Rl

Record: 1,148,900

Tron (Midway)
John Carver

Holly Hill, FL

Record: 1,554,836

Solar Fox (Midway)
Rick McClellan

Columbus, OH
Record: 221,110

Thief (Pacific Novelty)

John Carver

Holly Hill, FL

Record: 389,890

Kick-Man (Midway)
Rich Turkishev

Manitov Springs, CO
Record: 4,429,555

Kangaroo (Atari)

Francis Haggerty

Cresskill, NJ

Record: 162,400

Looping (Venture Line)

Bruce Boulden

Frankfort, IN

Record: 449,500

Space Firebird (Sega/Gremlin)

Bobby Henderson

Belle Chasse, LA
Record: 128,520
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Overheateci reactor! Devastating particles! Damag CWefAnd the unthrnkable-meltdowr

ft has ail the makings of a catastrophe . . . and one of the most exciting new video games ever.

For years, the nuclear power plant at Spectra Island has provided safe energy. Now, an

earthquake has changed all that. The lives in Spectraville are now in your hands. Dangerous par

bdcs must be contained. The Decontamination Diffusion Vacuum must be moved quickly. It's

challenging, and at times, frustrating. But (t must be done to prevent a major disaster

Like all games from Spectravision™, China Syndrome™ is incredibly lifelike With more

realistic sound effects. More colorful graphics More action and
'

an introductory demonstration of the game. So try new China

there's only one word for its realism — unreal .

muiB/ov.

VIOfO GAME CMtBDSt

ChiNA
SyNdROME

Ion Video Game*
if" VCS System ond

Swire Video Arcade™

•Atari vCS™lso registered trademark of ATARI, inc. * Sears Video Arcade Is a trodemark ot Sears Roebuck & Co.



' * THE NATIONAL*
'

ARCADE5C0REB0ARD
THE BEST SCORES FOR POPULAR VIDEOGAMES

Photos of readers' best scores are really pouring into the

offices of Electronic Games, and the competition among
the land's arcade aces is even keener than expected. There

are plenty of top players out there, and the rankings listed

here show that they're hitting the joystick hot and heavy in

a bid for national recognition.

The scores tabulated here reflect the first group of games

which the editors of EG selected to kick off this continuing

compilation of home videogaming records. We'll be adding

more games and updating their scores each month, a few

at a time, until we're covering most of what's hot.

To have your gaming achievements recognized in the

National Arcade Scoreboard, all you've got to do is follow a

few simple rules:

1. Every score must be accompanied by a photograph of

the TV screen showing the score. These photos do not

have to be of publishable quality, just readable by our

judges.

2. All photographs received become the property of Elec-

tronic Games and none can be returned.

3. Be sure to include your complete name and address. (We
will print only the name and city in the magazine, but we
may want to contact high scorers for helpful gaming

hints.)

Games currently eligible

for the National Arcade Scoreboard are:

• UFO (Odyssey) — Game #1
• Asteroids (Atari VCS) — Game #6
+ Grand Prix (Activision) — Game #4
• USAC Auto Racing (Mattel) — Course #1
• Spacechase (Apollo) — Game #1
• Defender (Atari VCS) — Game #1

• Space Hawk (Mattel) — Game #1
(auto-fire, if desired)

THE HONOR ROLL
UFO/Odyssey/Odyssey '/Game #1
1. 1,636— Lee Raymond, no address given

2. 1,575 — Jim Peterson, Farmington Hills, Ml
3. 1,461 — Marlon Burns, Chicago, IL

Asteroids/Atari/Atari VCS/Game #6
1. 199,990— Ed Semrad, Waukesha, Wl
2. 195,310 — Bob Clarke, Racine, Wl
3. 129,460— Bob Prindle, Erie, PA

Grand Prix/Activision/Atari VCS/Course #4
1. 1:35:68— Mike Ratledge, Charleston, SC
2. 1:36:73 — Ed Semrad, Waukesha, IL

3. 1:37:03 — Isaias Sanegas, New York, NY

USAC Auto Racing/
Mattel/lntellivision/Course #1

.

1. 2:52 — Ken Barley, Canby, OR
2. 2:55 — Jerry Kurfess jr. Jackson, Ml
3. 2:55 — Bob Allen, Sarasota, FL

Spacechase/Apollo/Atari VCS/Game #1
1

.

185,075 — Tom Garcia, Whittier, CA
2. 93,300 — Ed Semrad, Waukesha, Wl
3. 45,500— Adam Krlic, Medford Lakes, NJ

Defender/Atari/Atari VCS
1. 4,717,850 — Ed Semrad, Waukesha, Wl
2. 4,183,500 — Charles Own Jr., Little Rock, AR
3. 2,002,850— Art Childs, Gaylor, Ml

Space Hawk/Mattel/lntellivision
1. 10,142,040— Luc Labelle, Manitoba, Canada
2. 5,130,660— Steve Connelly, Boone, NC
3. 3,515,560 — C.R. Murtha, St. Petersburg, FL
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Why letsome good times
slipthroughyour fingers?

Corner the latest Synapse Software
games at your local computer store.



Jefferson Services. Inc. (Bus Lines)

GAMES HOP
ON THE BUS

Gaming enthusiasts making tracks

through Minneapolis, MN will def-

initely want to bus it, thanks to an

independently-run busline that's now
operating there.

Based in the Minnesota city with

routes southward, Jefferson Lines, Inc.

has pulled out the rear seats on some
of theircommuter buses, and replaced

them — but of course! — with Pac-

Man games!

Interior shot of gamer's fave bus!

Daniel Prins, President of Jefferson

Lines Inc., explains that he'll try just

about anything to keep his customer's

patronage. "People just love the

game-equipped vehicles," notes

Prins. "Right now, I'm grappling with

the question of whether to continue

with Pac-Man on the buses, or take

my six-year old son's advice and go
with Donkey Kong!"

Keep on truckin' Mr. Prins!

ACTV ROLLS
INTEL CARTS

The first Intellivision-compatible

cartridges from the team over at

ACTV have just hit the shelves, much
to our delight.

New arrivals, which by the way are

a bundle of fun, bring Pitfall, a jungle

adventure designed by Steve Crane

and a calf-roping extravaganza,

Stampede by Bob Whitehead, to the

Intellivision-owning community for

the first time.
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E.G.READER5 P/CK THEIR

rAV0RITE<j/\ME5
"& A/lost Popular Videogame Cartridges"&
Position

This Last
Month Monti Game System Manufacturer

1 1 Pitfall Atari VCS Activision

2 4 Donkey Kong ColecoVision Coleco

3 10 Donkey Kong Atari VCS Coleco

4 — Advanced Dungeons
&Dragons®

Intellivision Mattel

5 11 Demon Attack Atari VCS I magic
6 7 Frogger Atari VCS Parker Brothers

7 8 Major League Baseball Intellivision Mattel

8 12 Zaxxon ColecoVision Coleco

9 — Earthworld Atari VCS Atari

10 5 Berzerk Atari VCS Atari

11 6 Adventure Atari VCS Atari

12 — Venture ColecoVision Coleco
13 — K.C.'s Krazy Chase Odyssey' Odyssey
14 9 Star Master Atari VCS Activision

15 3 Night Stalker Intellivision Mattel

"fr/Wost Popular Computer Programs "£r

Position
This Last
Month Month Game System Manufacturer

1 1 Star Raiders Atari 400/800 Atari

2 3 Pac-Man Atari 400/800 Atari

3 2 Castle Wolfenstein Apple II Muse
4 4 Jawbreaker Atari 400/800 Sierra On-Line

5 — Choplifter Apple II Broderbund

6 — David's

Midnight Magic Apple II Broderbund

7 5 Missile Command Atari 400/800 Atari

8 6 Centipede Atari 400/800 Atari

9 8 Wizardry Apple II Sir-Tech

10 — Bandits Apple II Sirius

"fc A/lost Popular Coin-Op Videogames T^T

Position
This Last
Month Month

1 1

2 2

3 e
4 3

5 7
6 5
7 7
8 —
9 —

•

10 —

Game Manufacturer
Donkey Kong Nintendo

Tron Midway
Zaxxon Sega

Ms. Pac-Man Midway
Dig-Dug Atari

Robotron Williams

Jungle Hunt Taito

Tutankham Stern

Joust Williams

Donkey Kong Jr. Taito

Readers Choose Top Games
Since mere quantity of play doesn't necessarily equal actual popularity,

Electronic Games bases its standings on the votes of its readers. These
lists of most popular games are based on the more than 1000 Reader Polls.

We update the "picked hits" lists in every issue of Electronic Games.
So send in your votes!



ONE OF THE TOP TWENTY HONE VIDEO

•ftKfiW.WWjl
KEN USTON, BEST SELLING AUTHOR

"ASTOUNDING CANE PLAY.
liim\mmmm

ROVIN, EDITOR, VIDEOGAMINO MAGAZINE
"ONE OFTHE MOST SUCCESSFULCOMPUTER

THIS MULTI/SCREEN INVASION GAME
>1*-

yftvMflW.'F iTyftft Jd.

WE COULDN*T HAVE SAID

Blowing your own horn is one
thing. But when unbiased, inde-

pendent editors and writers

tell their readers how terrific a

video game is, you can believe

it. Because they've seen
them all and played them all.

They know what they're

talking about.

And Threshold'" designed by
Warren Schwader.is one game
they're all talking about.

When you assume the con-

trols ofThreshold (a Tigervision
video game designed for the

Atari* VCS™ system), you be-

come commander of a space

attack ship exploring the galaxy.

But be prepared to fight.

Because you're about to be
attacked by up to 12 different

enemy forces, bent on blowing
you into never, never land.

If you're to survive the

onslaught, your reactions must
be split second, your strategies

flawless, and your will to win
enormous.
And you're also going to love

the other great Tigervision

games: King Kong™and
Jawbreaker'".

Get your hands on those con-

trols and you may never let go.

For use with the Atari* Video Computer System

TiGcnviiion;
Division of Tiger Electronic Toys, Inc.

909 Orchard, Mundelein. Illinois 60060, Telephone, (312) 949-8100.

Threshold Trademark of Sierra On-Line Inc.

Jawbreaker Trademark of Sierra On-Line Inc.

King Kong Trademark of Universal Studios Inc. © 1982 Universal City Studios Inc.

Atari" and Video Computer System*"are trademarks of Atan Inc.



MORE
PAC-TAPESTRY!

At a time when there is so much talk

about art and science crossing over, we
thought you would be interested in

knowing about an extraordinary

tapestry entitled "Intarivasion" by

Sheila O'Hara.

This monumental tapestry has al-

ready attracted a lot of attention and
shows how quickly Pac-Man has en-

tered history!

Dominique G. Mazeaud
Modern Master Tapestries, Inc.

Director

Ed: Well, we may not know about
fine art, Dominique, but we certainly

know what we like -and this tapestry

is magnificent. Readers wishing to in-

quire about this or other works from

MMT Inc., can reach them at: 11 E.

57th St., New York City, NY 10022.

VIDEOCHEATINC
REOOUX

In your October issue I read your
article on "How to Cheat at Video-
games" and I've got a few more to

add to your collection.

In Parker Brothers' VCS version of

Frogger, your points for forward
progress do not always register. Other

Sheila O'Hara expresses her interpretation of "Intarivasion"
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DONKEY KONG

times, the scoring is erratic in the

player's favor, awarding more points

than it should have. This generall)

happens when the replay is triggerec

by hitting the reset switch on the con-

sole, as opposed to pressing the joy-

stick's action button. So if you're in the

middle of a game and want to start

over, turn the VCS off, then on and hit

the action button rather than the re-

play switch — unless you like unusuai

point tabulation.

Also, the timer on Atari's Night

Driver is similar to the one in Super-

man. A little experimentation wif

allow you to start the countdown
up to several seconds after play com-
mences.

Finally, on Atari's VCS Defender,

when in the middle of a big game anc

you feel like taking a break, try this

one: wait for a wave number that is

one below a multiple of five (e.g., 4, 9.

24, 39). Then exit either above or

below the planet, where you can re-

main as long as desired without loss of

a man. However, if you wait long

enough, your planet will be destroyed

This is why it is important to wait for

the right time to "take five". Every five

waves a new planet is awarded and it is

very difficult to survive four waves

Continued on page 108



.Arthurs
RETURN THESCROLL and claim Camelot's Crown!

King Arthur has made you his heir.

But, gallant knight, to prove

your worth, you must first

journey forth

AND DEFY ALL PERILS!

Slay dragons; bargain

with wizards;

explore magic kingdoms

and enchanted forests;

defeat the evil of Mordred ..

.

FINDAND RETURN
TO ARTHUR
THESCROLL OF TRUTH!
KING ARTHUR'S HEIR, designed by
Marc Russell Benioff,

Offers...

• Both Puzzle-Solving

& Role-Playing Intrigue!

• Superb Graphics, Sound,

& Color Animation!
• Hours of Challenging Heroics

Requires...

• ATARI 400/800 with 40K& Disk Drive

or with 16K& Cassette Recorder
• One Player A/oystick Controller

Comes with...

• Came Program & Complete Instructions

• EPYX30IFORBVERWARRANTY~

Now Available At Your Favorite Dealer

For the name of your nearest EPYX dealer write:

"KING ARTHUR'S HEIR"
EPYX/Automated Simulations, Inc.

1043 Kiel Court, Sunnyvale, CA 94086

epyxM M COMPUT,* * THINKERS
COMPUTER GAM€S
THINKERSPLAY

EPYX Temple of Apshai was the very first computer game
ever to win the Hobby Industry award for excellence. EPYX
pledges you that same excellence in every game you purchase

from us. ..the VERY BEST in entertainment!

EPYX 30/FOREVER WARRANTY
Our 30-day Unconditional Guarantee: If your EPYX
Game has any defect whatsoever within 30 days of

purchase, return it to us or your dealer and we will

replace it free.

Our Forever Warranty: If anything happens to your

disk or cassette tape at any time after 30 days, for

any reason, just send it back with $5.00 for shipping

and we will send you a replacement.

*ATARI 400/800 is a trademark ofATARI INC.



Will Your Favorite Game Get Elected?

By THE EDITORS OF ELECTRONIC GAMES

Immortality is waiting for two outstanding

videogames. Which ones? Ah, but that's the question

which the electronic gamers of America must answer by

voting in the annual Videogame Hall of Fame Election.

Even a forward-looking hobby like electronic gaming

should not neglect its own illustrious past. That's why
Electronic Games magazine decided, last year, to estab-

lish a continuing monument to the best videogames ever

created — the Videogame Hall of Fame.

Currently running within the select circle are Pong

(Atari), Space Invaders (Taito), Asteroids (Atari),

Pac-Man (Namco/Midway), Quest for the Rings

(Odyssey), Major League Baseball (Mattel), Defender

(Williams) and Star Raiders (Atari). That number will be

increased by two games as a result of this year's election.

All you've got to do to participate is fill out the voting

coupon below and mail it to Electronic Games. The two

videogame cartridges, coin-op machines or micro-

computer game programs that corral the greatest num-

ber of votes will be installed in the Hall of Fame.

In the most recent voting, some of the titles which

barely missed election included Tempest (Atari), Donkey

Kong (Nintendo), K.C. Munchkin (Odyssey), Astros-

mash (Mattel) and Demon Attack (Imagic). Will this be

the year that one or more of these contenders makes the

grade? Or will other super-games ride to glory on a wave

of public support? The answer is up to you: Vote!

Rules for Voting for

the Videogame Hall of Fame
1. Any knowledgeable electronic gamer is eligible to

vote.

2. Only one nomination shall be made by any one

person.

3. Any commercially published programmable
videogame cartridge, coin-operated electronic game
or microcomputer game software program is eligible

for nomination.

4. All nominations must be received on the ballot

included in Electronic Games magazine. A copy or

facsimile is perfectly acceptable, if you do not wish to

deface your copy of the magazine.

5. The deadline for nominations for the 1982 Video-

game Hall of Fame Election is April 1, 1983.

6. All ballots should be sent to: Electronic Games, Hall of

Fame, 235 Park Avenue South, Sixth Floor, New York,

NY 10003. Ballots received become the property of

Electronic Games magazine and none can be re-

turned.

Sounds simple? It is. The two games which receive the

highest number of nominations will be inducted into the

Videogame Hall of Fame. A complete report of the

voting, along with some selected comments from readers

about the games will appear in the September, 1983 issue

of Electronic Games magazine.

I would like to nominate the following programmable videogame, coin-op game or microcomputer

software program for inclusion in the Videogame Hall of Fame:

The main reason I feel this game merits such an honor is:

My Name.

Address—

Send all ballots, including copies and facsimiles to: Electronic Games, Hall of Fame, 235 Park Avenue South, Sixth Floor,

New York, N.Y. 10003.



Defender
(Williams)

When some future historian compiles a list of the really

important videogames, look for Defender to appear in a

place of honor at or near the top of the roll. With the

exception of Pac-Man, no game has exerted a stronger

effect on commercial amusement centers over such a

long period of time.

The reason is crystal clear to anyone who has ever

staked a quarter on this machine. Defender features the

type of thrill-a-minute action that has made the scrolling

shoot-out— the genre it pioneered so successfully— one

of the most popular play-formats ever incorporated into

an electronic game.

Defender is markedly different from the games which

preceded it on the coin-op sales chart. Rather than

repeating the same action over and over, this game is a

mini-adventure with the clearly defined goal of saving

the survivors of a planet-wide attack.

And when you've achieved that objective, you know

you've really done something. Defender is the most

difficult of the super-popular coin-ops.

Star Raiders
(Atari)

Everyone talks about the tremendous pace of

innovation in the computer field, yet here's a game that

has remained virtually as fresh and stimulating as the day

Atari shipped its first cartridges to the retail stores. Star

Raiders is a beautifully executed Trek-type game that

immediately made all other programs in the same general

classification obsolete.

The first thing everyone notices about this program for

the Atari 400/800 computer systems is the riveting

visuals. Star Raiders, however, is much more than just

another pretty face. With its multitude of strategic and

tactical options, this science fiction classic can keep

several computer-gamers happily flying along the

spacelanes for hours on end.

Yet Star Raiders is more than "just" a great game. It

also has its share of historical importance. Its introduction

sent shock waves throughout the electronic gaming

world, serving notice that computer programs would no

longer take a back seat to programmable cartridges in

graphic excellence or action-oriented play.
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Pong
(Atari)

The doubters said there was no future in the coin

operated arcades forthe new-fangled videogames. Pong
proved them wrong. This ultra-simple version of video

tennis, designed by Atari founder Nolan Bushnell, proved

incredibly fascinating to a pinball-weary public when
placed in taverns and other such establishments.

Pong may look crude to us today, in 1982, but the

concepts it introduced were bold and original a decade
ago. The idea of moving a vertically mobile on-screen

bat with a paddle controller formed the basis for hundreds

of subsequent videogames.

Pong is also worthy of inclusion in the Videogame Hall

of Fame because of the entertainment revolution it

embodies. Before Pong, videogames could not really

have been said to exist. Its popularity opened the door to

the introduction of more and more videogames, even-

tually leading to the popularity of such games both at

home and in commercial amusement centers. And make
no mistake, it was the arrival on the scene of videogames

that transformed the arcades from seedy, ill-lit dens into

the comfortable family entertainment centers of today.

Space Invaders
(Taito)

Space Invaders, invented in 1978, proved the biggest

arrival from the Orient since Godzilla. It broke the

ball-and-paddle game mold forever by offering arcaders

an incredible new kind of action — a target game in

which the targets could and did fire back!

Space Invaders introduced a play-mechanic that is still

the most copied in the videogame world. The idea of the

arcader manipulating a horizontally mobile cannon can

be found in numerous other videogames, from Cen-
tipede to Sneakers. And, Space Invaders is the most
relentlessly imitated and copied videogame creation in

the world. You can't walk into an arcade in America and
not find at least one example of the invasion game genre

spawned by this landmark title.

Space Invaders, itself, has proven irresistibly popular in

every possible electronic game format. Its fans can enjoy

the struggle to defeat the marching alien horde by playing

Space Invaders as a hand-held, a tabletop unit, a home
videogame, a microcomputer program, a coin-op
machine or even as a watch or a pocket calculator. Space

Invaders has penetrated the fabric of our society
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OMNIA
Presents

PLAYABLE VIDEO GAMES
foryour Atari' Video Computer System™

CommaVid video games are designed to keep

you involved . New games where your pleasure

increases as your skills develop. More than just

flashy graphics, you'll find challenges that hold

your interest play after play. I

From the Designer ofMission Omega ""

:

/

In Mission Omega I wanted toput thegame j

player right in the cockpit with the pilot's view
J

and flight control. Othergames that are played I

from the pilot's perspective often give an I
'

illusion of flight, butseldom a convincing I

appearance. Mission Omega uses the fullpower
J

ofthe VCS internalcomputer to integrate a I

carefullychosen flight terrain into itsgame play. I

As you dodge the internalsupport columns of
J

Blackheart, the hugespace station, depth and I

distance change accordingly. I

Win or lose, ifyou battle the computer
controlled interceptorships and really feel the ' -

best pilot won ...I'llknow I've succeeded.

"

GH-GA

- - s»£~.»-»r

OTHER VIDEO GAMES FROM COMMAVID:

ROOM OI= IDOv MINIE5 OI= MINGS cosmic swvkm

Can you escape from the gunmen
trying to annihilate you?

AJiens stalk the corridors. A single

robot survives to battle them.

For a complete CommaVid catalog write to:

CommaVid Inc., Box 3308, Fox Valley Center, Aurora, IL 60505

Fight off the attacking alien termites

before they jam your space station.

i and Video Computer System"are trademarks of Atari



Asteroids
(Atari)

When Asteroids supplanted Space Invaders at the top

of the coin-op popularity chart in 1980, it signalled the

dawn of a new era of creativity within the world of

videogames. Space Invaders broke the old restraints, but

the highly patterned nature of its play-mechanic

threatened to set up a new set of rules that would've

proven very nearly as restrictive. By departing so com-

pletely from the Space Invaders success formula of the

horizontally mobile cannon firing upward at advancing

targets, Asteroids showed manufacturers that electronic

gamers were appreciative of new ideas and didn't want

endless rehashes of the same game.

The speed and unpredictability of Asteroids has made
it a classic in its original quadrascan arcade configuration.

The game has also proven a winner as a hand-held, a

microcomputer program and a home programmable

videogame. Succeeded in the market by the current

Asteroids Deluxe, the original version is still seen here and

there, one of the sternest challenges to the ability and

stamina of coin-oppers.

Americans aren't the only ones who love Asteroids. An

Atari tournament held in 1981 drew entrants from many
foreign nations anxious to show their prowess

.
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Pac-Man
(Namco/Midway)

Pac-Man didn't introduce the idea of a maze or even

use it for the first time in an electronic game. What this

mega-hit did do was incorporate the strategic possibilities

suggested by a labyrinth into an overall scheme of play

better than any electronic maze game ever designed.

The maze-chase format is as briliiant as it is simple. The

idea of including point-scoring and a game of tag that go

on simultaneously produces a richly complex contest that

is, at the same time, one of the easiest of the major

videogames to learn how to play.

Another reason to salute Pac-Man is that it is the game
that, more than any other, has brought women into the

arcade revolution. Its charming graphics, jolly tunes and

generally light-hearted approach to gaming have

provided an introduction to the hobby of electronic

gaming for millions of female players who might not have

bothered otherwise.

Finally, Pac-Man is the game which proved

conclusively to all but the most thick-headed that there's

more to videogames than a simple challenge to hand-eye

coordination. The many words Pac-Man has generated

about its near-mystical patterns have proved that the

arcading challenge is mental as well as physical.



MATCH WITS WITH
THE MINDMASTER.

But Be Warned! The Supercharger"
Gives the MindMaster an Unfair Advantage.

Escape from the

. W^± Mindmaster" is the newest
r"^_^ ^_^k Supercharger" game from

rfc-w^^-tf
-

Starpath." And it uses all the

extra game playing power
I that the Supercharger"

gives your Atari* Video

Computer System.'" For

the most exciting, most
challenging action you've

ever encountered.

The exclusive Multi Load™ feature takes you through

seven unique gamescapes— each with its own action

and graphics— the equivalent of several conventional

game cartridges. It's like getting an LP instead of a 45.

But since Escape from the MindMaster'" and all

Starpath™ Supercharger™ games come on
economical cassette tapes, they cost much less

than a single conventional game. (Supercharger™
must be purchased separately.)

Take on the MindMaster today. But prepare

to be humbled.

For store locations, call:

(800) 227-6703 outside CA
(800) 632-7979 inside CA

k. CORPORATION
Supercharger™ Powered Games
C 1982 STARPATH CORPORATION
ATARI" and Video Computer System 1" are trademarks of Atari. Inc.

STARPATH CORPORATION is no! associated with Atari. Inc.



Quest for the Rings
(Odyssey2

)

Sometimes a game is more important for historical

reasons. Other times, it's because it is simply a great

game. Quest forthe Rings is entering the Videogame Hall

of Fame as a charter member because it is both of these

things.

It is certainly of seminal importance in the history of

videogames. For the first time, a single design blended

elements of both the boardgame and the videogame in

one title. By taking some of the burden for movement and

record-keeping off the computer and assigning it to the

human participants, designers Averitt and Lehner create a

contest with much more scope and depth than the typical

videogame cartridge.

Yet Quest for the Rings also shines as a game. Its clever

arrangement, whereby the two human players must

team up to accomplish the common goal of collecting all

the rings instead of competing against each other gives

this a decidedly different flavor.

Even the instruction manual for Quest is noteworthy. It

sets forth the rules and nuances so clearly, that a game

that could've seemed forbiddingly complex is instead

easy to learn and play. A triumph of the first magnitude.

Major League Baseball

(Mattel)
Major League Baseball has been widely acclaimed as

the finest videogame sports cartridge ever produced, and

rightly so. No other program for a programmable home
arcade system — or for the current generation of

microcomputers for that matter — so successfully

captures the essence of the National Pastime.

Every important phase of real-life baseball is reflected

in this stunning design. Gamers have come to expect a

detailed pitching routine in electronic baseball games, but

the inclusion of finely detailed fielding, running and

hitting in the same cartridge is a feat no other simulator of

sporting events has yet proved able to top.

And then there is the eye-popping graphic treatment.

Major League Baseball broke exciting new ground with

its high-resolution visuals when it first reached market as

one of the original cartridge releases for the then-new

Intellivision system. It has rarely, if ever, been surpassed

since. That's quite a feat in a field in which technology

seems to make breakthroughs once an hour.

Major League Baseball belongs in the Videogame Hall

of Fame because it is, quite simply, the best of its type.

Play ball! G
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Forpeople who
take theirgames

seriously.

• Rugged design for durability.

• Contouredhandgrip for comfort.

• High-speedperformance for quick
maneuvering.

• Fast action thumb trigger fire button

for right or left handed play.

• Compatible with your

Atari®*

Sears Tele-Games®*"

Commodore Vic-20 *

and other game systems.

• Extra long cord

for convenience.

* Atari is a registered trademark of Atari. Inc

*# Tele-Games'- is a registered trademark of Sears Roebuck, and Co
** Vic-20

'a is a registered trademark of Commodore International. Lfd

discwasher®

PoiNTMfvsreR„
competition joystick
DISCWASHER® 1407 NORTH PROVIDENCE ROAD. P.O BOX 6021, COLUMBIA, MO 65205 USA A DIVISION OF JENSEN an ESMARK Company



The Latest
on Deluxe Home

Sticks

Several issues ago EG presented an

overview of the first explosion in

the deluxe-controller market. Using

the power of hindsight, it is obvious

that what we took to be the explosion

was merely the initial flash of blinding

light that precedes the actual blast.

Since that original feature ("Better

Control for Your Games", EG,

September) appeared, more control

consoles, tracballs, top-mounted fir-

ing joysticks, leaf-switch sticks, poten-

tiometer sticks and even microswitch

joysticks have surfaced on retailers'

shelves than an arcader could shake a

. . .well, a stick at!

So overwhelming is the current

flood of controllers, in fact, that we are

covering them in shifts. This first half

of our opus on videogame controllers

will cover joysticks exclusively, while

the second half will cover the more

outre' controllers and peripherals —
everything from the Wico tracball to a

nine-slot VCS cartridge holder with a

blank "feeder" cassette that remains

in the game slot while the player dials

the title desired.

Right now, though, the subject is

joysticks. Lots and lots of joysticks.

The most immediately intriguing of

the lot, however, are the Remote-
Control joysticks from Cynex. The

wireless joystick has been a taunting

dream for many gamers, especially

since Atari announced such a system

over a year ago, whetting the appe-

tites of multi-system owners and all-

purpose klutzes. Alas, the Sunnyvale

folks abandoned the idea just before

the release date because of technical

problems. Response time of the new
controllers — which were configured

to serve both stick and paddle func-

tions — was reportedly too slow, and
the project was shelved.

The Cynex product doesn't have a

double duty joystick/paddle— in fact,

the main problem with these sticks is

the fact that they are, essentially, very

thick Atari-standard controllers. The
system uses a battery which is placed

within a receiver box attached to the

standard joystick input on your Atari-

compatible system. This black box has

an antenna bolted to its rear which is

then positioned so that the wireless

sticks' signal-sending aerials can easily

be pointed in its general direction. Up

JOYSTICK
UPDATE

By BILL KUNKEL
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Pointmaster (left) is low-priced and top-firing,

while Questar (above) is console-styled. Star-

fighter and Slik Stik (below) offer tight play

The Spectravision joystick

offers a grip-style handle,

and the option of either

top or base fire buttons



Wico offers a variety of controllers

to 20 feet, response was good, and,

dependent upon the layout of the

room(s), the signal can travel over 50

feet.

The downside involves two things:

construction and cost. The standard

Atari joystick is not exactly everyone's

favorite. It breaks easily and loosens

quickly. The Cynex version has all the

drawbacks of the original, and the in-

credible multi-inch thickness makes it

virtually impossible for children,

women or even men with small hands

to reach around and hit the action but-

ton. Of course, repair kits for the Atari

stick are obtainable through com-

panies such as Screensonics. The other

problem is price: $90 is a pretty heavy

asking price for a pair of joysticks,

even if they are remote control.

The upside comes down to this:

they do work, and, as of this writing,

they're the only game in town.

Next come the popular new top-

mounted grip controllers. Wico's su-

per-duper version of their standard

bat-style stick (with optional top and

base-mounted firing buttons) is a true

beauty, but it's also a big son of a gun.

Playing with this stick pretty much
means placing it on the floor in a sta-

tionary position and working from

there.

For those who like stationary sticks

and grip style sticks, the Spectrastick,

from Spectravision, is a nice item that

comes with four suction cup feet.

Best buy in the top-mounted cate-

gory, however, goes to Discwasher's

Pointmaster, which retails for about

$1 6 or less and provides a nice alterna-

tive to the standard Atari joystick at

about the same price. Though all-

plastic, the controllers are pretty dur-

able and provide a nice, easy feel

when moved about. Our only gripe

with the Pointmaster, in fact, may be

considered a boon to other arcaders.

The top-mounted firing button was
designed to make you the fastest shot

in gameland, since it can fire at about

twice the speed of most sticks. The
problem is that there is no audio or

tactile response to the triggering ac-

tion . You press the thing but there's no

click, or feeling of having depressed

anything. If this lack of physical re-

sponse doesn't bother you, you
should be delighted with this bargain-

priced entry.

Most gamers prefer different types

of joysticks for different games. Some
like their action very tight, almost im-

mobile, while others may prefer a

loosie-goosie stick that gives them lots

of play. It all depends on the games.

For maze chases which require fast

cornering, most players opt for the

loose, flexible joystick. In this depart-

ment, a dark horse came away with

the blue ribbon. The Supr Stick, from

D-Zyne Video Products (Waterford,

CT) is the only stick on the market to

Supr Stick— it uses micro-switches!

use actual micro-switches, which cre-

ate an ease of play that will virtually

astound you. For hard-to-manage
ColecoVision games, such as Lady-

bug, this stick will prove a revelation.

The distribution is just starting, and
dealer inquiries are being welcomed,
but even at $39.95, this is a great

joystick.

Slightly tighter action is afforded by

the Newport/G.A.M.E.S. durable

metal sticks, and Questar offers an

attractive, similarly nob-topped joy-

stick in a console-sized housing. This

$35 stick has left and right positioned

action buttons and is one of the most
attractive types of joystick controllers.

The folks at Zircon have reen-

gineered the old "Channel F" stick,

altering the only drawback the con-

troller possessed. The Fairchild con-

troller was pistol-grip styled, with a

free-moving triangle-shaped head-

piece. This top could be used as a stan-

dard joystick or in paddle fashion by

twisting it left and right. Problem: to

fire, it was necessary to plunge down
the entire top piece. The new Com-
mand Controller takes care of this gaf-

fe by installing a front-mounted action

button. The result is a nice, free-

moving joystick at a reasonable price

For fanciers of tight joysticks,

however, we at EG have unearthed a

pair of really tight sticks at bargain-

basement prices — Suncom's twin-

entry into the tight-fingered sweep-

stakes brings theStarfighter ($17) and

the Slik Stick ($10). The Starfighter

uses a thick, column-like shaft and

offers slight movement-control for

games where more play is desired. The
Slik Stik is a nob-topped controller that

virtually does not move. There are

eight dot-style directional pointers, set

up from the central shaft, to indicate

direction. This item carries a 90-day

warranty, by the way, while the Star-

fighter is protected up to two years.

A final note to Intellivision owners:

disc-haters rejoice! There are a group

of new, easily available adapters that

will instantly turn your disc into a joy-

stick. If you like small shafts, the pawn-

shaped Skil-Stik is available at $6 a pair

from C&T Creations of Providence, Rl

The Lasky Injoy-A-Stick seems to have

temporarily gone into hyperspace, but

the controller offers a nice long shaft

that is as easily workable as the Lasky

product. The price is $8 for a pair and

you can get them through the Jenco

Home Entertainment Center of Staten

Island, N.Y.

For the final chapter in this saga,

however, you'll have to be here again

next month — same time, same
magazine. Aloha. q

The remote-control Cynex Game-Mate
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STOR RAIDERS!
IS ONLYFROM ATARI.

Play STAR RAIDERS, complete with its

unique video touchpad! Use it in addi-
tion to your joystick to activate your
shields, engage your tracking computer
. . .Then punch up hyperwarp, and
get after the marauders!
Let the Krylons eat photon torpedoes,
and rocket into action with
STAR RAIDERS!
Don't play around with
imitations. ATARI games
are the real thing. A

ATARI
(cjl982 ATARI. INC All rights reserved A Warner Communications Company
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Siege of the Sky-City!

ZAXXON
Coleco/ColecoVision

When Sega first premiered this

space combat game in the family

amusement centers, many players

quickly established a powerful
love/hate relationship with it. Zaxxon

proved as frustratingly difficult to play

as it was beautiful to look at.

The most daunting hurdle was —
and is — the movement system. As

you pilot your ship diagonally up the

screen over the sky fortress with the

fighter-plane control stick, it isn't al-

ways easy to tell where your craft is, in

relation to other objects on the screen.

The much-publicized tactic of

constantly firing the nose-mounted

gun to outline the plane's flight

path helps, but even this hint's use-

less during the outer space dog-

fight.which is sandwiched

between the two sky-

By ARNIE KATZ AND BILL KUNKEL

fortress scenarios.

Coleco's Zaxxon cartridge for its

new "third wave" videogame system

is outstanding in its own right, of

course, and it will probably have the

effect of further increasing the already

substantial popularity of the Sega
machine. The easiest of the four diffi-

culty levels in the home edition pares

Zaxxon down to its essentials, which

gives the novice player the

opportunity to thoroughly

learn the movement
routine before progres

sing to the all-

out action found in the harder ver-

sions.

The inclusion of a simplified varia

tion of the game is a lifesaver, since

aerial acrobatics hold the key to Zax

xon. The player must steer

the fighter

through

the niche

in the wall

of the



first sky fortress and shoot the oil

storage tanks and other ground in-

stallations while avoiding homing mis-

siles launched from underground silos

and the low walls which frequently

appear to block the plane's best low-

altitude route. And taking the ground-

skimming pathway is a must, because

that's the only way you can hit the

targets to score points. Flying high not

only makes it impossible to hit any-

thing below — you're commanding a

fighter, not a bomber, remember —
but it leaves your ship a tempting

target for these homing missiles.

In the level #1 game, there are no

robot missiles, force fields, or gun

turrets until you have met and de-

feated the giant robot Zaxxon. He's

located at the end of the second sky

fortress, where he waits with a super-

missile. If you hit this rocket two more
times than the level at which the

cartridge is being played — in other

words, three times on level #1 — you
have destroyed Zaxxon (worth 5,000
points) and start all over again at a

higher skill level. If Zaxxon fires the

missile and hits your ship, you lose a

life, but you can continue if you've still

got planes in reserve.

Once you've won your

pilot's wings, the best ap-

proach to Zaxxon is a

hedge-hopping style in

which you hop over the

lower barriers on the sky

fortresses and get back down in time

to sow destruction.

One innovation which the home
edition has introduced is the robots,

which make their appearance when
the second fortress comes into view.

These hemispheres glide along the

ground and fire at your oncoming
plane, rather like oddly shaped tanks.

When a pair of these line up one
behind the other, it can take some
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IT'S ONE HOME VIDEO GAME YOU CAN REALLYGET INTO.

Inside Reactor, you fry nutrinos! Bounce pos-

itron clusters! Knock out control rods! Shrink

the reactor core! Drop decoys! Load the bonus
chambers! But most of all, avoid the dreaded

vortex! It's one game that demands everything

you've got. And gets it.

Reactor. Parker Brothers' version of the 18

intense arcade game. You can't help but V
get into it. For your Atari Video Computer
System™ or Sears Video Arcade™

MRKERBROTHERS The ones to beat
© 1982 Parker Brothers Beverly, MA 01915. REACTOR is a trademark of D. Gottlieb & Co. Atari and Atari Video

Computer System are trademarks of Atari Inc. and Sears Video Arcade is a trademark of Sears, Roebuck and Co



get past the monsters which guard

them.

When your expedition lands on a

colored mountain, the viewscreen

shifts to a map of the cave complex,

which comes in two sizes. Large ones

are four rooms vertically by eight

rooms horizontally, while the smaller

ones have the same vertical dimen-

sion, but only half as many chambers

horizontally. Each system is arranged

as if it were on the surface of a sphere,

so that walking far enough, using the

direction disk, will cause your warrior

to circle back to his or her starting

point within the system of under-

ground rooms.

Eight monsters of varying fear-

someness challenge the player during

his journey to Cloudy Mountain.

These range from the merely annoying

bats all the way up to deadly winged

dragons. Against these creatures, the

player's only defenses are a quick pair

of legs and a trusty bow. Each expedi-

tion begins with three arrows and must

find additional quivers to keep sup-

plied with ammo. The higher the diffi-

culty setting, the fewer arrows will be

found in each quiver.

Leaving a cave complex isn't nearly

as simple as entering. The warrior must

find the one exit, marked by a ladder,

and defeat the monster that blocks the

way before returning to play on the

strategic map. Cave complexes remain

clear for awhile, permitting the ex-

pedition to backtrack when necessary,

but the program automatically res-

tocks them, The last four mountains

are always clear, but beyond that you

WOGFAMMAOE
Q4FA0E

may have to fight a new generation of

creatures in a system of caverns that

your group has emptied once already.

Advanced Dungeons & Dragons
portrays all the excitement in attrac-

tive high resolution graphics that leave

no doubt in the gamer's mind about
exactly what is happening on the

screen. Although the basic rules are

fairly easy to learn, this is definitely a

hard game to mastr, especially at the

upper skill settings. That means AD&D
is one cartridge most players won't
"use up" the first week they have it.

The quest for the Cloudy Mountain is

one adventure Intellivision owners will

enjoy playing over and over again.

SMITHEREENS
Odyssey/Odyssey*

This kideo (kid-video) artillery duel

proved so successful when issued by

North American Philips' European pa-

rent company that Odyssey has now
published it for the American market

as well. It pits two players against each

other as rival commanders of big guns.

Each weapon is pointed in the

geneal direction of the other, but with

an obstacle in-between that requires

both sides to arc shots over intervening

barriers in order to smash the opposing

gun. Each gun is operated by a little

on-screen robot, and flattening the

metal man with a well-placed round

causes him to temporarily retire from

the battle. That gives the accurate

marksman a few seconds to send a few
salvos in the direction of the rival castle

without worrying about incoming fire.

It takes several direct hits to com-
pletely demolish the enemy stron-

ghold. The first player to accomplish

this task wins the engagement. A
series of engagements are strung

together to make one, multi-round

war.

Timing is everything in Smithereens.

The longer you hold down the control,

the further the shell flies once you

release it. After a few practice shots,

most arcaders should be able to hit the

other gun at least 75% of the time. EG,

therefore, believes that Smithereens

will be of most interest to the youngest

age group of gamers. Older players

will tend to quickly tire of the straight-

forward play mechanic, but Smithe-

reens is definitely a strong bet to keep
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younger ones entertained for some
time. The cartridge even has an edu-

cational aspect, since it seems a parti-

cularly painless way for someone to

learn about trajectories and other

aspects of geometry and ballistics.

Smithereens is also one of the car-

tridges which is specially enhanced for

use with the Voice of Odyssey's
speech synthesis module. It works just

fine without this add-on, but full

sound includes the satisfying scream

of hurtling sheels and the roar of high

explosives blasting into a target.

Graphics are standard-issue Odyssey2
,

which means fairly simple, but some-

how also quite charming.

Smithereens won't turn the
videogaming world upside down, but

it is a well-produced action contest

that should capture the fancy of many
teenagers and pre-teeners— and hold

it through hours of play.

JAWBREAKER
Tigervision/Atari VCS
The original home computer ver-

sions of John Harris's classic Jawbreak-

er were great fun, delightful to lool at

and listen to— and perilously close to

being Pac-Man imitations. For this

reason, when Tigervision asked the

folks at On-Line to come up with a

VCS-compatible version of their smash

hit, they wanted something a little

different.

What they got was the most in-

novative variant on the

maze chase/gobble

game ever

developed.

JAWBREAKER PLAYFIELD

Instead of moving through the tradi-

tional stationary maze, this is a hori-

zontally-linear contest with lines mov-
ing, in parallel, back and forth across

the screen. The hungry teeth, out to

devour some candies as usual, can

either move off the left or right edge of

a line and then slide up or down the

playfield, or the choppers can wait for

a gap in the moving maze to pass

JAWBREAKER

above or beneath them. The power-

pellet styled "jawbreaker", however,

only appears at the center of the maze,

so frequent sojourns to the nexus of

the field must be made if the teeth

wish to polish off the spinning smile-

faces and turn them blue.

This linear maze movement is about

twice as fast as previous versions and

players will either become very facile at

guiding those hungry chompers
around the constantly-changing play-

field or be in for a lot of very short

games. But the real shock is this: this

new version is actually better than the

old one. It has provben so successful

that the Atari and Apple II computer
versions are being redesigned in this

same format!

Sound and graphics are state-of-

the-art for the 2600, with the illusion

of the spinning faces accomplished

with even greater precision. True in-

novation brings us a classic game in a

new format — and it turns out even

better! Definitely recommended.

Jawbreaker is a perfect example of

designers with backgrounds exclu-

sively in computer software — in this

case, the rustic wizards from Coarse-

gold, Sierra-On-Line Computing —
taking to VCS game design like a fish

to water. It is, in fact, now possible to

design VCS games exclusively on an

Apple II computer system.

As the computer designers enter the

programmable fracas, it should prove

interesting to see which of them
adapts best to the strictures of the

VCS. G



The Video Connection, the nation's leading chain

of video specialty stores, with dealers in towns

and cities coast to coast, brings to America the

biggest and most exciting event in video ...
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WIN OVER ONE MILLION DOLLARS IN PRIZES...
INSTANTLY. (Giant Screen T.V.'s, Video Cassette Recorders,

Video Disc Players, Video Games, Personal Computers, VIDEO and
ELECTRONIC GAMES magazine subscriptions, Video Movies, Videc

Tapes, etc.) Pick up your valuable game tickets each time you visit

your local participating Video Connection stores listed below and
play to win.

CALIFORNIA
Citrus Heights
6966 Sunrise Blvd
Granada Hills

18121 Chatsworth
La Canada Flintridge
520 Foothill Blvd
Lawndale
15820 Hawthorne Blvd
Mill Valley
312 Town & Country Village
San Jose
Capitol Square

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
3851 Main Street

Danbury
Commerce Plaza
Fairfield

Heritage Square
Groton
176 Bridge Street
West Hartford
Corbins Corner Shopping

raiKaUC
Westport
44 Church Lane

DELAWARE
Greenville
Greenville Shopping Center

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington, DC
5039 Connecticut Ave N W
FLORIDA
Clearwater
1907 North Hercules
Coral Springs
Royal University Plaza
Fort Meyers
4460 "D" Cleveland Ave
Largo
Village Vendor Shopping

Plaza
S Pasadena
68O0C Golfport Blvd South
Seminole
9104 Semmote Blvd

GEORGIA
. Pack

5833 Old National Highway

Marietta
Spray berry Crossing
Shopping Center

Roswell
1540 E Old Alabama Rd

ILLINOIS

Chicago
994? S Western Ave
Chicago
1368 E 53 St

Oes Plaines
621 W Golf Rd

INDIANA
Evansville
Lawndale Shopping Center
Greenwood
1140 N St ,ite Rd i Hi 1 »)

Richmond
Gateway Shopping Center

s Moines
Apple Valley Shopping

Center

LOUISIANA
Kenner
321 W Esplande Ave

MARYLAND
Bethesda
Hechmger Plaza
Cockeysville
9731 York Road
Columbia
Longreach Shopping Center
Frederick
Frederick Towne Mall

Bowie
Free State Mall

Gaithersburg
284 N Frederick Ave
Beltsvilie

Calverton Shopping Center
Kensington
10632 Connecticut Ave.
Millersville

326 Benfield Blvd Plaza

Rt 3 Benfield Blvd

Olney
18268 Village Mart Dr

Reisterstown
117080 Reisterslown Rd
Rockville
807 B Rockville Pike

Croton- on- Hudson
MASSACHUSETTS Shoprite Plaza

R__ trt_ Delmar

7 mILk, ,r, qi ,M*
1 25 Adam s Street

krkZ V *»• Northport

362 Be™ont Street 12,^21 H°8d

N. Dartmouth *•* ¥"d
°S r„ ttf.uar* ck ;~„ di^„ 1874 FrOnt Street

hkill

tchess Mall. Rt. 9
Franklin Square
727U Franklin Avenue
Fresh Meadows

Pembroke A...™,.
e naraln

sap s,,ee ' £S- *-
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Sh0PPin9 °™"
S«-*« Avenue

!71D &mbr.dg. Street
Lelhao^

Boston
1 Newbury Street
ckton

362 Belmont Street
N. Dartmouth
K-Mart Shopping Plaza
Faunce Corner Road

North Reading
Atlantic Shopping Center
North Swansea

ci <u Cambridge Street

Saugus
639 Broadway
Salem
540 Loring Avenue
Weymouth
Shaw's Plaza
Worcester
1241 Main Street

MICHIGAN
Farmington Hills

25898 Middlebelt Rd
Madison Heights
1425 W 14 Mile Rd

MINNESOTA
Bloomington
Loehmanns Plaza Shopping

Center

NEBRASKA
Omaha
Orchard Plaza
York
South Lincoln Ave

"W JERSEY
Cherry Hill

1250 N Kings Highway
Hillsdale
10 Broadway
sippany

Troy Hilts Shopping Center
Shrewsbury
678 Broad Street Rt 35

NEW YORK
Albany
Wolt Road Shoppers Park
Brooklyn
1924 Avenue U
Cedarhurst
77A Columbta Avenue
Clifton Park
Fire Road Plaza

Mamaroneck
174 East Boston Post Road
Merrick
27 Merrick Avenue
Middle Village
75-48 Metropolitan Avenue
New York
209 Columbus Avenue
Pearl River
100 North Middletown Road
Rockville Centre
21 North Park Ave
Sayville

203 N Montauk Hwy
Schnectady
123 Canal Sq
Plainview
1123 Old Country Road
Tonawanda
2788 Sheridan Drive
Wantagh
1174 Wantagh Avenue
Oyster Bay
29 Audrey Ave.
Williston Park
310 Hillside Avenue

NORTH CAROLINA
Goldsboro
2814 Cashwell Drive

OHIO •

Stow
4972 Darrow Road
Wadsworth
217 Great Oak Trail

Willowick
29102 Lakeshore Blvd

OKLAHOMA
Enid
516 W Broadway

PENNSYLVANIA
Chambersburg
23 North Main Street

Dresher
Dresher Town Plaza
DuBois
Sandy Plaza, Rt 255
Fairless Hills

203 Lincoln Highway
Feasterville

Feasterville Shopping
Center

Flourtown
1862 Bethlehem Pike
Montgorneryville
202 Market Place
Narberth
944 Montgomery Avenue
Philadelphia
7319 Castor Avenue
Pittsburgh
Greentree & Cochran Road
Trexlertown
TrexlerMall

RHODE ISLAND
Johnston
1478 At wood Ave
Middletown
567 East Main Road
North Kingstown
Post Road Plaza

TEXAS
Amarillo
Wellington Square Shopping

Cntr A #180

VERMONT
attleboro
,am Street Gallery

Alexandria
8736 Cooper Road
Arlington
4145A Wilson Blvd.

Fairfax
11212 Lee Hwy.
Virginia Beach
College Park Square
Virginia Beach
Timberlake Shopping Center
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New franchises available

1-800-645-7439 (in N.Y. 516-364-9520)

offer by prospectus only.

No purchase necessary You must be over 18 years of

age to play Official rules, restrictions, and additional

prizes posted at each participating store.* Void in Ohio
and wherever else prohibited
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Tanks Roam the

Could you have counter-attacked

across the Suez Canal in the 1973

war as successfully as Israel General

Sharon? With this new computer war
game from Strategic Simulations, only

you and your computer will know for

sure.

Southern Command, as a computer

game, is a unique and exciting applica-

tion of the graphic capabilities of the

Apple II. As a war game, it is every-

thing a simulation should be; accurate

without being boring, intellectual

without bowling you over with charts

and tables, and clear and concise in its

play. The fact that it is a war game
which runs on a computer makes it

even more of a special breed.

Since SSI began its computer war

gaming line, the Apple II has always

been the computer that the company
has targeted. So it isn't surprising that

in Southern
Command
By NEIL SHAPIRO

SSI is getting better and better at using

the Apple to stage its battles.

You don't need an arcader's uncan-

ny reflexes to succeed at Southern

Command. Neither do you have to be

a mathematician able to leap 20 charts

at a single bound. Rather, you have to

be a meticulous master of strategy and
tactics. Because the computer does

most of the figuring, it's possible to

open the box, turn on the computer
and "boot" the disk with only a cur-

sory look through the rules. Of course,

a careful reading can save many a

battalion.

The game map can be displayed

whether gridded with hexagons or

simply as a mixture of terrains. If

gridded, the entire map is 39 by 29

hexes. The map takes in the entire

western half of the Sinai peninsula, the

Suez Canal, and a good hunk of East-

ern Egypt (the lack of a published scale

is one of the game's few faults). Be-

cause the game mechanics deal on a

battalion level, two sizes of maps had

to be included. The strategic map gives

an overview of the entire area as to

terrain and units present (not their

type), while the tactical display divides

the strategic map into twelve close-up

views.

Each of these 1 2 views is one screen

in size, Because of this unique method
of mapping, SSI had to invent a new
system of play. In the normal phase of

the game (not during movement) the

Southern Command's grid-like graphics depicting desert terrain
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Jenormac Electronics, Inc.

Defender 28.10

Pac-Man. 28.10

Adventure 1 28.10

Missile Command 23 80

Super Breakout 23 80

War Lords 23.80

Adventure 23 80

Superman 23. 80

Space Invaders 23.80

Video Pinball 23.80

Berserk .23.80

Casino 23.80

Yar's Revenge 23.80

Asteroids 28,10

Adventure II ........ .28.10

Raiders of the

Lost Ark 28.10

Star Raiders 28.10

indy 500 32.35

Action Pak 45.15

Video Computer System

w/Combat .148.00

Space War 9.50

Street Racer 9.50

Soccer 9.50

3-D Tic-Tac-Toe 9.50

Homerun 9.50

Football 9,50

Human Cannonball .... .9.50

Sky Diver 9.50

Surround 9.50

Combat 1770

Air-Sea Battle 17.70

Outlaw ...17.70

Slot Racers 17.70

Canyon Bomber 17.70

Video Olympics 17.70

Breakout 17.70

Basketball 17.70

Bowling 17,70

Golf 17.70

Checkers 17.70

Dodge 'Em 17.70

Othello .17.70

Concentration 17.70

Codebreaker 17.70

Math Gran Prix 17.70

Hangman 17.70

Brain Games 17.70

Demons tD Diamonds

(Hot Rox) 2020
Backgammon 20.20

Basic Programming .. 20,20

Circus Atari 20.20

Night Driver 20.20

Maze Craze 20.20

Baseball .....20.20

Chess 20.20

Haunted House 20.20

Frog Pond .... .20.20

Volleyball 20.20

Football 20.20

PWTTiEL £UrTRDriLCSV

iNtEluViSiON

Astrosmash 25.65

Major League

Baseball 25.65

Intelievision Console 225.00

Las Vegas Roulette . 13.45

Checkers 13.45

Electric Company

Word Fun 13 45

Las Vegas Poker

Si Blackjack 13.45

Electric Company

Math Fun 13.45

ABPA Backgammon .17.70
Frog Bog 17.70

Royal dealer 17.70

Reversi 17.70

NHL Hockey 2135

Horse Racing 21.35

NASL Soccer 21.35

Tennis 21.35

PGAGolt 21.35

Triple Action , 21.35

Pin Ball 21.35

Auto Racing : 25.65

Armor Battle 25.65

U.S. Ski

Team Skiing 25.65

Boxing 25.65

NFL Football 25.65

Space Battle 25.65

NBA Basketball 25.65

PBA Bowling .25.65

Sub-Hunt 25.65

Snafu 25.65

Space Armada 2565
Tron Deadly Disc. .... .25.65

Tron Mazatron 25.65

Sea Batlle 30.50

Advanced Dungeons

& Dragons 30.50

Space Hawk 30 50

Utopia 30.50

Star Strike 30.50

Night Stalker 30.50

Lock 'N Chase ...... .30.50

Space Spartans 34 20

Bomb Squad .34,20

B-17 Bomber 34.20

Minotaur 34.20

Land Battle 34.20

Tron Solar Sailor 34.20

Chess 42.70

intel 1 1 voice Module ... .67.10

Dungeons & Dragons

Computer 43.95

wvrtdtcc
(U.S. Gaines Corp.)

(Fits Atari and Sears)

Space Jockey 18.15

Sneak N Peek 22.50

Word Zapper 22.50

Commando Raid 22.50

Weird Bird.......... .22.50

Towering Inferno 22.50

Gopher Attack 22.50

Maze Chase 22.50

Apollo
(Fits Atari and Sears}

Skeet Shoot 15.60

Space Chase ,.22.60
Space Cavern 22.60

Lock-Jaw 22.60

Lost Luggage 22.60

Racquetball 22. 60

Infiltrate 22. 60

(Fits Atari)

Trick Shot ,...17.70

Demon Attack 22.60

Star Voyager 22.60

Atlantis 22.60

Cosmic Ark ...22.60

Fire Fighter 17.70

Riddle of the Sphinx. . 22.60

(Fits Mattel)

Demon Attack 28.10

Atlantis 28.10

Beauty & the Beast. .32.95

Micro Surgeon 32,95

Swords & Serpents ...28.10

Video Action Center . 22.60

AcTMsioN

NETWORK.
(Fits Atari)

Astro Blast 27.35

Space Attack 27.35

Baseball ......... .27,35

Football 27,35

Tank Battle 27.35

Frog& Flies 22.80

Lock & Chase 32.60

Tron Deadly Disc 3260
Dark Cavern .32.60

International-Soccer 27.35

(Fits Atari and Sears)

Gangster Alley 20.75

Planet Patrol 19.55

Cross Fire 20.75

Tapeworm 19.55

China Syndrome .... ,20,75

(Fits Atari and Sears)

Dragster 17.70

Boxing. .....17.70

Checkers.. .17.70

Fishing Derby ....... .17.70

Skiing 17.70

Bridge 23.80

Tennis .17.70

Laser Blast 17.70

Freeway 17.70

Kaboom. 17.70

Stampede 17.70

Ice Hockey 23,80

Barn Storming 23.80

( )

Cartridges for Atari

Donkey Kong 29.90

(Fits Atari)

Frogger 27.25

Star Wars 27.25

Zaxxon

Turbo

Venture

Mouse Trap

,

29 90

2990
29.90

29.90

Smurf Action 29.90

Carnival 29.90

Cartridges for Mattel

Donkey Kong 32.95

1

Turbo 32.95

Mouse Trap 32.95

Zaxxon 32.95

Carnival 32.95

1

Turbo 67.70

1

Space Fury 29.90

'

Venture........ 29.90

Mouse Trap ...29.90

Lady Bug 29,90

Cosmic Avenger .... .29.90

Zaxxon 48.80

Las Vegas 29.90

Horse Racing 29.90

Smurt Action 29.90

Carnival .29.90

Odyssey2
,

Las Vegas Blackjack. . . 19.65

1

Football 19.65

1

Armored Encounter/

Sub Chase 19.651

Bowling /Basketball . . .19.65

Math -A- Magic /Echo 19.65

Computer Intro 34.00

1

Matchmaker/ Logix/

Buzzword 19.65

1

Baseball 19,65

1

Computer Golf 19.65

Cosmic Conflict 19.65

Take the Money

and Run 13.80

I ' ve Got

Your Number 13.80

Invaders from

Hyper space 19.65

Thunderball 19.65

Showdown in

2100 A.D. ., 19.65

War of Nerves 19.65

Alpine Skiing 19.65

Helicopter Rescue/

Out of This World . .1965
Hockey/Soccer 19.65

Dynasty 13.80

Volleyball 19,65

A
ATARI

Atari 400
16K

410 Recorder

810 Disc Drive

822 Printer ,

825 Printer .

830 Modem .

820 Printer

850 interface

28500
85.00

449 00

267 00

585.00

158.00

258 00

172 00

Atari 800
16K 64800
481 Entertainer 69.00

482 Educator 128,00

483 Programmer 56,00

484 Communicator 33000

Timex
2K Computer 88.00

16K RAM Pack 46.50

Organizer .13.65

Budgeter 12.85

Loan -Mortgage

Amortir 12.05

Checkbook Manager 12.85

Coupon Manager 10.45

Car Pooler 12.05

Stamp Collector 13.65

Stock Option

Analyzer .13.65

VC-CalC 16.10

Inventory Control 16,10

Manufacturing Control . .16.10

Critical Path Analysis . .16.10

Statistics 8.00

Super Math 12.05

State and Capitals . .10.45

Flight Simulator 16,10

Chess and

Chess Clock 16.10

Backgammon

and Dice 16,10

Gambler .16.10

Cube Game 16.10

Grimms Fairy Trails .16.10

Mixed Game Bag 1 16.10

Commodore

vie20
on

h^fsSsefwt^ h\ \\

Vic 20

Home Computer 229.00

Vic 1530 /C2N
Datassette 72.00

Vic 1540

Single Disk Drive 390.00

Vic 1515

Graphic Printer 389.00

Vic 1210 3K Mem
Expander Cart 35.50

Vic 1110 8KMBm
Expander Cart 54.50

Vic 1011ARS232C

Term, Intr. .... 45.50

Vic 1211

A

Super Expander ... 61 .50

Vic 1212

Program Aid Cart.. . .49.95

Vic 1213

Mach Lang Monitor .49.95

Vic 1901

Avenger. .25.75

Vic 1904

Superslot 25.75

Vic 1906

Super Alien. 25.75

Vic 1907

Jupiter Lander 25.75

Draw Poker 25.75

Mid DR/Road Race . 25.75

VT 106A

Rec. Program PK A 49.95

VT 1Q7A

Calculat. Pro. PK A. 49,95

TO ORDER!!!
FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT I

Send money order, certified

check, cashiers check, Master

Charge, VISA (Include card

number, Expiration Date. Name,

Address, and Zip. plus S 2. 50 for

postage and handling).

Michigan residents add 4%
Sales Tax.

Personal checks accepted.

Allow 10 working days tor

check clearance.

Prices subject to change with-

out notice.

We also have games by Adventure International, Automated Simulations, Avalon Hill Game Company, Broderbund, Continental Software, Edu-Ware,

Hayden Software, Micro Lab, Microsoft, Muse, On -Line Systems, Sensible Software, Quality Software, Sirius Software, Softape, Stoneware Prod-

ucts, Videx, TRS 80, Bell & Howell {Black Apple), Visicorp. IBM, Epson Printers, and many others.

.tftDNICT^

°*THEiarTU**

Jenormac Electronics, Inc.

1-800-637-8777

7622 Sprinkle Rd., Kalamazoo, MI 49001

Monday-Friday — 9 a.m to 8 p.m. E.S.T.

Saturday — 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. E.S.T.

IN MICHIGAN

1-616-329-1818



player can control which part of the

map appears on the tactical display.

The 12 sections are numbered and

lettered 1-9 and A-C. These sections

may be called up individually, hitting S

for Scroll Map and then 3 would, for

instance, switch to a tactical view of

screen three. Or the player can leisure-

ly scroll north and south, east and west
— moving the map as if the screen

were a small window looking out onto

a large playing area.

The tactical map sections are very

well-done in brilliant hi-resolution col-

ors—the game can be displayed on a

black-and-white monitor with a spe-

cial command—which connote 12

types of terrain. Terrain types affect

movement costs and combat bonuses.

During the Movement Phase, a

player uses the keyboard to move a

cursor (blinking box) around the

screen so it points to the unit he wishes

to move or examine. There is also an

auto-move option which automatical-

ly switches the cursor from the unit just

moved to the closest unit which may
still be moved. At any time during this

auto-move option, the player can still

choose to leave a unit for later move-
ment or completely return to manual

control of the unit to be moved.

The Israeli player controls six types

of units including tank, infantry,

armored infantry and artillery battal-

ions along with bridging engineers.

The Egyptian (computer's role during

solitaire play) must worry about his six

types of units: infantry and mecha-

nized infantry battalions, artillery and

tank battalions and katushka (mobile

artillery) battalions.

The unit's mode governs the num-
ber of movement points. A unit may
expend on travel and there are eight

different modes from defense and

transportation to attack and reorga-

nization. Changing from one mode to

another also costs movement points.

Combat, which takes

place during

movement whenever a unit enters an

enemy's zone of control (in most cases

the enemy's six surrounding hexes),

affects both strength and the future

movement capabilities of both defen-

der and aggressor. The calculation of a

typical combat resolution is quite

complete as it takes into account
strengths, terrain, adjacent units, type

of units, mode of units, efficiency of

units, artillery and airstrike capabilities,

and a random factor.

At this point, three cheers for the

computer! A boardgame saddled with

such a complex combat resolution

system would, take days to play. The
computer chews up the numbers and

The battle progresses in Southern Command

spits out the results in almost no time

at all. In fact, during a solitaire game,
watching the computer quickly and
efficiently moving its units, switching

from one map-screen to another, and
resolving combats can almost psych-

out a slower-than-silicon human.
The computer allows

for a number

of very nifty touches to the game
mechanics. One favorite is what the

rulebook calls the "order phase."

During this phase, the player chooses a

trigger hex. During subsequent enemy
movement phases, when an enemy
unit enters a trigger hex — whammo!
— all the friendlies move toward it on a

course that was pre -plotted in the

friendly order phase.

This always made using hidden

movement and sighting rules a bit of a

drag. The paperwork and the nit-

picking measurements are a chore.

Once again, the computer is a

completely impartial and super-

speedy referee. Whenever a hidden

unit is sighted, the speaker beeps and

the unit appears on the map.

As a simulation of history, this war

game maintains a fair degree of

accuracy while maintaining a high

level of payability. Though some war
game maps of this area, according to

our almanac, are more accurate,

(notably the game map in the old inai

boardgame from the defunct but

much- lamented Simulations
Publishing Inc.), the problem with the

SSI computer graphics seems to be

that if a hex is more than just bordered

by the canal it must be all water or all

something else. This is unlike a

boardgame map where, for example,

a body of water might be only partially

within a hex. Because of this the bodies

of water (not the canal itself) such as

the northern section of the Gulf of

Suez are a bit "fatter" than on a map.

But the game's play and the victory

conditions accurately reflect the

challenge that faced Israel's General

Sharon on the morning of

October 6,

42 Haetrenlc G



The maps in SSI contests use symbols as in board-style war games The lake terrain from Southern Command

1 973. Israel knew it had to move quick-

ly or it would economically crumble,

They attacked and, as it turned out in

real life, encircled the enemy. The

Egyptians, meanwhile, knew that they

had to regain Israeli-occupied territory

and hold onto it.

The game's mechanics award
victory points (10) to the Egyptians for

destroying an Israeli unit, and a point

for each Egyptian unit on the East Bank

of the Suez. Israelis get one point per

each Egyptian unit destroyed, two
points for each SAM missile.

The canny Egyptian Player (and if

you don't have a human friend handy

the computer is as deadly as ail get-

out) will drive immediately for the East

Bank. In real life, for some reason, the

Egyptians held back their

Note tanks at center of piayfield

more than a week. This game helps

you understand just how lucky the

Israelis were to have obtained a good
position as easily as they did.

The Israeli player is well advised to

do just what the Israelis did on the real

battlefield: Get there first and get

there heavy. They must open a

corridor for their bridging engineers as

soon as possible. Then, they have to

cross the Suez right away and do as

much positional and actual damage as

they can to the opponent.

Southern Command is a fast-

playing simulation that is not only a lot

of fun and excitement — but it's a

good way to study the historical

battle's "what if" scenarios in

absorbing detail. If you have a

computer and an interest in war
gaming, this package should be on
your shelf. Q
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THEHHYERSajIDfTO

SCIENCE FICTION
GRMES

THE SOUND OF
MARCHING FEET

In a very real sense, the

hobby of electronic gaming

began with the introduction

of Space Invaders in 1978.

This Taito design signalled the

dawn of a new era of coin-op

arcading, as it boasted totally

novel play-action supported

by surprisingly cute visuals.

It was the overwhelming

popularity of SI that sparked

the gaming boom, the fruits

of which we are still enjoying

today. The success of Space

Invaders firmly established

the intimate relationship

between gaming and science

fiction that has given the

world such wonderful titles as

Defender, Missile Command
and Star Raiders.

Space Invaders has notonly

created a whole genre of con-

test, the invasion game, but it

has also proven popular in vir-

46 Electronic Games
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tually every format into which

it has been placed. On the

home front, Atari makes car-

tridges based on the game for

its VCS, 5200 and 400/800
machines, and Rocklan also

offers Super-Invaders for the

Atari microcomputers. Close

relatives of Space Invaders are

available for use with the Ap-
ple II, VIC-20, TRS-80 Color

Computer and several of the

videogame units.

WINGS OF DEATH
Take the original invasion

game concept but allow the

attackers to break formation

and swoop low to bomb the

player's cannon at the bottom

of the screen and you have

the kernel of Calaxian. Better

graphics combined with a less

predictable motion of the in-

vaders makes this SI sequel a

treasured classic in its own
right.

Official versions of Cal-

axian are produced for the

Atari 5200 by Atari and as a

stand-alone mini-arcade by

Coleco.

CLEARING THE
SPACELANES

In sharp contrast to the

highly patterned nature of

both Space Invaders and

Calaxian, is the seeming
chaos of Asteroids. This Atari

coin-op utilizes a vector

graphics monitor to fill the

view screen with careening

meteorites of all sizes headed

in just about every conceiv-

able direction.

Atari has led the way in

bringing Asteroids to the

home arcading community. It

is available from the Sunny-

vale, CA, publisher for both

the VCS and 400/800 sys-

tems.

Other games in which the

player manipulates a single

spaceship employing a thrust

movement system and tries to

SPACE INVADERS
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blow up space debris are

plentiful. Minestorrn is resi-

dent in the Vectrex, and Ap-

ple-ites can enjoy a brisk

round of Meteoroids in

Space, to cite two of the best

examples.

EARTH'S
LAST DEFENDER

Williams' Defender coin-op

may be just about the ulti-

mate in wild shooting sprees,

yet the underlying theme of

rescuing survivors of an ex-

traterrestrial attack probably

has nearly as much to do with

the popularity of this duo-

directional scrolling contest.

The arcader pushes instruc-

tions into the machine using

the somewhat complicated

button panel, and then zips

back and forth along the mul-

ti-screen horizon trying to

prevent the final extinction of

the human race.

Williams has followed up

Defender with an even more
difficult sequel called Star-

gate. This game, which fea-

tures a control set-up that's

even more complicated than

Defender's, is often touted as

a supreme
test of

gaming
ability.

Atari owns the home
license for Defender as a
videogame, and the company
has produced cartridges for

the VCS and 5200, with one
for the 400/800 computer
likely for the coming year. En-

tex has also produced home
editions of Defender, a hand-

held and a cartridge for the

company's AdventureVision

tabletop programmable. The

same outfit is also marketing a

Stargate stand-alone. A pro-

gram that shares some of the

features found in

Defender, albeit

mixed in

with some

novel concepts of its own, is

Protector II, an Atari 400/800
disk form Synapse Software

by Mike Potter.

RAIN OF DEATH
With due respect to the

other electronic science fic-

tion classics discussed in this

issue's Players Guide, Missile

Command may well turn out

to be the most popular of

them all in the long run. Not

only is the Atari pay-for play

machine an enduring favorite,

but the same publisher has

produced highly acclaimed

editions for all three of its

home arcade systems.

Electronic Games 47



WANTED:
SPACE PILOTS

From "Skylark of Space" to

"Space Patrol" to "Star

Wars", the notion of taking

the controls of a spaceship has

sparked hundreds of science

fiction stories, books and
movies. In a sense, it's the

futuristic version of the Old

West cowboy — a strong

hero in a fast ship that can

travel anywhere.

This may explain why first-

person space piloting and
combat games are so numer-

ous in the videogame car-

tridge field.

Owners of the Atari VCS
have several excellent titles of

this sort from which to

choose. Atari itself now offers

a VCS version of Star Raiders,

the game which perpetually

tops EG's monthly listing of

readers' favorite computer
game programs. The 2600
edition utilizes a keypad con-

troller with a special overlay to

present the home arcader

with a much greater-than-

usual variety of strategic deci-

sions. Although the keypad

adds considerably to the cost

of Star Raiders, the publisher

intends to use this new con-

troller to enhance other up-

coming games, so the cost will

eventually be spread over
several cartridges. „

PHASER PATROL

Activisions Star Master re-

lies on innovative use of the

2600 console's control levers

to toggle between tactical

battle views and a map of the

whole galaxy. The player

must zip back and forth across

known space, protecting
friendly star bases from alien

attack.

Similar in overall concept to

both of these games are Pha-

sar Patrol (Starpath, for the

Supercharger) and Planet

Patrol (Spectravision). The'
latter is a solid and enjoyable

SF romp, while the former is

enriched by the superior

graphics available with the

Supercharger.

Although Mattel's Intellivi-

sion is not known primarily for

its action-oriented contests,

one happy exception is the

justly high reputation which

Space Battle has earned. The
player monitors the strategic

map for approaching alien

spacefleets and dispatches

one of three available squad-
rons to deal with any threat

and then takes command of a

space fighter once the oppos-
ing forces actually meet in

space.

DARK CAVERN

make a "comfortable"
enemy. You're not gunning

down fellow human beings

with that laser, goes this

theory, you're only blasting

apart inhuman metal crea-

tures. This viewpoint is most
obvious in a cartridge like

Robot Commando Raid from

U.S. Games for the Atari

2600. The player commands

BEWARE. . .

ROBOT ALERT
Although technology, in

the form of the hardware,

software and peripherals

associated with the games
themselves, is unlikely to hold

many terrors for electronic

arcaders, designers are sensi-

tive to the potential of science

as a source of menace.

And let's face it, robots

an anti-aircraft battery situ-

ated at the center of the bot-

tom portion of the playfield

and attempts to shoot down
foes as they parachute from

helicopters. If the attackers

were actually people, this

video war game would be

portraying a significant vio-

tion of the Geneva Conven-

tions of War. As it is, no one is

forced to fire at a human

filiiilJii



chutist on the way down to

Earth.

The best known of the

robot videogames is, of

course, Atari's Berzerk for the

VCS. This 1983 Arcade Award
Certificate of Merit winner is a

satisfyingly close reproduc-

tion of Stern's maze shoot-

out coin-op machine that pits

the player's on-screen charac-

ter against a multi-room maze
guarded by veritable hordes

of angry androids.

A pair of Odyssey ;
titles

make use of robots as the

primary opposition. You can

lead a robot army against a

similar force directed by a

second human player in War
of Nerves, or combat robot

attackers in Alien Invaders—
Plus!

Robots provide the threat

in Mattel's Night Stalker for

the Intellivision, and Dark
Cavern for the Atari VCS.
Both cartridges — essentially

versions of the same design

produced for two different

systems — spice up the tradi-

tional maze-shoot with
adventure game elements.

Careful planning of moves
through the underground
labyrinth is as important, if

not more so, than the ability

to shoot accurately while run-

ning across the screen.

PLEASE CALL
HOME

Atari's recently published

E.T. cartridge is notable for a

number of reasons. It is the

first game designed with sig-

nificant input from a cinema-

tographer (Steven Spielberg),

and the first non-educational

Atari title aimed squarely at

the youngest age bracket of

home gamers.

E.T. has proven unex-
pectedly controversial among
players. Critics charge that the

cartridge looks hasty and
lacks sophisticated play-

action, but others vociferous-

ly defend the game on the

grounds that it is faithful to

the spirit of the film and of

suitable complexity for those

who are most likely to be in-

terested in such a game.

SHOOT-OUT IN
SPACE

Ship-to-ship combat in

space is one of the most com-

mon videogame themes.
From classics like UFO (Odys-

sey, for the Odyssey*) to new-

comers like Nexar (Spectravi-

sion, for the VCS), Threshold

(Tigervision for the VCS),

Gorf (CBS Videogames, for

the VCS), Space Chase
(Games by Apollo, for the

VCS) and Zaxxon (Coleco, for

ColecoVision), the list of car-

tridges is studded with excel-

lent games on this topic.

The assault on the sky for-

tresses in Coleco's Zaxxon is

unquestionably one of the

most thrilling home arcading

experiences available today.

The duels with the enemy
missiles, robots, and giant

robots are the ultimate in

videogaming at present.

"IrVidieaimii
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THE
EXPRMDIMG
UMIUERSEOF
COMPUTER
SFGRMES
THE COSMIC
ARCADE
Action games with a sci-

ence fiction slant are proving

just about irresistible to com-
puter gamers. Whether you
enjoy an invasion game such

as Sierra On-Line's Threshold

or Roklan's Super-Invaders,

labyrinth contests like Data-

most's Mars Cars or the spe-

cial excitement provided by

Avant Garde Creations' Zero

Gravity Pinball, chances are

very good that at least one
outer space arcade-style
program is among your favo-

rites.

Sir-Tech has melded several

different types of games into

a single disk with its magnifi-

cent Star Maze for the Apple
II. The hunt for the nine star

jewels forces the player to ex-

ecute intricate maneuvers

such as over-flights and dock-

ing while fending off dangers

ranging from meteor showers
to hostile flying saucers.

Tubeway, by Datamost for

the Apple II, is a perimeter

target game with a futuristic

angle. The player whirls his

shooter around the outside

edge of the geometric "uni-

verse", and blasts the
assorted nasties which crawl

out of the center. Completion
of each wave immediately
transfers the player to a new
universe populated by even
deadlier creatures. Home
arcaders who enjoy this gam-
ing genre — spawned by
Atari's coin-op division with

1983 Arcade Award recipient

Tempest — won't want to

miss this largely successful

attempt to produce
a game

that utilizes a similar play-

mechanic within the restric-

tions imposed by the family

television set's raster scan
video technology.

Sirus Software frequently

mixes a dash of humor in with

its space games. Two of the

best examples of the com-
pany's penchant for the light-

er side of home arcading are

Bandits, in which the player

must prevent waves of inter-

stellar pack-rats from
scampering off with all of the

supplies at the moonbase,
and Sneakers, the multi-

scenario invasion marathon.

Another entertaining Sirius

Software disk that is some-
thing less than totally serious

is Twerps. In this one, the
player must complete a peri-

lous journey to the surface of

the moon where numerous
fellow-twerps are cowering in

craters waiting for rescue.

SUPER SCIENCE
SCROLLERS

Scrolling shoot-outs have
claimed a huge following in

the videogame, stand-alone

and coin-op fields, so it's

hardly surprising that the run-

the-gauntlet
games are

among the most popular of

computer game programs
While a few of these designs

are not in the least science fic-

tional, most of the best ones

involve piloting a speedy
spacecraft through several

scenarios.

Protector II — actually it's

the third version of this hori-

zontally scrolling title — is

perhaps the ultimate game of

this type for the Atari 400-
800 computer systems, at

least until Synapse Software's

Mike Potter gets the urge to

redo his masterpiece yet
again. The player must
attempt to save survivors of a

future conflict by ferrying

them to a safe city and, from

there, to even more secure

locations. The ship can zoom
across the multi-screen play-

field, shooting alien ships and
airlifting humans at break-

neck speed.

Caverns of Mars is a verti-

cal scroller for the Atari 400-

800 that sends the player's

ship snaking down heavily

fortified tunnels
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neath the Red Planet.

Star Blazer, Tony Suzuki's

Broderbund disk for the Apple
II, is a mono-directional scrol-

ling game that clearly stands

apart from superficially similar

games because of the ex-

treme ingenuity incorporated

into its program. This action

game can't be conquered
simply by steamrollering

through it like a runaway bull

in a china shop. That kind of

frontal assault simply won't

get the job done in some of

Star Blazer's scenarios, such

as the one in which the player

must somehow get the best of

a tank that speeds up when-

ever the gamer's ship acceler-

ates and can go faster than

the fighter can fly.

DUELS OF THE
FUTURE

Strategic

Simulations

a leader when it comes to

simulating all the possible

methods of combat between

individuals and small teams in

the world of tomorrow. The
Rapidfire series, which con-

sists of four different pro-

grams at this writing, strad-

dles the line between strategy

games and the faster-moving

action types. All make use of

SSI's impressive movement
system to keep events unfold-

ing on the display at a pace

which no conventional elec-

tronic war game could pos-

sibly match.

One of the titles, Cytron

Masters, is especially appeal-

CYTRON MASTERS

ing. The idea of combat be-

tween rivals piloting one-

person flying platforms abso-

lutely bursts with gaming pos-

sibilities. The other games in

this line are uniformly excel-

lent as well, and should be

examined by any strategy

game-oriented science fic-

tioneers.

MEET THIS
CHALLENGE
Ming's Challenge, from

Micro Fun for the Apple II, is

an offbeat action game with a

science fiction theme. It is

fairly simple in the graphics

department, but it makes up

for any shortfall in that area by

furnishing arcaders with the

chance to try something that's

really different.

The player manipulates a

horizontally mobile cannon
and shoots upward at various

targets in motion. The idea is

to shoot the round targets as

they descend, freezing them
in position and scoring points

based on their closeness

to the top boundary

of the playfield.

A bomb-
dropping

STAR BLAZER

flying saucer capable of re-

leasing the roundies add fur-

ther tests of hand-eye skill.

All the action is conveyed to

the adventure through a-
combination of line

artwork and
short scene

descrif

tions.
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WHERE SCIENCE
MEETS FANTASY

Just as science fiction in

other media runs the gamut
from super-technical hard SF

to interstellar flights of fancy

that approach the blood and
thunder of the typical swords

and sorcery extravaganza, so

does computer software.

One of the best examples

of this is the Zork series, now
three games long, from In-

focom for most of the popular

computers. While fantasy ele-

ments are certainly promi-

nent , the meticulous way in

which the great underground

empire has been worked out

by the designers, betrays the

attention to even the most

minute details that charac-

terizes the sci-fi novels

of authors like Robert A.

Heinlein and Jerry Puornelle.

More obviously science fic-

tion is, Empire of the Over-

Mind, a 1982 Arcade Award
program from Avalon Hill's

Microcomputer Games Divi-

sion. Although the Over
mind, a cruel tyrant whom the

player must overthrow, defi-

nitely has mystical aspects, it's

clear that, in some way, the

events which take place on
the twin planets owe as much
to super-science as eldritch

magic.

MYSTERY FROM
THE STARS

Infocom, which has revolu-

tionized the field of computer

text adventures with its Zork

and Deadline, has now ven-

tured forth to the stars with its

latest creation, Starcross. The
player assumes the role of an

explorer on the lookout for

black holes, which are the

source of mega-energy in the

world of this particular future.

Instead of the prize you
seek, however, your scout

craft stumbles upon the find

of the millennium — a mam-
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moth starwagon sent by su-

per-intelligent beings from
the other end of the universe.

You must board this veritable

city in space and unravel the

enigma which permeates it.

The Starcross program is

one of the most sophisticated

on the market, which makes it

one of the smoothest playing

adventures around. Its best

feature is its extensive vocab-

ulary, which makes it possi-

ble for the player to enter in-

structions in the form of full

English sentences, instead of
the two-word, verb/noun

phrases generally employed
in other role-playing disks.

JOE JUSTIN,
SPACE HERO
The same design team

which produced Empire of the

Over-Mind has returned with

C.F.S. Sorceress. This text

adventure is touted as the first

of a series of disks to feature

the exploits of Joe Justin.

In this one, the player (as

Joe) must visit various planets

to gather evidence that will

prove he was unjustly pushed
out of the airlock on his ship

TREASURE TROVE
IN SPACE
Queen of Phobos is the

name of the adventure and
of the seemingly forsaken

spaceship which is the setting

for the illustrated action. After

finding a way to enter the

drifting hulk, you must navi-

gate its labyrinthine corridors

to uncover its valuable se-

crets.

Making life a little tougher

are various looters who have

the same idea as you. At best,

they may beat you to some of

the valuables, while at worst,

they may turn on you instead.

All the arcading action is

conveyed to the adventure
through a combination of line

artwork and various short de-

scriptions of the scene.
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SEESWJE?
TIME PILOT

Imagine yourself locked in

eternal conflict with an air

wizard who battles you
through time and space! Most
science fiction games concen-

trate on the trappings of the

genre— rocket ships, robots,

asteroids and invading aliens.

Very few games have been

science-fictional in and of

themselves. Centuri's Time
Pilot is a genuine SF contest in

that its very theme is the stuff

of which many of the field's

classics have been made: time

travel.

As Time Pilot begins, the

player is back at the dawn of

air combat— the days of the

biplane and dogfight. Your

Flying Dutchman of an ad -

versary comes barreling

toward your craft,

machine guns

smoking as you finally "come
to grips" with the controls.

The airtight begins in earnest

when, abruptly, both ships

are tossed several decades

into the future, where a

World War II circa combat is

about to begin.

Time Pilot moves through

the jet era, into special com-
bat choppers able to launch

sidewinder missiles and,
ultimately, into space warfare

itself.

Each type of aircraft pre-

sents a unique gaming chal-

lenge, and mastery over all

sequences takes time. But

what the heck — you've got

all the time in the world,

haven't you?

GRAVITAR
Atari's Gravitar is an in-

teresting and — as usual with

Atari's coin-op department—
innovative creation. The play

mechanic will eitherteach you

to thread the needle using

ASTEROIDS (COIN-OP)

directional thrust or wipe you

out of quarters in the blink of

an eye.

More interesting, however,

is the game's use of an adven-

ture-game format integrated

into the ultimate Asteroids-

Space Duel blast-'em-up.

Players begin by maneuvering
their ships around a series of

shapes, not unlike a cosmic

floor plan of the type com-
monly used in graphic adven-

ture's dungeon explorations.

Each of the space "chambers"
must then be entered and a

mission accomplished.

Thrust movement is an in-

teresting type of steering for

limited-movement games
such as Asteroids. In order to

steer via directional thrust

through what amounts to a

space-maze, the mechanic
becomes a deadly challenge.

To steer via this method, the

ship must be pointed in the

direction desired and a thrust-

er button needs hitting. To
stop, the ship must be turned

around 180° and an equal

amount of thrust must be ap-

plied. Now imagine steering

through U-shapes and laby-

rinths in this style and the

challenge thickens.
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Just in case all these death-

defying space acrobatics be-

gin to bore you, there is also

the matter of gravity, which

is, of course, putting in its 2c
as well, naturally drawing the

ship to any large body in

space.

MOON PATROL
As with all things in the

world of coin-op videogames,

concepts mix and mingle and
hybrids are always turning up.

The two strongest types of

games in the coin-op world of

today are science fiction con-

tests and "cute" games.
Then, of course, there are the

sub-genres of "climbing" and

"jumping" games.

Now, imagine the first

"cute" 5F game with blasting

and jumping themes blended

in for good measure. The

game is called Moon Patrol,

and it isn't exactly the sort of

game arcaders have come to

expect from its producer, Wil-

liams, known previously for

their highly-challenging
"players" contests such as

Defender and Robotron.

Players control a horizon-

tally-scrolling moon-buggy
— rendered in a highly

anthropomorphic, cartoony

style— overthelunarsurface.

Occasionally, moon rocks
turn up, and must be vapor-

ized by the vehicle's front-

mounted laser cannon. Other
times, craters appearand the

gamer must employ the con-

sole's "jump" button in order

to safely leapfrog the pit.

Nothing revolutionary con-

cerning the play mechanic; it's

not even very difficult, but

there's obviously something

that Moon Patrol does right,

because it is one of the most
popular and compelling coin-

ops in today's arcade. The
most likely cause for the

game's appeal is its marvelous

graphics. The moon-car, with

its oversized, balloon tires and
warm, friendly colors, creates

an atmosphere not unlike that

of the old children's story,

"The Little Train that Could".

BOSCONIAN
A real space-gamer's de-

light, Bosconian is the sort of

5F coin-op that utilizes

strategy lightly— in the form

of aside-screen radarscope—
and goes heavy on the dog-

fight elements.

Developed in Japan by
Namco (creators of Pac-Man,

Galaxian, and scores of other

arcade smashes), Bosconian

was the first game to offer

players full 360° scrolling

simultaneous front-rear fire
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and a sense of graphic realism

that approaches full ani-

mation. Beginning with an

audio signal alerting you to

begin the attack, the arcader

grabs the joystick and tries a

little piloting practice. Since

this game has no boundaries,

and as this particular sector of

space is festooned with aster-

oids, space mines and the

ever-popular galactic enemy,

familiarity with the controls

are a definite plus.

The object of the game is to

destroy as many of the huge,

multi-domed motherships as

possible. These enormous
floating spacecraft send out

endless squadrons of attack

ships at the merest hint of an

M Electronic Cum

attack, so good peripheral vi-

sion is required to keep track

of the objects on the radar-

tracking view screen. The
motherships can be blown
away one dome at a time, or

by a direct hit on its single,

vulnerable spot — a hatch

that slides open and closes at

the nexus point where the va-

rious corridors connecting the

enormous globes meet.

The ability to fly totally free,

in any direction is a marvelous

gaming experience, but the

simultaneously firing front

and back guns are lifesavers.

Imagine pursuing an enemy
through deep space, weaving

through meteors and spiked

astro-mines while being able

to waste any craft hanging

onto your tail at the same
time! This game might well be

retitled, the "Space Gamer's

Revenge"!

TUNNELS OF
TERROR

The arcades continue to be

the cutting edge of the

videogame industry, in terms

of ideas and technology. This

ultimate proving ground has

generally turned to science-

fiction games in order to show
off their latest innovations.

After all, what better context

for futuristic technology than

the future itself? The first vec-

tor graphics games (Star

Hawk, Asteroids, etc.) and,

later, the first full-color v-g

games (Space Fury, Tempest)

all used science-fictional set-

tings.

The latest trend in arcade

SF is the search for the third

dimension — depth. 3-D has

thus far proven stubbornly

elusive to the game masters.

The illusion of depth , howev-
er, has drawn considerably

more success than the real

thing, however, From the ear-

liest videogames simulating

the "trench" sequence from
the climax of "Star Wars", to

the shadows and three-
quarters perspective of Zax-

xon, a score of SF videogames
have come to the very edge of

the mountaintop of 3-D.

The search continued with

the "tunnel" sequence from

Sega's Tac Scan. Tac Scan is a

multi-scenario space shoot-

out with its most memorable
scenario occuring during a

wild, roller-coaster trip

through a twisting, winding

cosmic pipeline. The gamer is

given a front row seat cour-

tesy of a head-on perspective

as the ship hurtles through the

tunnels that most closely re-

semble a serpentine strip of

corrugated -steel pipe.

The videogame world
seems perched right above
the first three-dimensional

game. The odds are pretty

good that it will involve a ship

zipping through space.
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SCIENCE
FOUR GAfflES
GO PORTABLE

VECTREX:
THE CARRYOUT
ARCADE
The Vectrex stand-alone

programming system from
the GCE Division of Milton

Bradley is particularly rich in

titles with a science fiction

twist. Not only does the con-

sole, which is built around a

9-in. vector graphics monitor,

include Minesweep as a resi-

dent game, but several other

spacey contests are currently

available with more to come.

Best of a strong group is this

year's Arcade Award winner

as best stand-alone cartridge,

Scramble. Although the
graphic treatment is light-

years away from the one
Stern utilized on its quarter-

gobbling coin-op, this scrol-

ling shoot-out shines just as

brightly in its own way in its

Vectrex edition.

STAND
AGAINST SARK

Tomytronics has just un-

veiled a pair of tabletop mini-

arcades with a futuristic feel.

Tron is based on events in the

Walt Disney videogaming
movie and involves the player

THE WAVERS GUIDE TO

in a series of contests against

Sark, chief minion of the

MCP. And if you defeat the

henchman, you'll even get a

chance to deal out some jus-

tice to the Master Computer
Program itself.

Tomytronics also offers a

superb stand-alone version of

Scramble. Graphics are, of

course, a little sparse on the

brightly lit playfield, but

Tomytronics has done a

wonderful job of producing a

device that really plays like the

original shoot-'em-up, de-

spite the limitations of the

technology.

ZAXXON
IS COMING!

Coleco has announced that

one of the titles in its well-

received mini-arcade series

TRON (STAND-ALONE)

for 1983 will be Zaxxon.
Though it would be unrealistic

to expect Coleco to equal the

videogame cartridge of Zax-

xon which it produced for the

ColecoVision in late 1982, the

company's officials express

confidence about being able

to communicate the essence

of this three-dimensional,

multi-scenario space slugfest

in the mini-arcade format. Q

SCRAMBLE (STAND-ALONE)
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Introducing "JOURNEYESCAPE" the challenging new DATA AGE Video Ga

You 're on the road with America s hottest rock group. Journey. And they're count-

ing on you. You're the only player who can help Journey make it to their scarab escapi

vehicle. Only you can outsmart the promoters, avoid the photographers and fight off

the love-crazed groupies. Ifyou can handle it!

It's a tough game. As Journey says, "Some will win, some will lose ..."

Are you hot enough to

play with Journey?

Don't stop believin.'

Get yourJOURNEY
ESCAPE video game

today! /

DATA AGE
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The evocative neon lighting of jukeboxes — both modern

and antique (above) — mixes with novelty coin-operated

devices such as a gunslinging "one-armed bandit" seen

below, watting to relieve customers of their money

Welcome to
the First
Videogame
Supermarket

hen Joel Gilgoff goes to work
%MlF each morning, he enters a

world that's known to most electronic

arcaders as the stuff of which dreams
are made.

Joel owns G.A.M.E.S., a successful

mini-chain of electronic gaming
supermarkets.

Those who visit— or call — one of

the four Southern California stores can

choose from among practically every

game cartridge for just about every

programmable and computer system

currently on the market. Joel prides

himself on being among the first, if not

the first in the area to get the hottest

new titles.

Then there are the big games in his

stores, like Ms. Pac-Man, Zaxxon and
Tron,— the coin-ops most of us head
down to the local arcade to play. And if

both an upright version and a tabletop

model are offered by the manufac-
turer, Joel usually has, or can
obtain either one in short order.

Of course, there are also the pinball

machines, slots (a.k.a. one-armed
bandits), and jukeboxes.

What makes Joel different from the

average broker of these vintage fun

toys? Well, when a call came in from
Japan, for example, for a pair of

Wurlitzer jukeboxes, complete with

records, Joel and his crew made sure

they were stocked with appropriate

era 45's and 78's. Now that's class.

Besides receiving telephone calls

from the Los Angeles area and Japan,

C.A.M.E.S. gets orders from almost

every city in the country and practically

U ATARI
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By DAVID LUSTIG

Joel Gilgoff (left) is the man who created the

C.A.M.E.S. chain. Above, we see a gauntlet o
coin-op hits, all ready to be wrapped up and
taken home by some wealthy arcader, while i

distinctly old-fashioned slot machine is seen

below on its own pedestal.
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GAM.E.S.
every nation that has the word
"arcade" somewhere in its language.

A gentleman from Texas called one

day, requesting 13 coin-operated

videogames. He wanted to give them
away as presents. A caller from South

Africa even placed an order for a

Donkey Kong. And if the thought ever

crossed your mind as to what some
Saudi sheiks do for entertainment, just

ask the Middle Eastern oil baron who
ordered both Pac-Man and Frogger

tabletop model videogames from Joel.

Obviously, G.A.M.E.S. is more than

just a profitable enterprise to owner
Gilgoff. It is a commitment. What
keeps his telephones ringing and
parking lots busy is a personal

commitment to having the most up-

to-date stock of videogame cartridges

and coin-op machines and a wide

selection of pinball and slot machines.

And after sales are completed,
G.A.M.E.S. tries to ship out every order

within 24 hours. It's a good thing, too,

because many people, once finding

what they want, usually like to have

their new prize safe at home as soon as

possible.

Joel's entry into the field was a

natural transition from his previous job

as an IBM electrical engineer in New
York. He opened his first store and

C.A.M.E.

was Atari's first customer for Pong
games in 1975. Today there are also

stores in Fountain Valley, Torrance

and Century City.

The visitor to G.A.M.E.S. will find a

plethora of visual delights. The Van
Nuys' store, for example, is spacious

and well-lit. The latest in electron-

ics share space with the older slot

machines and jukeboxes. What

(Above) A slot machine, adorned with

golden carvings, looks properly re-

gal, while (below) three pins look sharp

enhances G.A.M.E.S. is that every-

thing is thoroughly reconditioned

before going out on the floor. Pinball

machines, slot machines and
jukeboxes look and operate as well, or

better, than the day they left the

factory, thanks to a crew of trained

repairmen and technicians. Usually, it

is impossible to tell that it is a used

pinball machine sitting next to a new
videogame.

You want accessories? Joel's got

'em, including more joysticks, pun

intended, than you can shake a stick

at! If it's a quality product, you'll find it

at GAMES!
What visitors should remember

however, is that G.A.M.E.S. isnotatoy

store and definitely not an arcade.

Prospective buyers can, with a dem-
onstrating employee, try out any of

the games. But don't try and play them
for a high score — this electronic

wonderworld doesn't have an arcade

license.

Oh yes, the next time you're

watching normal television and you

come across a new movie (yet to be

released) on the life of Hugh Hefner,

you won't have to wonder where they

rented all those arcade games. They

came from Joel Gilgoff' s G.A.M.E.S.,

of course. Q
- the world's first electronic gaming department store
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Worlds Largest Selection
ofCommercial
and Home Video Games
and Accessories.

TOR CARTRIDGE AVAILABILITY INFO
CALL OUR RECORDED MOT LINE

24 HOURS A DAY
(213) 9011005

FT*
CO Ml

WICO- Video Oame Controllers.

WICC"" Deluxe Joystick $29.95 ($2*).

WICO- Red Ball Joystick $32.95 ($2*

WICO- Trackball Controller $69.95

($3').

C * M AM P.

s -
Cynex 1"

Remote Joysticks

for Atari*

$69.95 ($4*).

MOTE: Many Items listed

but not shown.

Colecovision™

$189.95 ($6»

Joysticks for

Colecovision™
$10/pair($2*;

Cartridges for

Coiecovision™:
Venture- Smurf
Rescue* Cosmic
.%tager*r Lady
Bag"? Carnival™
*teQsetrap'r

Space Fury*
Space Panic-
:. -

: ad S2-i
a Li't :" HaT*J

Oorf>

ad S2->
$49.95 ($2

$54

m as W]
Mad- Aijjter

Mattel* InteHrvisLon'-

Royal Dealer- Sharp Shot"
Shark Shark- $26.95 each (

Vectron- $34.95 ($2*)

USCT Chess- $49.95 ($2*)

California Residents add 6-1/2% sales tax.

'Packing, handling and shipping charge.

IMagic- for Mattel- Intellivision":

Swords * Serpents- $34.95($2*).

Demon Attack- $34.95($2").

Atlantis- $34.95 ($2*).

Beauty 8: the Beast- $34.95($2").

Micro Surgeon- $37.95 ($2*). JO^icKS

i"fei,*aEr

ffK.a

Activision- for Mattel- Intellivision":

Stampede- $31.95 ($2*|.

Pitfall- $31.95 ($2').

intellivision—

Joysticks

$10/pr. ($2*).

Mattel- Intellivolce- Cartridges.

B-17 Bomber- $39.95 ($2*).

Bomb Squad- $39.95 ($2*).

Space Spartans- $39.95 ($2*|.

Tron Solar Sailor- $39.95 ($2*)

Mattel- Intellivoice- $69.95 ($3*)

Mattel-lntellivision II-

$149.95 ($6*)

Computer Module $129.95 ($3*)

WE HAVE EVERY CARTRIDGE tV ACCESSORY
FOR ATARI- VIDEO COMPUTER SYSTEM-: 400/800;

5200- INTELLIVISION- COLECOVISION- 8f VECTREX-
Send $2.00 for our latest Catalog 8r Newsletter

telling about all the new and exciting products shown
at the January '83 Consumer Electronics Showl

Please specify if you have an Atari 400/800 unit and
we will send you our Atari 400/800 Catalog.

Visa and MasterCard holders may order by phone.
Just call and place your order: 1-800-626-9592
PIO C.O.D. ORDERS. (Dealer Inquiries welcome.)

o.n.m.€.s;
Direct all mall order * catalog requests to Van Huys.
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OIL RIG
Computer Programs Unlimited

Apple II/48K disk

Can you turn $1,000 into black

gold? Can you make the right deci-

sions to amass profits quickly and be-

come a member of the Tycoon Club?

Oil Rig, a new program written by

Kevin Bagley for CPU, combines
quick-thinking wheeling-dealing with

arcade precision for a thoroughly en-

joyable game.
When the game is booted the player

must decide how many years (10-40)

he would like to play and at what level

(1 -novice through 9-pro). He is then

given his $1 ,000 and is faced with the

Master Board. On that board he must
decide what to buy in products; crude,

shale, oil, kerosene, gas and petroleum

products, or equipment; drill rig, oil rig,

refinery, warehouse, pipeline, tanker,

truck and platform.

He must gain enough money, by

buying when prices are low and selling

when high, to prospect for oil. There is

a $1,000 fee for prospecting. The
gamer controls where on the map (at

what coordinates) he will take the

sample and then a core rating is given

on a percentage basis. The higher that

figure, the higher the chance of strik-

ing oil.

After getting a satisfactory rating

and copying down those coordinates

(this gamer didn 't do that once and lost

a 90 percent rating), a drill rig must be

purchased before progressing to that

portion of the game.
Drilling for oil is the most enjoyable

part of the game. The drill rig is rolled

along the surface of the ground at the

top of the screen. Below is a cross sec-

tion of the layers of earth under-

ground. The pocket of oil moves across

the screen only once and the gamer
must position the rig correctly and sink

the drill at just the right time to strike

oil. The higher the core rating, the

easier the oil is to hit.
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Once a strike is made there must be

an oil rig purchased before the oil can

be pumped and added to the Master

Board. With that income pouring in, it

would be wise indeed to prospect

more and buy more equipment be-

cause the tax man will otherwise take a

more than healthy share of the win-

nings.

To become a member of the Tycoon
Club and get a 100 percent rebate on
the cost of the program, the game
must be played at the shortest time

span (10 years) and be set at the pro

difficulty level and there must be a

gusher on the final score.

If there is a complaint about the

game, it comes from inadequate
documentation. Some of the details of

the game are left out. For instance in

one game, this writer bought a plat-

form only to see it sink in a storm a few
months after the purchase. That fea-

ture is realistic, but the gamer should

be made aware of the possibilities for

this otherwise outstanding game.
(Rick Teverbaugh)

SHUTTLE INTERCEPT
Hayden Software/Apple II/48K disk

In the 1950's and 1960's, launching

satellites into Earth orbit frequently

grabbed worldwide headlines as the

super-powers raced each other to be
the first to accomplish various space

feats. These days, the emphasis is

switching from rocketing stuff into

SHUTTU
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SHUTTLE INTERCEPT

space to retrieving it and returning it to

the surface. That's the theme of Shut-

tle Intercept, in which the arcader

employs a sky hook to collect friendly

satellites as they fly past from right

to left on the playfield.

The overall mission is divided into

four quantum levels, each separated

by an interval in hyperspace. Ten
friendly satellites, alternately colored

red and green to help the player keep

count, flash past in each quantum
level. When your ship takes a hit, even

with its protective shield up, you im-

mediately go into hyperspace. Other-

wise, a ship enters this dangerous zone

automatically, once 10 shuttles have

appeared.



Drill

Down Deep
For Black
Gold — and
Bring in

a Gusher!

The first (green) quantum level

challenges the player with meteors and
enemy craft. The ship's laser cannon,

fired with the paddle's action button,

can't hurt the meteors, though a colli-

sion atomizes the ship. The enemy
craft aren't very powerful, but when
one passes over your ship's position, it

makes the skyhook used to catch the

friendly satellites retract into the ship.

Hyperspace is a simple avoidance

game, though preventing smash-ups
with meteors — much less the guided

missiles which begin appearing in the

second hyperspace interlude — re-

quires lots of dial twirling.

Enemy satellites come into the game
during the second quantum level. Ex-

cept for an extra antenna assembly,

these look pretty much like the friendly

shuttles, except they destroy the ship

on collision. Beginning with the third

quantum level, the player will also

have to cope with onrushing guided

missiles.

The player's ship begins the game
with a shield. The first hit knocks out

this protective device. The craft can

take two additional hits without disin-

tegrating. However, to advance

from quantum level four to a more
difficult version of quantum level

one, the ship must have sustained

no more than one
unshielded hit.

John Van Ryzin, who authored
Kamikaze for the same publisher, has

produced a somewhat more innova-

tive and enjoyable program this time

out. No one will ever shower Shuttle-

Intercept with prestigious awards but

it's a reasonably interesting game with

a good deal of novelty to recommend
it. If Van Ryzin continues to show
game-to-game improvement, he may
really be a designer to reckon with a

couple of games down the road.

(Arnie Katz)

SUCCESSION
Piccadilly Software/Apple IIJ48K Disk

Just when you think there just

couldn't possibly be another original

idea in maze chases, another shows
up. This time Succession seems to be a

cross between most of the other maze
chases and rotation pool.

In this program, instead of dots

there are little creatures to consume.
Each creature has a number. Not only

must these creatures be caught and
wiped off the maze, but they must be

done in numerical order. Chomping a

creature out of order causes all the

previous critters to reappear in the

maze and all the points accumulated

for their disappearance will

be taken away.

But there are other prob-

lems to be considered.

'There is a chaser who will

grab the gamer and take

away one of his

lives. Also at

random times

*££
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throughout the maze, doors will be

locked, preventing the gamer from
taking the route originally planned.

There is also a timer. If a maze level is

cleared of creatures, the clock plays a

vital role in determining the score the

gamer gets. There are 500 points

awarded for clearing the maze, 100

,3 points for each mark left on the timer

\ -p 4Ul! when the maze is cleared and an extra

1 ,000 point bonus if there are more
than 15 marks left on the timer when
the maze is cleared. Each of the four

levels of mazes has one more creature

than the previous level and operates a

bit faster.

With all those positive ideas behind
us, it's time to consider the negatives.

Succession plays on keyboard only.

Even though the keys are user defina-

ble, most maze chases play better with

joystick than keyboard and Succession

is probably no exception. Each turn on
the maze must be typed in, as the

gamer-controlled masher won't
merely follow the maze in the direction

it leads, but rather will stop and await

further instructions.

The second problem has to do with

variety of play. Since there are only

four levels of play and since each looks

identical to the other with only a bit of

speed and another creature added, it is

quite possible to tire of playingSucces-

sion very early. It took this writer only

three games to reach the second level

and only another half dozen to reach

level three. It would probably be even

easier to get to that final level with a

joystick.

Overall Succession is a good exam-
ple of the clever and original games
Piccadilly has in its catalog, but most of

the games the company has released

have more staying power than this

entry and more variety of play.

(Rick Teverbaugh)

CYTRON MASTERS
Strategic Simulations/Appie II/48K disk

A computer game that not only up-

dates chess, but takes it into the fu-

ture? That's an accurate description of

Cytron Masters, one of the new Rapid

Fire games from SSI.

There are so many facets of this of-

fering that it's tough to know exactly

where to start. The premise for the

game, which is detailed quite nicely in

the extensive documentation, is that in

the future, disputes between countries

or planets will be decided in an arena as

armies of Cybernetic electronic devices

battle under the direction of a Cytron

Master.

The game system is taught within

the program by one of these combat-
ants, Grand Master Titus III, in one of

the most informative and entertaining

processes yet brought to disk. There

are six types of cytrons; mines, bun-

kers, shooters, commanders, missiles

and anti-missiles.

In each game the masters try to

protect theircommand centers and de-

stroy the same of their foe. Foe can be

either a second human or the comput-
er. Also on the 18x38 space grid are

power centers, which must be con-

trolled to have enough power to create

more cytrons as the match progresses,

and transport beams, which are used

to direct new cytrons to appropriate

locations on the field.

A command center is destroyed

when a mine passes through it. Bun-

kers are used to shield the other types

of cytrons from enemy fire, generated

by shooters. Any type of cytrons can

be controlled one unit at a time by the

gamer, but it's much more effective to

use commanders who can control all

friendly cytrons within three spaces.

If there is one complaint about the

game it is that the combatants must be

thinking so far ahead in terms of tactics

and are kept so busy directing and
creating these machines, there is very

little time to enjoy the graphics of the

battle. This could be an ideal game to

tape on a VCR for viewing later.

There are too many little details that

make the game both fun to come back

to, yet at the same time make it too

complex to be mentioned in detai
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We Bring Atari 400/800
Sports Games Alive.

BAJA BUGGIES" STARBOWL " FOOTBALL

At GAMESTAR, we bring Atari® Home Com-
puter sports games alive. With exciting, lifelike

animation. Totally involving sounds. And chal-

lenging play so realistic, you'll want to cheer.

Only GAMESTAR gives you the racing excite-

ment of BAJA BUGGIES.™ With a stunning, 3-D

perspective and scrolling background. Dune bug-

gies that drive like real dune buggies. And an
exclusive high score/initials scoreboard, just like

the arcades.

Only GAMESTAR gives you the challenge of

STARBOWL™ FOOTBALL. With animated play-

ers so lifelike they actually think. Solitaire play

against a tough computer team or human oppo-
nent. And incredibly realistic gridiron action from

pass catching and fumbles to penalties and the

cheer of the crowd.

And in 1983, only GAMESTAR will give you the

thrills of STAR LEAGUE™ BASEBALL. And the

excitement of a new concept in sports games

—

THE ADVENTURES OF DUTCH DOOGAN.™
Ask for GAMESTAR sports games at your near-

est Atari® dealer. Or write: GAMESTAR, INC.

1302 State St. Santa Barbara, CA 93101 (805)
963-3487.

m-
WE BRING SPORTS ALIVE.

•*-i| games available on Cassette or Diskette

tor 16K minimum Atari 400/800



CYTRON MASTERS (PLAYFIELD)

here. The probability of shooters de-

stroying its target means that, in gen-

eral, good strategy will win and poor

planning will lose, but there are times

that a suddenly poor shooting set of

attackers can ruin a well-crafted

charge.

Dan Bunten, who also has created

Cartels & Cutthroats and Computer
Quarterback for SSI, has puttogethera

game which requires endurance,
strategy and quick wits. If this is an

example of the quality of the Rapid Fire

games, SSI will continue to be a major

factor in creating computer classics in

the future.

(Rick Teverbaugh)

STAR MAZE
Sir-Tech/Apple II/48K disk

No one knows who created it, where
it came from or even how it was built,

but the star maze exists. This cosmic

version of King Solomon's Mines
beckons to adventurous explorers

of deep space with the promise of

untold wealth.

An interstellar gamesman has

stocked the vast labyrinth — only a

small part of which is visible on the

screen at any one time— with gigantic

jewels of incalculable value. As captain

of a tiny but maneuverable spaceship,

you desire these magnificent baubles

more than any other prize in the

known universe. You must therefore

cruise the lanes of the star maze and

use your grappling beam to tow the

jewels back to the mothership for

safekeeping. Once you have collected

all nine jewels, the mystic forces of the

star maze transfer you to a more dif-

ficult portion of the labyrinth with a

fresh set of jewels.

Dangers may prevent the th ree sh
i

ps

of your fleet, available one at a time,

from accomplishing this goal and re-

tiring to a life of eternal ease on your

favorite pleasure planet. There are

enemy ships that shoot first and ask

questions never, meteor showers, an

alien space station that disassembles
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into spherical fighters and the fear-

some bug train with its winged
marauders.

The arcader presses one of the joy-

stick's two action buttons to ignite the

ship's engine and apply the thrust

which moves the craft through the

void. The more thrust, as veteran

gamer Isaac Newton once noted, the

greater the speed in the opposite di-

rection.

It is important to closely monitor the

speed indicator located on the
scoreboard just to the right of the

maze display. Firing the engine de-

pletes your ship's limited supply of

fuel, and the faster the ship hurtles

down the corridors of the space maze,

the greater the energy drain. A pilot

should therefore use a feathery touch

on the gas pedal to avoid having to

expend great quantities of fuel just to

stop the ship's forward progress.

Why not zoom throughout the

labyrinth at top speed? The designer of

Star Maze cleverly requires the arcader

to complete two vital tasks at ex-

tremely slow speeds. The indicator

must read less than 200 in order to pick

up a jewel with the grappling beam,
and it must be under 100 when dock-

ing for refueling at your mothership.

Besides a nose-mounted laser, fired

by hitting the other action button, the

ship is also armed with three

^r

playfield

The wise

player won't be

quick to squander
this powerful weapon,
perhaps saving it for

dire emergencies like an

unexpected encounter

with the bug train.

If the ordinary form of

movement lands your space

cruiser in trouble, one possible

way out of the mess is to press

throwing it into hyperspace. It's a

random jump that shifts the ship

to a random point in the maze.

Even though it burns up a lot

of fuel, hyperspace can be a useful

tool when your ship is temporarily

lost far from the mothership, since

the chance move is apt to put you
closer to that all-important refuel-

ing station.

Although movement has been
described in terms of the standard

Apple II joystick, it is possible

to play Star Maze using a pair of

paddles, the keyboard or even an
Atari-style hand controller with a

joyport. All four control schemes are

sensibly explained in the instruction

booklet, though the rules folder is just

a bit vague about some other aspects

of the game. Fortunately, Star Maze
nearly qualifies as a boot-and-blast

program, so the lack of comprehensive
rules is not that crucial.

Gordon Eastman, who wrote Star

Maze based on an original design by

Robert Woodhead, must be con-

gratulated for his outstanding

programming achievement.

The 18-color hi-res graphics

are a revelation, and few
players are likely to soon
forget the magnificently

complex explosions

which occur when
something is

shot with a
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laser gun or the arcader's ship runs

out of fuel.

The computer generates the omni-

directional scrolling maze randomly at

the start of each game of Star Maze,

lending needed variety to the action.

And when you've scooped up the nine

jewels in the first maze, there are 15

more waiting to test your skill.

Still, all the design expertise in the

world means nothing if the resulting

game is a dud. This is certainly not the

case with Star Maze, which is a totally

fascinating space epic worthy of every

Apple-gamer's attention.

(Steve Davidson)

RENDEZVOUS
Edu Ware/Apple II/48K Disk

Any gamers out there who did any

growing up in the '60s will remember

the Mercury space programs and how
nearly every kid on the block wanted

to grow up to be an astronaut. That

feeling grew as the space program

went through the Gemini and later

on, the Apollo stages.

Now there has been a fur

ther surge of interest with

the success of the space shuttle

Columbia. EduWare has

put together a complex pro

gram that allows the gamer
to become an astronaut

and discover some of the

thrills of flying in space.

Rendezvous was ob-

viously planned as a

learning aid. But Wesley

Huntress, Ph.D. has also

managed to make the simu-

lation fun.

The documentation is a bit too

nical in places, more designed for the

science major than the layman, but

there are good drawings and a glossary

of terms on the back page.

The program has four stages: Earth

lift-off, orbital rendezvous, approach

and alignment, and docking. Each sec-

tion can be reached from the game's

main menu without being successful at

the previous stage.

At lift-off, the gamer uses the

arrow keys to make sure

the shuttle gets the prop-

er altitude and speed to

achieve an orbit around

Earth. Getting that task

done with a minimum of

engine burns is a goal since

all of the other three stages

also requires fuel and it's quite pos

sible to run out in mid-mission.
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Next the shuttle's orbit must be al-

tered to match that of the space sta-

tion. The gamer can plot trial course

corrections until he finds one that will

put the shuttle within reach of his ob-

jective. He must then have the on-

board computer make a course correc-

tion to allow a circular orbit.

The approach is probably the most

difficult of the four phases. Controlling

the shuttle at this phase can be ac-

complished with either joystick or

keyboard. This writer feels that the

keyboard is a bit more sluggish and

unpredictable, especially if there is a

good joystick at hand.

The shuttle can be moved up, down,

backward, forward, left or right, with

one hand on the keyboard or with a

flick of your joystick. The other hand

controls pitch, heading and bank.

Finally, the fourth section is align-

ment and docking, a drill in precision

control and split-second decision-

making. The gamer uses the same
controls for this final section

as he used for the ap-

proach.

At the end of the program the gamer
is judged on how well he accomplished

the rendezvous, using considerations

such as time, energy used and piloting

skill. Like most EduWare programs,

Rendezvous makes the learning very

easy to swallow. Next time NASA has a

shuttle program scheduled, if they

have any trouble lining up its crew, my
number is. . .

(Rick Teverbaugh)

SPACE GAMES
Eduware/Atari 400 & 800/Tape: Aliens

and Survive 16K RAM; Robot 32K RAM,
Disc: 32K RAM/BASIC
Space Games is EduWare's early

foray into the entertainment end of

the computer software market. It is an

interesting collection of classic space

games. None of these are ground-

breakers, but they play well enough
and may make a solid introduction to

computer gaming for youngsters.

Aliens is, basically, Space Invaders

with some cute frills — the ability to

send the invaders back to their home
planet, automatic speed-up and a

musical interlude for real quality tyro-

arcaders make this one a winner.

Survive is a sort of

maze-traversing

game in which the

object is to lure

aliens over them,

blowing them
up real good.

Collision with a

mine by the

player will not

affect any

of your lives or

strength, but will set you back 10

points and, naturally, you've got one

less mine to use. This is an interesting

combination of shoot-out SF (both

you and the aliens have laser weapon-
ry) with a cute touch — you can wipe

out aliens with a single shot, but each

alien hit you take saps 20% of your

strength in terms of injuries.

In Robot Attack, the most sophisti-

cated of the three contests, the player

must infiltrate an enemy space craft

and steal back the cloaking device

those alien nasties snatched from your

ship. The ship is comprised of a quintet

of rooms, each of which must be

separately navigated.

The entire boxed package on this

Atari game trio is well done, with com-

ic strips, strategies and a full listing of

all necessary documentation.

An interesting concept, package

and execution. (Bill Kunkel) q
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QUESS
FOF
ONE

Electronic Chess Can Cure
the "No Opponent" Blues

By JOYCE WORLEY

Carries may come and games may
go; fads rise and fall. But one

game never wanes in popularity:

chess. No one knows how many ches-

sists there are. It's probably the most

widely known contest on earth, and
possibly this planet's most popular

non-athletic competition.

It would be unusual,

if not actually

nlikely, to walk

into any

room con-

taining a doz-

en people, and

not find at least

one chess player

among them. Cer-

tainly, most folks

know the moves
and have tried

/ the game atone time
"" another. Even with

all those players,

the problem is

finding one

V

who can give you a satisfying game at

your own skill level. It's not much fun

to get wholloped repeatedly by your

chess-master cousin. Continually mat-

ing baby brother in seven moves gets

boring, too.

The ultimate answer actually may
be some sort of multi-functioned

android companion programmed to

exactly suit your every need. Such a

device certainly could be considered

the ultimate stand-alone "game". Un-

til that happens, technology has pro-

vided a satisfactory solution to the

problem of finding the right opponent

defined as someone you can beat

often enough to have fun, but whc
can give you a run for it so your own
skill will increase. Since 1977, when
Fidelity Electronics marketed the first

dedicated chess playing computer

pawn-pushers have had to look nc

further than the closest electronic

games store for a good opponent whc
will never tire of the sport.

Just how good these electron!

:
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combatants can play is a matter of

record. Late in 1982, for the first time

ever, a chess computer reached the

"expert" level. The Prestige Challeng-

er, Fidelity Electronics top-of-the

line device, beat a human Candidate

Master with a rating of 2046 under

tournament conditions. This victory

topped the second round of the

U.S. Open Chess Championship,

sponsored by the U.S. Chess Federa-

tion.

If you're looking for an adversary,

the Prestige Challenger is a good place

to start. It has an automatic response

playing board, with wooden men.

Magnets in the base of each chess

piece activate switches in the board, so

the program can "read" the moves.
The computer then signals its wishes

by flashing LED's to indicate the piece

to be moved and where it should be

placed.

It's unlikely the Prestige ,

Challenger will be tech-,,

nologically outdated

any time soon, since it

has cartridge capability.
|

This means that if fu-

ture chess programs
surpass this one, a

new cartridge will up-

grade the machine to

state-of-the-art again.

MINI
SENSORY

CHALLENGER

The beautifully

handcrafted walnut

housing with inlaid top has a built-in

chess clock and 15 selectable time

levels of play. Every command
option that can be devised is

included in the unit, with

special modes to suit all

needs. As if that weren't

enough to make this one of

the most desirable chess

computers on the market

today, the Prestige also has

voice capabilities. It has a

50-word vocabulary in En-

glish, French,Ger-



COLECO CHESS CHALLENGER

man, or Spanish. At $1295, the Pre-

stige Challenger isn't for everyone,

but it's currently ranked as the

strongest chess program in the world.

Fidelity isn't the only company with

a state-of-the-art computer chess

machine. One of the world's most

beautiful units is the Mephisto II, from

Hegener & Glaser, a West German
company that recently opened a

branch in the U.S. to market it.

The electronic sensory board is

made of walnut and maple hard-

woods, with hand-carved chikari and
rosewood chess pieces. Every conceiv-

able option for chess players is possible

with this top-quality unit, including

seven levels of play and an additional

timer with infinite levels. The unit

memorizes the entire game, giving the

option of replaying it backwards or

forwards. Interrupted games can be

stored for an unlimited time. It's possi-

ble to take back any

move, or even every
t

move, during the

course of play.

Mephisto II is a

luxurious chess-

board with a top-

quality program.

The unique design

provides an addi-

tional versatility.

The chess program
|

itself is contained

in a small module

that functions sep-
|

arately as a por-

table chess unit.

This makes it the

most powerful

portable chess ma-
chine in the world.
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THE SPRACKLENS DESIGNING CHALLENGER

Enter moves using the built-in

keyboard, and the digital readout

which indicates the computer's moves
Use any chess board, or the portable

board and playing pieces that come
with the unit, for an absolutely top-

powered challenge that goes with yoL

anywhere you wander. The Mephistc
II sells for approximately $800. The
portable program can be bought
separately for $300.

SciSys' top chess computer is the

Mark V Model #501. The Mark V
boasts a 36K memory and variable time

control so that it can play any form of

chess from Speed to Tournament. This

smart machine can solve "mate ir

seven moves" problems, and plays up

to 12 games simultaneously agains;

humans, other computers, or itself

The Mark V provides analysis, com-
ment, or even advice on the situatior

in progress, and gives a complete

game history as wel

as predicting the

outcome of the cur-

rent contest. Listing

for around $500
the Mark V car

give any chess

player a rur

for his money
There is a large

variety of medium-
priced, high-qual-

ity units for chess-

ists to choose

among. Fidelity's

Sensory Chess

Challenger 9, $165 r

is ranked at 1771,

and features a

sensory playing

MEPHISTO COMPUTER
Continued on page 10i
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a guess wno stare as tr

movie monster. You! As any of six

different monsters. More if you
have the disk version.

You can terrorize and destroy

four of the world's largest and
most densely populated cities in

over 100 possible scenarios.

From Tokyo to the Golden Gate.

you are the deadliest creature in

the air, on the land, or in the sea.

You can be the deadly am-
phibian who simultaneously

smashes street cars, lunches cm
helpless humans and radiates a

ray of death.

If you were a giant winged
creature, think of the aerial

attacks you could make on the

terrified but tasty tidbits beneath

you.

But as in all the best monster

movies, you're up against every-

thing the human race can throw
at you—even nuclear warheads
and a strange concoction devel-

oped byateam of mad scientists.

For only S29.95 you get 6 stu-

pendous monsters, each with its

own monstrous summary card,

4 teeming metropoli displayed in

graphic detail on your computer
display and mapped in the

accompanying 48-page illustrat-

ed book, the awesome sounds of

monsterly mayhem, and spine-

tingling, real-time, edge-of-your-

seat excitement-
<VTT , Jmjl 1 \ *

GET CRUSH, CRUMBLE & CHOMP
now at your local dealer for your APPLE, ATARI,

or TRS-80 . . before ifs too late.

1 Simulations. Inc , I043 Kiel Court, Sunnyvale, CA 94086



Sidewriter—The Outboard
Keyboard for the Atari 400/800

By HENRY B. COHEN

Some computers for gaming are

funny little beasts. You start out

amazed at what they can do and pretty

soon you wish they could do a whole

lot more.

Up to now you usually had the

option of making them a bit smarter

The Screensonics "Sidewriter" outboard

keyboard sits atop the

original Atari 400 computer

with "RAM Crams", making them
faster with disk drives or improving

their manners with gourmet control-

lers.

Atari owners have always been

among the luckiest in this regard,

because of the enormous popularity of

their systems. Aftermarket manufac-

turers have catered to almost every

whim of the Atari owner, making it

possible for an original 4K 400 to

become a super-brained 48K genius

and, shortly, a 64K Einstein.

Well fellow gamers, RAM Crams
and disk drives have their place, but a

real keyboard has seemingly been an

elusive dream. That is, until now.

Screensonics, a leading Midwest
computer repair center, is marketing a

device that will make the 400 owner
the envy of every computerist on the
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block, and it can be of almost equal

benefit to the 800 owner as well.

They call it the Sidewriter. We call it

the outboard keyboard.

If you're a regular reader, you know
from past experience that EG favors

the addition of outboard controllers

when their use will greatly enhance the

versatility or performance of an
already fine product. Several months
ago this magazine showed you how to

add real joysticks to Coleco's line of

tabletop arcade games. Now, with the

aid of Screensonics, we're going a

whole lot further in our quest to make
the best even better.

The Sidewriter is a very high quality,

self-contained, typewriter-style
keyboard (featuring a built-in loud-

speaker) for Atari 400 and 800 home
computers.

For the 400 owner, it means an end
to putting up with the child-proof and
sometimes user-proof membrane
keyboard. In fact, the keyboard is so

responsive its effects are somewhat



startling the first time you use it, but

more about that later.

For the 800 owner, particularly it he

or she is an avid programmer, it means
instant comfort and freedom from

hunching over the machine.

Before heading into further user

benefits, we have to tell you the price

of keyboard liberation isn't cheap.

With factory installation the Sidewriter

will set you back a cool $249.00.

Do-it-yourselfers can save a few dol-

lars ($11.00). Frankly, this nominal

savings is truly false economy.
Installation of the Sidewriter took

just under two hours. It is a totally

straightforward task, but requires a

very high degree of soldering skill

along with an ability— and courage

—

to cut a very precise hole in the back of

SIDEWRITER
aoHfca

(Left) Full-front look at the full-stroke

Sidewriter, being given a workout In the photo

above. The keyboard here can be placed on

the playtr's lap for convenience

your computer gaming system.

EC installed the unit in a 400, and
we suspect that putting it into an 800
would be no more difficult. It's simply

that user installation will void any Atari

factory warranty, but if a professional

shop does the work, the warranty may
still be honored. Not by Atari, mind
you, but by the shop that does the job.

But if your computer is out of war-

ranty, you know your way around its

innards, and you are perfectly at home
with a soldering iron and appropriate

cutting tools, there's no reason to

expect surprises or problems with the

installation.

The instructions, as supplied by
Screensonics, are thorough and well-

detailed, although the hand-drawn
template could be a bit more precise.

In addition, a warning to position the

25-pin connector as far to the right as

possible (when facing the back of the

Ikctrwtfc Cinti 77



By nature an outboard inputting device, the Sidewriter helps liberate gamers from the task of sitting "on top" of their computers

computer) would be welcome.

In the test installation, we cut a hole

about a sixteenth of an inch too far to

the left which eventually caused the

case of our 400 to bulge by that

amount. This is hardly noticeable, but

preventable, hence our suggestion

about an appropriate warning.

In sum, installing the unit requires

you to cut the mounting hole for a

25-pin connector. You must then sol-

der 24 factory stripped wires from a

twenty-five wire ribbon into place,

tack down the ribbon with double-

sided tape (supplied) and mount the

connector. Somewhat easier said than

done, but straightforward neverthe-

less.

We simply do not feel that there is

any advantage in doing it yourself

other than pride in workmanship or a

minor time savings.

For this reason we have not shown
photos of the installation but rather

what the end result will look like.

As mentioned, the keyboard itself is

of very high quality, equivalent to

what you'd get in a computer selling

for several thousand dollars. We have

nothing but praise for the design in-

tegrity of the entire unit from its

heavyweight plastic case right down
to its rubber feet.

The keyboard is laid out almost

identically to the Atari factory

keyboard and even features heavier

weight springing on the "system's
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reset" and "break" keys to prevent

mishaps.

Supplied with a beefy 10-ft. cable,

the Sidewriter frees Atarians from the

computer to program upside down if

they like. It allows gamers, especially

adventurists, to lie down on their sofas

and leisurely input instructions. Of
course, this is most pleasurable if one
owns a projection TV or Beamscope.
More to the point, the Sidewriter

allows the kind of freedom from the

machine that can make long sessions

vastly more comfortable and less con-

straining.

In use, the Sidewriter parallels the

Atari's keyboard— it does not usurp or

A look at the Sidewriter' s hard, underbelly

replace it. This allows two or more
people (depending upon how many
Sidewriters are in use) to input the

machine simultaneously. In a business

situation the 800 owner (or the 400
owner for that matter) can run multi-

ple inputs to this computer, making his

system far more versatile than ever

before.

Because the Sidewriter was de-

signed by people in the repair business,

it has several unique features. Each of

its keys is replaceable at a very reason-

able cost, should a malfunction occur.

In addition, while the cable that

connects to the computer can be

screwed down for added security, the

end that attaches to the Sidewriter

cannot. This arrangement is designed

to prevent a mishap from occuring

should someone trip over the 10-ft.

umbilical. In that case it will unplug

from the Sidewriter leaving both the

keyboard and the operator intact. If

hard mounting on both ends of the

cable is desired, Screensonics will sup-

ply the Sidewriter so endowed at the

customer's request.

For those who like their keyboards

with an uncluttered look, the brass

Screensonics nameplate may be easily

removed— this too by design— a nice

touch.

For the Atari 400 owner, the Side-

writer is probably worth its weight in

gold. For the serious 800 user, it is only

marginally less desirable — and then

only because the 800 already has a real

keyboard.

This isn't much to recommend in the

way of improvements for this excellent

product. If only Screensonics can lo-

cate a supplier that makes 25-pin "Y"

connectors, which would eliminate

virtually all soldering, the product

would be just about perfect.

As it stands, it's almost there

already, and that's saying a great deal.



They're back! The creepy

crawlers of Centipede have
given way to the ultimate

generation of "nasties" in

MILLIPEDE, the all new coin

video adventure fantasy

from ATARI®
You're deep in a mystical

forest outside of time . . .

you've got to defend your-

self from hordes of larger-

than-life Insects. The bugs
Keep coming . . all kinds

The challenge continues.

Armed only with bow and
arrows, you—as the "Ar-

cher"—must fire through a

field of colossal mush-
rooms to hit the giant Milli-

beetles appear to wreak
their own special havoc!
5uddenly the screen is fill-

ed with waves of bombing
bees, dragonfiies and

osquitos! Your only

... .ance is to explode one
of your DDT bombs!
Are you ready to battle

the bugs? Remember you
risk the sting of defeat

. . but to escape the
challenge is unthinkable.

Arm yourself. Ask for Milli-

pede where you play coin

videogames.

ATARI



Adventure Through
the Ages with Time Zone

By BILL HEINEMAN

It's amazing how much someone
will go through to make the biggest

and the best "anything"! Well, the

people at On-Line Systems are no

exception. Not only is this computer

adventure the most difficult one I've

ever solved, but the complexity of it

was startling. Anyone who plays this

game without previous adventuring

experience may well find they've bit-

ten off more than they can chew.

The guest starts out at your home
and progresses through seven time

periods, seven continents and another

world. All in all, there are 41 different

time zones to explore. Some are death

traps, some are easily solved, and

others are not so easy to live through.

And the planet Neburon is a real pain.

The story of the game is as follows:

In the year 4081, Earth is a fast-paced,

highly technological planet. Earth has

advanced so fast that no other planet

in the galaxy has been able to keep up

with it. Earth has the edge over every

planet but one; Neburon, the only

world that has not joined the Federa-

tion or even let the Federation in on its

existence, has been watching Earth for

a long time and now decides that

action must take place or Neburon will

be discovered and their superiority will

be lost.

The Neburite scientists went to their

great leader Ramadu, and asked him

what should be done. The evil ruler

chose to declare war and had a great

raygun built and aimed at the small

blue world, Earth. A lone Neburite saw
what was about to take place, so he

built a device to send to the Earth

people in the hope that they could

figure out how to stop Ramadu and
save themselves. Just as the Neburite

was about to send the device, Rama-
du's guards stormed his home, shot

the controls of the transporter, and
the device simply disappeared. Did he

fail!?!

The year is 1982: You have just

awakened from a really weird dream.

You thought that Earth would not see

the year 4082 because of somebody
named Ramadu and rayguns and the

like. You dismiss these thoughts as

fantasy brought on by that 4-foot long

sandwich you ate last night and you

decide to take a walk to settle your

thoughts (not to mention your stom-

ach!). No sooner do you walk out to

your backyard then you see a funny-

looking device just sitting there. What
could it be? Your curiosity gets the

better of you and you venture inside.

With that, your greatest adventure

begins.

The game called Time Zone is play-

ed by simple two word verb/noun

commands entered on the computer
keyboard. There is no time limit and
there are a lot of time-consuming

puzzles to be solved. A good feature in

this adventure is the "save-game"
routine. An adventurer can save up to

16 adventures on one save-game disk

(which you supply), and there is no
limit as to how many save-game disks

you can have.

This one is just like previous Hi-Res

Adventures by On-Line in originality,

complexity of the puzzles, detail in

the graphic artwork, payability, and
humor. Time Zone boasts faster pic-

ture-drawing routines and the sheer

number of puzzles and pictures, not to

mention the variety of scenarios, make
this game a real mind-blower.

If you've been wondering what a

hi-res adventure is then you haven't

seen anything yet. A hi-res adventure

is exactly like a text adventure in which

you move your "adventurer" from

room to room with the addition of a

full color picture of what the room
looks like. There is no animation of any
kind in this game so arcade skills are

not needed.

SO Electronic Carries



I'm a very good adventurer and can

usually solve a game in one evening,

but this program took me three weeks

of solid effort to finally have the honor

of wasting Ramadu and blowing the

raygun to bits. Those who have

no patience whatsoever, probably

shouldn't buy this game. You will

probably burn the disks after a few

weeks of playing. If you do have the

stamina it takes to be a text/hi-res

adventurer, then this will be your

greatest challenge ever. Don't say I

didn't warn you.

To play Time Zone, the player en-

ters two word verb/noun commands
into the keyboard. The computer
will then give you a response. Hitting

the "return"// key toggles between all

text and the room picture with four

lines of text. Some commands are

"Get Laser", "Drop Money," "Use
Rope" and "Kill Ramadu," Other
possible orders are: "Go North" (or

"N" for short), "Enter Machine" and
"Save Game".

In this adventure, you can journey

back to the era when Cleopatra was
Queen of the Nile and Julius Ceaser-

was still friends with Brutus. You will

see dinosaurs and cavemen, the sign-

ing of the Declaration of Indepen-

dence and, you will even get to join

Robin Hood's Merry Men. You will

also travel to Los Angeles in the near

future and trek to the dreaded planet

Neburon in the far future.

The doomed city of Neburon offers

many ways of getting you killed but

trying to survive is fun. Neburon is a

perfect example of a dictatorship,

where death at every turn and (hint)

Big Brother's always watching you.

Neburon also is the climax adventure

in which you must have items

gathered from all of the previous

adventures to survive.

The game also has a back-up routine

so you can make copies of the six

scenario disks in the event of a system

crash.

So if you watch your tongue and

have a logical mind you may eventual-

ly solve the game and receive the title

of "Ultimate Adventurer"!! Q



Read the hottest news of your
favorite hobby in Electronic Games Magazine's

Sensational Bi-weekly Newsletter!

When executives in the electronic gaming world want the

lowdown on the latest developments in their field, they

turn to Arcade Express, the bi-weekly newsletter from

the same folks who bring you Electronic Games
Magazine. It's a "must read" for gamers who really want
to be in the know about their favorite hobby.

Arcade Express zooms into your mailbox every two
weeks, packed with hot-off-the- press news about every
facet of electronic gaming—programmable videogames,

stand-alone devices, computer games and coin-ops. Plus,

Arcade Express presents the inside, behind-the-

scenes news of the major corporations that make up the

videogame industry. Best of all, Arcade Express gets

you the big stories while they're still hot!

Each eight-page issue also features dozens of no-
nonsense reviews of all the latest games. First, fast and
factual—just what you'd expect from Electronic Games.
But with Arcade Express, you'll know what's really

happening almost as fast as our editors find out.

Arcade Express will never be available on any news-
stand, but you can get it home delivered for a substantial

saving over the single-copy price of $1.50. Get six

months of Arcade Express— 1 3 bi-weekly issues—for

just $15.00 (save $4.50) or subscribe for a full year—
that's 26 issues—for the low price of $25 (save $1 4.00).

Don't end up on the outside looking in,

read the latest news in

Arcade Express every two weeks!

Join the Electronic Gaming Elite—Subscribe Today

Mail to: Arcade Express

P.O. Box 3000—Dept. K

Denville, Nl 07834

Yes! Make me a subscriber to Arcade Express!

Send me six months (13 issues) of Arcade Express for $15.00 (save $4.50)

Send me a full year (26 issues) of Arcade Express for $25.00 (save $14.00)

Name.

Add n

..Zip .City State

Enclosed is my payment of

Please make all checks payable to: Reese Publishing Company



a Leader in Innovative and
Entertaining Alternatives

Presents...
The Latest In Arcade Quality

Video Games For Use With The
Atari® Video Computer System™

Mankind's Last Stand Against The Planet's

Greatest Enemy... The Ferocious And
Invincible Amazon Condor... A Deadly

Killer!

Mj^ffi
A MARTIAL ARTS Contest to

Determine The World's Greatest

Champion!... If You Think You Are
Good Enough... Test Your Skill

Against The Computer Or Anoth
Opponent... And watch Your Skill

Level Increase Right Before Your
Eyes!

* CONSUMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
VIDEO ARCADE SYSTEM CARTRIDGES ARE
THE MOST ADVANCED IN THE "STATE OF
THE ART" VIDEO PROGRAMMING. THEY
WILL EXCITE YOU WITH THEIR SPECIAL

EFFECTS: TEST YOUR SKILLS AND
CHALLENGE YOUR POWERS OF
CONCENTRATION!
1982 Ultravision . All rights reserved

COMING SOON!... Quest For The Idol™ & Spider Kong!
ULTRAVISION, INC. 2315 N.W. 107th Ave., Miami Free Zone (Box 19) - Miami, Florida 33172

(305) 592-0878 Telex 80-8344

Also for use with Sears Tele-Game', Atari 1 and Video Computer System™ are trademarks of Atari. Inc. Sears and Teiegames Is a trademark of Sears, Roebuck 6 Co.



HOLEY MOLEY
Tal

Certainly one of the most "off-

beat" coin-op fads of the past year is

the incredible popularity of the

"Whack-a-Mole"-style non-video
contest. In these nutty little games, the

player holds a padded mallet in hand,

stands in front of rows of what look to

be empty holes. Suddenly, furry little

moles start popping up to give you

a raspberry. The creature's head is

above ground for only a heartbeat and

in that period, the player has to smack

the little offender on the noggin. Pret-

ty soon the little critters are popping

up all over the place, and the players

— caught in a fit of frenzied aggres-

sion — are smashing anything that

dares peer over the top. Well, at least

the animals are only imaginary in this

affront to ASPCA members.

It was inevitable that a videogame
version of this phenomenon would
turn up in the arcades and homes (the

Commodore VIC-20 has a version)

and this is it: Tai's Holey Moley. Now if

the concept of three decks of three

mole holes each, all of whom must be

bopped — with a King Mole who
occasionally makes a cameo appear-

ance for bonus points— isn't already

too strange for you, there's the game's

somewhat. . .er, unusual play me-
chanic. The control console consists of

nine paddle-boppers, one for each

mole-hole. As one of the fuzzlings

pokes his upturned nose above
ground, wham!, you smack down on

Explore the
Planets of Peril!

By BILL KUNKEL

the corresponding paddle to put him
back in his place.

That's it folks, honestly. Video
Whack-A-Mole for all you mad things

who've been just dying for it. The big

question is whether or not the game
will be able to sustain its drawing pow-
er without the actual tactile contact

required in the original version. It's

one thing, after all, to stand over a

patch of holes, waiting with glazed

eyes for the first sight of a mole to

wallop. Will pressing a button be as

intellectually and emotionally fulfilling

to people who like this sort of thing as

using an actual mallet? Will June find

out that Jerry's been seeing Cathy
who is secretly a convicted murderess

with amnesia?

CRAVITAR
Atari

Cravitar is an interesting, off-beat

item that incorporates aspects of the

classic adventure game, using a floor

plan-style playfield with close-ups

within each sector. Players must pilot

their ships here using the directional-

thrust technique developed for games
such as Asteroids and Space Duel.

In those earlier games, however,

there wasn't quite as much navigation

required. Here, players must move
their ships through what appear to be

hollowed-out asteroids, complete a

mission and return to safety for

another go.

If you can imagine playing Venture
in outer space, you'd have a pretty

good idea of the general concept of

Gravitar. The hi-res, brilliantly colored

graphics give a unique look that, at

first, may strike some as looking like a

hybrid of raster and vector technolo-

gy-

The major excitement comes strictly

from the piloting system. To propel the

ship, you point it in the desired direc-

tion and hit the thrusters. The ship

gains speed as you pour on the power.

HOLEY MOLEY
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OAtfy MIDWAY

Disguised as our mild

mannered Pac-Man,
Super Pac-Man fights a
never ending battle to eat

rows of fruit and objects,

destroy enemy monsters
and rack up scores that

are out of this world.



Using the "wham" paddles

in place of the mallet em-
ployed in the full-sized,

non-video versions of these

contests, gamers slam the

paddle that corresponds
with the hole a mole has just

appeared in. Bonus points

are scored by catching a

THUMPER PADDLE —

THUMPER PADDLE

HOLY MOLEY
HOW IT PLAYS

THUMPER PADDLE

"King" mole— so indicated

by the regal crown worn
atop his fuzzy head. The
only other input devices on
the console are those that

enter one or two player

modes. Happy mole hunt-

ing!

TWO PLAYERS

First rack of Cravitar— Solar

System number one — has four planets

In order to stop, or reverse, spin the

ship around and apply an equal or

greater amount of thrust.

This technique can be a challenge

even when you're just moving up and
down. Try making the hairpin turns

and slipping through the maze-like

tunnels — destroying depots and
enemy spacecraft while you're at it

—
and you've got a pretty good grip on

just how hard this one can be. Cravitar

is a real player's game.
Sorry, novices, unless you've got

pockets lined with tokens you're just

dying to get rid of, leave this one for

the experts — or else start practicing,

quickly!

first of Cravitar's systems

zontally-scrolling shoot-out, a "jump"
contest and adorable, cartoon-style

animation? Answer: Moon Patrol

from Williams, one of the least expect-

able follow-ups to the manufacturer's

trio of hard-core SF "players' " games.
This machine is a long, long way from

Defender, Stargate and Robotron in

every respect.

Initially, Moon Patrol creates a

magnificent illusion of depth through

the use of several background se-

quences that scroll at variable speeds.

This creates a feeling of distance. Our
hero, a cute little moon-
mobile complete with

three sets of over-

Serpentine interior of the deadly

Red Planet — time limit and all!

loon tires, a laser cannon and an ability

to leap over craters, scrolls from left to

right across the screen against this

painted landscape.

The mechanics are simple — espe-

cially compared to the super-dexterity

required to play Stargate. The
moon buggie moves eastward

while two sets

of action buttons

(jump and

fire

MOON PATROL
Williams

What do you get when you com-
bine a science fiction theme, a hori-
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ROTATE RIGHT

ROTATE LEFT

ONE PLAYER

The ship is rotated on its axis

by means of two side-by-

side buttons on the left side

of the console. A center

panel is occupied by the

thrust and fire controls, just

above the tractor button.

Aim the ship in the direction

GRAVITAR
HOW IT PLAYS

TRACTOR SHIELD

you wish to go, then apply

thrust. To stop, or alter

course, rotate into the new
position and put the thrust-

blasters down to the floor.

Thrust will build momentum
so the ship will travel faster

the longer thrust is applied.

trailers) flank the console. Big, danger-

ous rocks appear periodically and must

be blasted to atoms. Similarly, huge

holes open up in the lunar surface

from time to time. The valiant vehicle

must vault these craters with a mixture

of good timing and a press of the jump
button.

Once the arcader masters these the

fun really begins! Three different

types of alien attackers bombard from

the sky. At this point, apprentice pilots

will discover that, just as moving the

joystick right and firing eliminates

menaces to the right, moving the stick

straight up and firing wipes out any

swooping nasties lurking overhead,

just as pushing the stick to the

left or right and blasting

away eliminates ground-

based targets.

The real fun here comes from the

need to fire simultaneously in several

directions, while avoiding the ground
obstacles. Once Moon Patrol really

gets going, the buggy seems to jump
and fire in all directions at once.

This is an absolutely enchanting
game to watch, and it's no dud in the

play department, either.

Williams may not produce the most_
games in the field, but their

quality level remains with the

biggest com-
panies in

the field.

Qi

MOON PATROL (COIN-OP)



By THE GAME DOCTOR

€ood morning, games persons.

Lots of questions on your faces, I

can see that. Wondering about things

like when your favorite coin-op is

going to appear in a home version —
and if it'll play on your system! And
joysticks, new computers, oh yes, it's

going to be a busy day.

So to get the ball rolling, I'm inform-

ing all those Odyssey 2 owners who've
been asking'me for a year-and-a-half

now when N.A.P. (C's parent com-
pany) was going to pick up the home
rights to a coin-op game, that the time

has come. Blow your horn, Gabriel, for

Stern's maze-chase cutie, Turtles, is

already in the prototype stage as the

doctor writes this. Unfortunately, for

the first time since the programmable
practitioner's been authoring this col-

umn, this is the first month nobody's

asked me the question. So do /get the

T-shirt this time?

Naw, that wouldn't do. It'd look silly

with my video-golf slacks. Instead, this

month's bit of reader reward goes to

Grey Oliver, who not only had a good
question, but used "Garfield" station-

ary. I like that cat— when is he going

to get his own videogame? How about

Lasagna Hunt?

Q: Back in your second issue, on the

last page, there was an advertisement

for Midway games. Notice on the

Pac-Man screen that the gobbler's on
the apple but he's only got'460 points

— not nearly high enough to reach the

apple rack. How did they do it?

(Grey Oliver, Austin, TX)

A: Most of the playfields seen in

magazines and advertisements, Grey,

are not photographs but artist's repro-

ductions of what you actually see on

the monitor. There are several reasons

for this, most prominent being that

videogame screens are quite difficult
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to photograph clearly (as anyone who
has ever tried to record a high score

can testify). Even the best pictures

tend to feature considerable distortion

as the glass tube is slightly domed,
producing a "bubble" effect.

Also, artistic renderings of playfields

allow a single picture to tell a more
complete story than any single frame

of actual game play. Seldom do all of

a game's most picturesque objects

appear on screen simultaneously, but

in a drawing, the potential player gets

a better look at all the contest's ele-

ments.

Q: How do you feel about some of

the newer videogame TV commer-
cials that show incredible special

effects or scenes from well-known
movies which the games are based on,

but barely show the game itself at all!?

I'm thinking of those Coleco ads with

three-dimensional spaceships flying

out of TV screens or the ad for

Wormwar

Or how about the "M Network"
TV spots? They are very interesting

to watch, but they never tell you what
it is they're selling, who makes it and
which system it plays on!

(Steven Ryder, Detroit, Ml)

A: The Doc has no personal objec-

tions to ads that utilize dazzling visuals

to explain a game concept or highlight

a particular entry, just as long as we
prospective consumers get an equally

good gander at what the game itself

looks like.

Parker Brothers' VCS version of The
Empire Strikes Back, for example,

does use actual film footage in the ad,

but we get to see just as much of the

actual game in progress. Opinion on

the ColecoVision ads, meanwhile —
"bringing the arcade home" — have

elicited a few complaints. Personally, I

don't believe that consumers are

actually expecting to see spaceships

come zipping through their living

rooms.

The 20th Century Fox ad for Worm-
war, however, does tread considerably

thinner ice. While it's true that the

actual game is shown, it comes in



THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK

quick-cut bursts. Also, because of the

deliberate videogame-style of the spe-

cial effects (produced, I believe, by

MAGI, the wizards who created much
of Disney's "Tron"), the entire issue

gets muddier still. Perhaps there

should be some sort of on-screen

captioning to identify the simulation of

a simulation from the simulation. Got

that? Of course not.

On the "M Network" commercial,

though, I gotta admit I'm right with

you on that. The old cartridge croaker

thought his bifocals were going hay-

wire along with his ears the first couple

of times that played. Sure, it's a great

piece of entertainment, in terms of

telling the viewer anything about the

product (TV sets? Some new, un-

named videogame or computer sys-

tem? Glasses? Shoes?) it rated a hard

zero. Sure did love that song, though.

.

Q: Since things begin to blink when
there are too many objects on-screen
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SPACE INVADERS

(such as in Atari's Adventured why
don't they blink in Space Invaders or

Defender?

(John Ahrens, San Antonio, TX)

A: I must admit, John, you just about

killed the Game Doctor with that ques-

tion. You, eh, didn't notice anything

blinking in Defender, you say? Well,

then, either you have a magic VCS or

my eyes really are going! Not only

does the radar scanner at the top of

the screen flicker constantly, the entire

ship disappears every time a shot is

fired!!
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As for Adventure, I never noticed all

that much blinking— at least, nothing

that wasn't supposed to be there (if

you egg-hunters catch my meaning).

As for Space Invaders, the blinking

effect is caused primarily by random

movement of horizontal objects.

You'll notice that the horizontally

aligned invaders are always moving in

synchronization. Thus, no blinking.

Q: Will "Iron" be appearing on

either Showtime or Cinimax in the

near future?

(Chris Lerrin, Oak Park, IL)

A: Actually, "Tron" may return to

the movie theaters before it visits cable

queries and $$ to: Electronic Games,
Subscription Dept., 235 Park Ave.

South, NY, NY 10003. . .

Q: I've heard a lot about ColecoVi-

sion, and I have a couple of questions

about it to ask you folks. Are any

companies such as Imagic, Apollo or

even Activision going to make car-

tridges for the system? Also, will you

TV. Based on the success of the Mid-

way coin-op, there is serious talk re-

garding the film's re-release. In either

either case, it has been available on

videotape for VCR owners for the past

several months.

Q&A QUICKIES: As at least 200,000

of our readers pointed out, the titles

under the Intellivision and Atari VCS
versions of Football were reversed. In
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(Left) Atari Football (right) Intellivision Football — all right, Mr. Plimpton?

penance, George Plimpton was sum-
moned and the proofreader in ques-

tion was beaten about the head and
shoulders with a five-foot high rebate

slip. The villain in question was then

sentenced to watch every compare-
our-system-with-your-system com-
mercial ever filmed over 600 times.

After that, we got rough. . .Scott

Advani from the Great White North

(Alberta, Canada) asks several ques-

tions regarding the Atari 400. Going
over the stats quickly, 48K boards

already exist and a 64K RAM board is

said to be on the way. There are both

tape and disc drives available, the 410
and 810, and it's true that almost all

of the major producers of computer
game software are making Atari ver-

sions of their hits available. Remember
to check the game, however, and be

sure that you have the Atari ver-

sion and "K" requirements. Several

of the older game-makers for

the Apple (such as Sirius and
Broderbund) are releasing Atari

versions of their major titles, but

they are almost exclusively

48K. This is due to the fact

that all Apple II software uti-

lizes the system's full 48K as

a means of protecting the pro-

gram for bootlegging and the

time that would be needed
to rewrite the program for, say,

32K of Atari RAM (a possibility in most

cases) would make such translations

financially unrewarding. . .Dozens of

readers have wondered about back

issues of EG, and most of our older

stuff is still available. Address

be covering the ColecoVision more in

Electronic Games?
(Kevin Macdonald, Vallej, CA)

A: Software publishers are pretty

cagey about which systems they in-

tend to support in the future, but

spokesmen for several have said that

they are looking hard at the ColecoVi-

sion and expect to enter the software

market once the base of installed sys-

tems grows large

enough to support

.such a venture.

And, yes,

you can bet



your favorite joystick that you'll be

reading lots about this fabulous "third

wave" system in future issues of this

magazine.

Q: As the former owner of an Atari

and the present possessor of a Col-

ecoVision, I have two questions con-

cerning some of the add-on devices.

Specifically, will it be possible to use

the Starpath Supercharger with the

Atari emulator and my ColecoVision?

Will the Supercharger still enhance the

Atari cartridges if used this way?
(Jeff Jewell, Solon, OH)

A: Although we have not formally

tested the link-up you suggest at this

writing, there is no reason to believe

that the Supercharger will not work

perfectly well with the emulator. Re-

ferring to your second query, the Su-

percharger will not enhance Atari car-

tridges with or without the emulator.

The device simply allows a home
arcader to run game programs put

onto tape cassette by Starpath

through the Atari 2600, and has abso-

lutely no effect on existing ROM car-

tridges.

Q: When Atari buys the rights to an

arcade game or movie title, are those

rights bought for both the 2600 and
5200?

(Brian Robins, Ardsley, NY)

A: It all depends on what kind of deal

the Sunnyvale videogaming giant can

hammer out with the folks who are

selling the rights. So far, at least, Atari

seems to be buying home videogame
rights in most instances, which means
that the company could offer car-

tridges based on such titles for both

systems.

Q: / would like to know a little about

the Commodore VIC-20's gaming
software. Are any independent com-
panies producing software for the

VIC?
(David Craft, Kosciusko, MS)

A: Dash down to your local software

dealer, because he's now got shelves

jammed with new games for the VIC-

20, some of them from top publishers,

too. As the oP sawbones has men-
tioned more than once, it takes about a

year from the time a new computer is

introduced until the third-party pub-

lishers are geared up to produce soft-

ware for it. That year is just about up

and, in light of the VIC-20's burgeon-

ing sales and popularity, you can ex-

pect lots of games for your system in

pretty short order. G

Play on the

Atari " 2600 Video Computer System

and SearsTele-Game" Video Arcade"

When it comes to video games, there's nothing eke like a game
byTelesys. Nothing whackier. And nothing more challenging.

Eating little white dots is pretty bland, compared to munching the
flying burgers, shakes and fries in Fast Food. It's a furious feast!

Keep Stanley I. Presume hot-footing it as he dodges Coco's barrage
of nuts in Coco Nuts. But don't laugh—this is serious business. It's a
knock out!

And try Cosmic Creeps—a space game that's out of this world. It's

up to you to save the Cosmic Kids from Skeeters, Creeps and oblivion.

It's a blast!

Stick it, withTelesys video games. You'll be stuck on them for good.

selesys
FUN IN GAMES.

43334 Bryant Street, Fremont, CA 94539

Atari and Video Computer System are trademarks of Atari, Inc. T='=-r: -™"*

and Video Arcade are trademarks of Sears, Ro



Here Come the 1983 Flipper Games!
By ROGER C. SHARPE

The nation 's most intriguing arcade

only stays in business three days. It

doesn't even bother to charge cus-

tomers for the right to play its nearly

unbelievable selection of the very

newest state-of-the-art coin-op

machines.

About a week before Thanksgiving

each year, members of the coin-op in-

dustry gather in Chicago to see what's

new and try to guess which titles will

be the coming year's sales winners. It is

there, quite often, that the fate of the

latest crop of pay-tor-play devices is

settled.

The Chicago trade show proved

once again that there's no limit to the

possibility of interesting ways to pack-

age the unique appeal of flippers and
silver balls. Solid evidence is available

in the form of the games which we 'II be

covering in this month 's installment of

"Pinball Palace" as well as the high-

lights of the show. These included Wil-

liams' Warlok and Defender, and
Bally 's combination pinMd version of

Baby Pac-Man.
We'll be looking at these and other

efforts in upcoming months, chronicl-

ing the trends and continued battle as

pinball fights to survive and attract a

larger audience than it recently has

enjoyed. In the meantime, there are

some interesting selections which
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show just how far the

games have come in try-

ing to find the elusive in-

gredients which balance

out for the hard-core players as well

as the newcomers to flipper games.

STRIKER
Gottlieb

With the prevailing design emphasis
focused on more simplistic layouts and
play strategies, Gottlieb is quickly re-

discovering the niche in which the

company built its pinball reputation.

Striker incorporates all of the ele-

ments of soccer, complete with sound

effects (cheering crowd

noises when goals are scored),

speech to indicate when players

should shift their attack, and graphics

which carry through from the back-

glass to the playfield. Whether you're

a fan of the NASL or MISL, Striker gets

its points across in a game where
scoring is a dual challenge of getting

goals as well as building up other

values.

The board is symmetrically laid out

with three top lanes leading down to a

thumper bumper area complete with a

left and right side bank of drop targets

as well as dual spinners for access bacl-

up. At midfield there's an interesting

little set-up of four drop targets and a



pair of smaller sized flippers, while be-

neath this is another thumper bumper.

The bottom flipper configuration (two

on either side facing each other) might

remind some of you of a previous

Gottlieb pin game called Rocky, but

here the range of shots available off

the flippers, as well as the proximity of

some key features, better utilizes this

design twist. In fact, it's almost like

playing two games at once — the left

side and right side — with the pro-

gramming and build up of point values

also carrying this through.

Basically, Striker projects you into a

soccer game where the main purpose,

besides scoring as many points as pos-

sible, includes trying to score goals as

well. Located on the board are a string

of lights leading up to either spinner

from the bottom of the field. Shaped
like soccer balls, they will either light up
white for the offense (you) or yellow

for the defense (the machine), with the

challenge being to hit the appropriate

targets at the right time to advance the

white light all the way to the top lanes

where it can be "collected" as a goal.

However, while you're trying to ad-

vance your ball position, you may also

be "advancing" down the defense

which will block you and can even

push you back. The game designer

wasn't without sympathy for this and
added an extra set of buttons on the

side of the cabinet which allows

players to shift their white ball from

side to side depending upon the defen-

sive threat. And, rather than leave you
wondering when the best time might

be to press the button, since you're

initially limited to three passes at the

beginning of any turn, there has also

been some speech thrown in that tells.

you when to pass. As for increasing, or

at least replenishing, your number of

available passes, there's a right side

kick-out hole which will add on one

pass when the ball lands in it. This same
feature also serves as a "free kick" op-

portunity. Completing either of the top

drop target banks will light the hole so

that if a ball lands in it, another one will

pop out in the plunger lane. Play this

one until it drains and then get ready

because that right side kick-out hole

will eject that "locked" ball for ex-

tended play on that turn.

But that's not the end to Striker.

Depending upon the number of goals

you can score during the regular game,
the machine may begin a "shoot-out"

period for a limited amount of time

based on that number of goals, so that

players have an extra chance to add on

to their scores as well as making goals.

It's a nice touch which is indicative of

the continuity of action that Striker

brings into play for both the beginner

and more skillful pinballer.

It might take a bit of time to get

comfortable with all the nuances and
subtleties in order to maximize your

shots, but Striker is a good, solid effort

that carries through a workable and
recognizable theme no matter what
the goal might be. In fact, it's one pin-

ball machine you shouldn't "pass" up.

BMX
Bally

Looking to further incorporate fresh

themes to pinball, Bally has gone full

cycle with this two-wheel-inspired

double-level game that shifts into high

gear the moment the ball hits the
playfield. Entering from underneath on
up to the top portion of the board,

there's a full array of features which
should test even the most adept flipper

ace.

Play begins on the upper level,

where there's a set up of drop targets

at the very top and increased point

totals tied in on a timed basis before

the entire bank resets and you have to

start again. Hit them all down and for a

brief moment a lone target behind the

bank is lit for an extra ball, before the

sequence continues anew. Over on the

left are three stand up targets, while

behind and above them rest two lanes

for either a roll-down back on the top

level or one that finds the ball mysteri-

ously hidden until it comes out down
on the lower playfield. When lit, these

lanes can really mean mega-points,

with one offering 2X scoring of

playfield values and the other 3X for

the duration of that turn. A set of flip-

pers at the middle offer good access to

all these key areas and a hole between
that will drop the ball down into a

lower kick-out hole for release on this

portion of the playfield.

It's here that the action gets tricky.

Besides a bank of four blue drop
targets on the left and three yellow

stand up targets at the right, there's a

little "shredded" type of curtain

fronting that kick-out hole in between,

and ramps on either side for shots back

up to the top. The bottom brings into

play an additional set of buttons on the

side of the cabinet for "closing" up the

outer lanes leading down to the flip-

pers for a brief amount of time, which

keeps the ball in play if you can adjust

your flipper fingers fast enough to

press the right button. This is, admit-

tedly, a "learned" talent that will take

some time to get used to and tends to

speed up a player's response and
awareness when the ball is rolling

around in this area.

All in all, BMX is a fairly basic and
straightforward game where the

strategy might just be weighted a bit

more in favor of the upper playfield in

order to achieve consistently high

scores. This wouldn't be so bad except

for the need to make long left to right

or right to left shots from the bottom
flippers and those extra buttons for

closing off the sides. It should, how-
ever, keep you on your toes until you
can get a firmer handle on BMX and
establish an approach you're comfort-

able with. ©

LOVE COIN-OPS?
If you do, be sure to check out the

April EG for a whole batch of stories

and features on the pay-for-play

machines. We'll tell you about how to

collect the classics and show you the

games that may attain that status in

1983. Be there.
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Close J
IM' Counters of the Third Kind!

SPACE-N-COUNTER
AND CHASE-N-COIfNTER
CCE/S40
When the folks at General Consum-

er Electronics Corp. decided to market

a wristwatch, they came up with three

of the most delightful game-playing

timepieces ever devised, Game-Time,
Arcade-Time, and Sports-Time. Each

plays a trilogy of unique diversions,

using the watch face as a tiny playfield

for the miniature videogame graphics.

Now the designers from GCE have

something new for us — two of the

By JOYCE WORLEY

most challenging game-playing pock-

et calculators that ever counted a

bunch of nines. The masters of minia-

ture have stuffed three giant contests

into each machine. Now you can bal-

ance your checkbook or solve your

math homework problems, then cure

your headache with a quick game. If

that isn't enough, these useful instru-

ments will also tell you the time, so you
won't be late for class or supper.

Space-N-Counter and Chase-N-
Counter each measure 2 1/2-by 4%-in.

and fit easily in a jacket or shirt pocket.

A slide mechanism shields half the unit.

When moved all the way left, the

calculator keys are exposed for use and

totals show in the viewscreen window.

Move the slide to the right to reveal

the IVi-by 1 -in. playfield, firing but-

ton and miniature joystick.

Each unit features a full-function

calculator with a memory feature that

allows a number to be stored, then

recalled when needed. The memory
stays intact as long as the calculator is

in operation, but clears automatically

four to five minutes after you stop

sC
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using it. Returning to the game mode
or entering a new number in the

memory also clears the old number.

The calculator totals up to 10 digits,

though there's only room in the digital

readout window for six numerals.

Pushing the "2nd" button reveals the

second tier of numbers so you can get

a 10-digit total.

Time reads out continuously, except

during calculation or game play. It's

very easy to set the correct time on

these units. Just press the time set

button, enter the correct hour and
minute(s) using the calculator keys,

then press the memory button to lock

it in. This is a nice simplification of

what can be a tedious procedure in

some other pocket time/game calcula-

tors.

Many companies manufacture ex-

cellent calculators, and there's a

plethora of cute and accurate pocket

timepieces on the market. But the real

superiority of these two units is in the

games. Both feature unusual programs

to provide hours of fun when you're

not busy solving problems or checking

the passing time.

Space-N-Counter has a trilogy of

scrolling shoot-out games. Game one,

Phaser Fight, takes a spaceship
through a series of defenses. The mis-

sion is to destroy the enemy base, but

before your fighter can deliver the

coup de grace, it must battle through

rockets, UFOs and fireballs. The four-

position joystick helps maneuver the

ship around the mountainous land-

scape, while you fire at the rockets

streaking toward your craft. Survive

this barrage only to face the UFOs;
then the next screen brings fireballs

that can't be destroyed — all you can

do is try to avoid them. Once past the

fireballs, the enemy base appears. It

has four segments, and all must be

destroyed. Then a victory sign

appears, followed by a new, faster

landscape. Score nine points for each

rocket or UFO destroyed, and 500
points for the enemy base. Arcaders

gain an additional ship for each 1000
points scored.

The second game is Meteorox.

the spaceship through a storm of rocks

and meteors moving toward you from
right to left. Shoot to destroy the

boulders, but remember to avoid the

meteors. The speed increases each
time eight rocks are demolished for 25
points each, and the game ends when
all your ships are gone.

The third game in Space-N-Counter
is Star Sweep. Move the ship through a

minefield, avoiding collisions while

destroying mines and minelayers. Your
ship appears on an empty field, but the

minelayer immediately shows up,

placing deadly explosives in random
locations. Your ship fires bullets which
travel four spaces, either across the

Play starts with four ships, like the

other games on the unit, and arcaders

win an extra ship for each 1 000 points.

Star Sweep is a tricky challenge; the

mine-laying alien cruisers quickly fill

the screen with their deadly eggs. But a

simple strategy gives you an edge over

the enemy. Put your battleship just

ahead of the minelayer (instead of

following behind where you're almost

certain to cross the path of a mine.)

Then fire toward the right and let the

bullet wraparound, eliminating the

alien ship from behind.

If you're lukewarm about space

shoot-outs, and adventure games are

more to your taste, Chase-N-Counter

screen or wrapping around to the

other side. If the bullet hasn't gone
four spaces when it hits the right side

of the screen, it bounces to the left,

then travels the remaining spaces.

Likewise, the ship wraps around to the

opposite side when it strikes the right

side of the playfield.

Score 25 points for each -J*

mine destroyed, and 100
points for each of the

deadly mine-laying

enemy vea

is the calculator for you! Three capti-

vating entertainments with very di-

verse themes are certain to amuse you,

with nary a shoot-out among them!

First is Treasure Trek. Operate an

on-screen archeologist hunting booty
in an ancient city. A map of the

eight-building village appears, with

one house blinking. Use the joystick to

move the blinking light to the build-

ing you wish to enter, then push the

fire button to be
transported inside.
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SPACE-N-COUNTER

There find a treasure, represented by a

square shape. Capture it by touch,

then exit the building through the

same invisible door you entered by.

Snakes, which can be shot, and arrows

and boulders, which can only be
avoided, make your escape more diffi-

cult. The two inner buildings can only

be entered by a secret passage, acti-

vated by stepping on a secret square in

a room you've already looted and
escaped once. There are two of these

secret squares in the six outer build-

ings, making it necessary to reenter

and thoroughly search each room af-

ter you've escaped with its treasure.

When you find and step on the secret

square, it transports you to the inner

room and another hidden treasure.

But the Ghost of.the Ancient Wizard
lives in the inner rooms, and will kill

your archeologist if he can.

After raiding all eight rooms,
another round begins, with even faster

antagonists to hinder your quest for

booty. The game ends when all your

archeologists are destroyed.

The gamer gets 500 points for each

outer-room treasure, plus an extra 500
points for exiting the room safely. The
treasure in each inner room is worth

2500 points, and safely escaping each

of those buildings scores another 2500
points. Killing snakes is always fun, but

worth only one point each, so don't

waste a lot of time hunting the wildlife.

Game two is Chomp 'n Chase, an

excursion through a six-screen maze
to find four power spots, while avoid-

ing or eating the monsters. Narrow

paths traverse the maze, and you can

walk off the screen in any direction,

onto the adjoining game fields. But the

monsters follow, and your only hope is

to eat the power spots, then destroy
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the enemy before your strength dissi-

pates. Devour all the power spots in

the first maze to start round two,
where the bad guys move even faster.

Every succeeding round grows more
difficult. Gain 250 points for each
power spot eaten, and 50 points for

each monster. The arcader gets 500
points for completing each round, and
a free man for each 10,000 points.

Finally, the third game in Chase-N-
Counter is Double Cross, a traffic-

crossing game never before seen in

such a tiny format. Cross your cursor

over a busy four-lane highway with-

out being hit; then turn around and
cross back again. In the first round,

only slow-moving trucks are on the

road, but fast-moving cars show up
after the first double cross. After each
double crossing of the clogged high-

way, all the vehicles speed up. Get 25
points for each lane of traffic passed,

50 points for making it to the other

side of the road, and win an extra man
for each 10,000 points.

The miniature joysticks that control

the games in each unit take some
getting used to. They're actually four-

position levers. Use just one fingertip

to move them, and remember to re-

turn the stick to the center position

after each push. One of those rubber

thumbs used for turning pages might
be handy protection for your tender

digits as you handle the mini-stick; my
fingertips grew sore from enthusiastic

thumbing. The tiny controller seems
strange if you're used to a self-center-

ing stick, but a few minutes of practice

will master the method.

Both Space-N-Counter and Chase-
N-Counter are very appealing. The
games are engrossing, despite their

size and graphic limitations. The LCD

screen naturally allows only for black

and white, but the action is so divert-

ing that I didn't really mind the lack of

color. The first game in each unit,

Space-N-Counter's Phaser Fight, rem-
iniscent of Scramble, and Chase-N-
Counter's Treasure Trek, a dungeon-
search game, is quite remarkable, and
with better graphics, each would make
fine stand-alone games on its own.
Each of these fine games is coupled
with two others almost equally un-

usual, and a good calculator, plus an
accurate timepiece. Itwouldbehardto
ask for more of a value.

DONKEY KONG
Coleco/$70

Poor Mario has lost his sweetheart.

She's been captured by Donkey Kong
and taken to the top of a skyscraper.

Mario would like to rescue her, but it's

a long hard climb up girders and
ladders to where the giant ape has

stashed his lady. Worse yet, Donkey
Kong sees him coming and throws a

barrage of barrels down on Mario's

head. Mario must avoid being hit while

climbing to the top, or he'll never see

his lady love again.

Coleco's introduction of the mini-

arcades early in 1982 signalled a new
era in quality stand-alone games.
Although stand-alone electronic gam-
ing has been around for a long time,

standards of excellence have varied

greatly over the years. The first elec-

tronic hand-held games were primitive

toys compared with what technology
has accomplished in the last few years.

Although the new games are still toys,

technically speaking, their level of

sophistication has elevated them
beyond the mechanical entertainment

that were state-of-the-art only a cou-

ple of years ago.

There were some fine electronic

hand-held games on the market prior

to the mini-arcades from Coleco. In



NAME-THIS-GAME-SWEEPSTAKES! OVER 1000 PRIZES!

USGAMES
NAME THIS U.S. GAME AND YOU CAN

WINIOOOO!
AND BE ELIGIBLE

TO WIN ONE OF OVER
1,000 OTHER PRIZES!

Exciting . . . action-packed . . . adventure-

filled! It's a new U.S. Games game
that's so hot, we want you to name it!

Just drop in on your video game dealer

for an official entry form. Or use the

one available in the Name-This-Game
cartridge package. Then, fill in the in-

formation, including your name for

the untitled video game described

below. You're then eligible to win the

$10,000 contest prize and one of over

1,000 sweepstakes prizes. A panel of

judges will determine the contest prize

winner, with a random drawing de-

termining sweepstakes winners. Con-
test and sweepstakes end April 30,

1983. No purchase necessary.

$50,000
WORTH OF ADDITIONAL
SWEEPSTAKES PRIZES!

DEEPSEA DIVECOULDBRING BIGBUCKS

FIRST PRIZE-$10,000
SECOND PRIZE-$3,500
THIRD PRIZE-SI, 500

100 FOURTH PRIZES-
a 6-game library of U.S. Games
cartridges of your choice— from
our Action-Adventure and Family-

Action series.

1000 FIFTH PRIZES-
one U.S. Games cartridge of the

entrant's choice.

Deep beneath ocean waters you safe-

guard a sunken sea chest. One that'll

make you a millionaire the moment
you make it to land! Unfortunately

enter the shark that'd rather make you
a meal. You shoot! And shoot again!

Angering an octopus who's out to ink

you. You're left contending with his

tentacles. . .the shark's swimming
faster ... then, another disaster! Oxy-
gen's on the outs! You must reach the

life line from your buddy above. Un-

• ••

doubtedly, you're dinner... or you'll

drown in desperation . . . unless you're

careful ... or awfully quick.

Good luck!

Entry form can also be obtained by mailing to Entry
Request, RO. Box 4912, Chicago, Illinois 60680.

Name-This-Game is manufactured for the Atari Video
Computer System Model 2600 by U.S. Games. U.S.
Games is not affiliated with Atari, Inc.

usgames.
c 1982 U.S. Games Corporation

A subsidiary of the Quaker Oats Company



usgames.
"Name This Game"

Sweepstakes
Official Rules

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY Sweepstakes: Hand-

print your name, address, telephone no. and local store

(name, address) displaying the new U.S. Games Car-

tridge on an Official Entry Form* Check your Fifth Prize

choice Failure to do so invalidates your entry. Contest:

To enter the contest, include the name you created for

the new game. Mail entry separately before closing date.

April 30. 1983, to "Name This Game" Sweepstakes.

P. Box 7961 . Chicago. IL 60680.

All sweepstakes prizes will he awarded. Winners will be

drawn at random by independent judges. Winning odds

depend on no. entries received. Sweepstakes winners

submitting a name will be judged in (he order originally

drawn. First entry to score 100% on following basis is the

Contest Winner regardless olany other entries receiver]

with identical names, a. Must be legible and free of

existing trademark/copyright registrations rj Originality

30% appropriate to new game 30% c. General appeal

30% d Tasteful 10%. If no entry wins, up to 10,000

additional entries will be judged with judges option to

continue until one scores 100%. Contest prize may not

be awarded

Entries are sponsor's property. None returned, prize sub-

stitutions or transfers. One prize per person. Sweep-

stakes open to U.S. residents except where prohibited,

taxed or restricted by law. Employees of U.S Games
Corporation, The Quaker Oats Company, their affiliates,

advertising, promotional agencies, judges and families

not eligible. Major prize winners required execute affida-

vit of eligibility By entry into the sweepstakes winner

consents, without additional compensation, to the com-

mercial use by U.S. Games Corporation of the game

name submitted. Name becomes the sole property of

U.S. Games Corporation who may use it at its discretion

By entry, winners consent to the use of their name and/or

likeness for advertising and trade purposes without addi-

tional compensation. Parent or legal guardian, accepts

conditions of entry by minors; accepts minors' prizes.

Contest winner notified by Registered Mail and obligated

to sign eligibility affidavit within 30 days of notification;

otherwise, an alternate winner will be selected. Sponsor

not responsible for lost/late mail. Taxes are winners'

responsibility For major prize winners list, send self-

addressed stamped envelope to "Name This Game" List,

P 0.80x87129. Chicago. IL 60680.

•For free Oflicial Entry Form, send request to "Entry

Request." P 0. Box 4912, Chicago, IL 60680

uogames.
c 1982 US Games Corporation

A subsidiary of the Quaker Oats Company

1981, Coleco's own line boasted the

outstanding Alien Attack, as well as

Bowl Atronic. At the same time, Parker

Bros, had Bank Shot, a fine electron-

ic pool game, and Wildfire, possibly

the best hand-held pinball machine
ever devised. These and a half-dozen

other titles were actually a new gen-

eration of stand-alone electronic

games just starting to crawl out of the

sea of mechanical battery-operated

toys that had dominated the field

before that time.

It was easy to be excited by the

Coleco mini-arcade games when they

first appeared. The initial release was
the phenomenally successful Pac-

Man, and it continues to be the record

seller among stand-alone games. The
beautiful tabletop game came out just

in time to ride the crest of that popu-

larity wave. The unit deserved all the

attention it got. Housed in a handsome
miniature version of the coin-op clas-

sic, it copied the Midway pay-for-play

machine, with two skill levels and three

games, including one that allowed two
players to compete at Pac-Man in a

novel head-to-head version.

Pac-Man was followed closely by

Galaxian, winner of the 1982 Arcade

Award for Stand-Alone Game of the

Year. Galaxian has everything a gamer

could want in a miniature arcade. It has
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ALL ORDERS
SHIPPED FROM STOCK
WITHIN 48 HOURS VIDEO HEAVEN INC.

NEW
TITLES

DAILY

[NtEUiViSiON
Intelligent Television

INTELLIVOICE
CARTRIDGES

29"
EACH

-SPACE SPARTANS
-BOMB SQUAD
-B-17 BOMBER
-TRON SOLAR SAILOR

MATTEL-ATARI
ADAPTER
AVAILABLE

FEBRUARY 25
14995

PRE ORDER YOURS NOW
PLAY ATARI CARTRIDGES
ON YOUR INTELLIVISION

CHESS - 39"
SHARK SHARK - 17"

SHARP SHOT- 15"

VECTRON - 25"
MAZA-TRON - 24!0

ROYAL DEALER - 18"

AQUARIUS
MINI EXPANDER 49"

PRINTER 119"

ALL SOFTWARE AVAILABLE!

^MRKERBROTHERS (FOR ATARI)

FROGGER __„_
AMIDAR OR95

SPIQFRMAN *-** E'

COMING SOON:
TUTANKAM SKY SKIPPER

Gl JOE REVENGE OF JEDI

A\ maru raiders of l maru e.t.

WgBM LOST \ L 28"

*•*•* m' llK ARK
ATARI \Wki 25"

(For 2600)

VANGUARD 23"
MS. PACMAN - 23"
GALAXIAN - 23"
(Avail. 3/15/83}

FIREWORLD - 25"
CENTIPEDE - 25"
(Avail. 3/15/83)

1 (FOR INTELLIVISION) AcWisioN (FOR ATARI)

DEMON ATTACK 25"
ATLANTIS 25"
BEAUTY i BEAST 25"
SWORDS & SERPENTS 25"
MICROSURGEON 29"

c
ATLANTIS 21"
DEMON ATTACK 21"
RIDDLE OF SPHINX 21"
FIRE FIGHTER 18"

(FOR ATARI)

SPIDER FIGHTER
2350

PITFALL
FOR ATARI
OR MATTEL 235

SKY JINKS 16"
MEGAMANIA 23"
STARMASTER 23">

Stom^fvath
NEW

Adds Tremendous
Graphics To Your
Atari 2600 System

SUPER
CHARGER

STAR TREK
BERZERK

CLEAN SWEEP
HYPER SPACE

RIP OFF
SOLAR QUEST
SCRAMBLE

BLITZ FOOTBALL

599

COMMUNIST MUTANTS 13"
FIREBALL 13"

SUICIDE MISSION 13"
DRAGON STOMPER 16"

MINDMASTER 16"
KILLER SATELLITES 16"

More Coming Soon!

2695
EACH

More Coming
Soon!

COLECO-VISION
CONSOLE

ATARI EXPANSION MODULE 64"

ZAXXON
43"

(For ATARI)

VENTURE
VISION (FOR ATARI)

RESCUE -i 495
TERRA II I**

3 SCREEN SPACE GAME

TURBO
64"

WE STOCK ATARI, MATTEL, IMAGIC, COLECO, APOLLO,
US GAMES, ACTIVISION, AND MORE. ATARI AUTHORIZED

SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT PRICES.
WE ALSO STOCK THE ATARI 5200 AND

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS COMPUTER WITH SOFTWARE.

ORDERS ONLY CALL
1-800-253-0164 9AM-5PM EST
(IN MICHIGAN 616-335-5056)

FOR INFORMATION OH EVENING ORDERS CALL
616-335-5056

OR SEND MONEY ORDER / CERTIFIED CHECK
WITH 2.50 FOR SHIPPING OF TOTAL ORDER

WE ACCEPT VISA. MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS

P.O. BOX 144C, HOLLAND, MICHIGAN 49423



vmmum
\HTBLL.IVtSlO^"AHD COLEtd

CARTRIDGES. GET

j:r>3*A-j-*0SAt mM

WE ©MSMND
(SglLfc USED

frAMES AND
FOR YOUR.
VIDEO GAMES,

FOR 1NF0RMAT/OA/ CALL
yr-, or write:

l^i^P.Q.BOt 3011
HUNTING-TON) 6TATI0N
NEW yoRK 11746
TEL. (#6) 673-7Z37

YOU'RE NOT GOING TO BELIEVE—
OUR LOW-LOW PRICES ON VIDEO GAMES,
CARTRIDGES. COMPUTERS + ACCESSORIES
ATARI » • ACTIVISION ' • APOLLO "l •

IMAGIC • COLECO • MATTEL
PARKER BROTHERS '" • VIDTEC '" • BREAKTHROUGH

ODYSSEY • &MORE!!!
MOST ORDERS SHIPPED FOLLOWINC DAY RECEIVED!!!

SEND 25c FOR COMPLETE PRICE LISTS

MAXARON HOME ENTERTAINMENT
22932 VAN DYKE, WARREN, Ml 48089
...... -r-„ ion/I MASTERCARD /VISA
(313) 758-7884 . open 7 days •

WE'VE GOT THE T-SHIRTS
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR!

<$

GUARANTEED TO CAPTURE THE COLOR
AND EXCITEMENT OF YOUR FAVORITE GAMES
,£ Donkey Kong"\ Donkey Kong Junior ", Defender". Frogger

Ms. Pac-Man", Pac-Man'"*, and Tron
'"

(•indicates tnat '/< sleeved baseball lersey is available in ihis design!

T-SHIRTS — $5.95 each JERSEYS — $7.95 each

• Sizes: Child M(10-12) L(14-16)
Adult: S(34-36) M(38-40) U42-44) XLI46-48I

• 5 color silk screened design on 50 o cotton, 50V polyester shirt

***CAPS *******#****************
• Donkey Kong*Frogger PAC-MAN FLYING DISC*
• Ms. Pac-Man*Pac-Man PAC-MAN MUGS *
• One size fits all •
• $4.95 each onlV M.95 each *
• •A*****-**********-*********-***

CDCC "I Brake For Pac-Man" bumper stickerIflCC with every order — a $1.50 value

TO ORDER: Specify pro-

ducts desired and send
with check or money
order to:

VIDEO BABIES INC.
145 Country Ridge Drive
Port Chester. NY 10573
Attn: Mailorder Dept.

Be sure to include $1 .50 lor postage and handling with your order

NY residents please add 7% sales tax

Allow 4 weeks for delivery

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

an outstanding version of its name-
sake game, plus an excellent invaders

contest, both for solitaire players. Two
gamers can vie with each other in

Head-to-Head Calaxian, the most
challenging two-player competition to

date in stand-alone form. The entire

unit is housed in another wonderful

adaptation of the big-brother version.

The hood shielding the mini-screen is

not only beautiful, but functional,

since it cuts down on room light and

shows the minature playfields to best

advantage.

The success of the first two mini-

arcades guaranteed that there would

be more games in this fine series of

designs. Autumn of 1982 brought

Frogger, the licensed version of the

Sega coin-op, complete with serpents

and diving turtles to make it hard for

Froggie to get over to his pad on the

other side of the road and river.

Though boasting even better graphics

than the first two mini-arcades— the

fluorescent lighted screen is much
brighter — Frogger has only one ver-

sion of the game and no provision for

head-to-head play. Still an excellent

entertainment, Frogger lacks some of

the niceties of the Pac-Man and Cala-

xian units, but unquestionably offers a

good round of the coin-op hit.

The fourth and newest mini-arcade

is Donkey Kong, the Nintendo coin-op

favorite. The blue housing is decorated

with pictures of the stupid ape, and the

four-directional joystick and jump
button are the only controls used

during play. The unit plays very much
like the Nintendo version. Move the

stick left or right to make Mario run, or

up and down to make him climb the

ladders. The jump button makes
Mario leap in the air, either in place or

while running, to hop the barrels

thrown down by Donkey Kong or to

pass gaps left by removing rivets from

the structure.

Mario has to run up the ramps to

reach his girl, but his way is barred by

the falling barrels which must be

vaulted. Once Mario makes it to the

top where his girl stands waiting,

Donkey Kong scoops up the lass and

carries her still higher. Then Mario is

miraculously transported to the bot-

tom of the second screen. Once again

he must ascend to the top, this time

removing all the rivets in the floor as he

goes upward. If he makes it to the top

of the second screen, removing all the

rivets in the structure, he wins the lady

back. But, alas! not for long. The game
continues to cycle throughout the
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screens, getting harder on every turn.

Mario must continue striving for the

return of his true love until three

Marios have been killed.

There are numerous differences be-

tween this and the Nintendo version.

Since the graphics are produced by

matrixing, it wasn't possible to put

rungs on the ladders. This looks

strange, but doesn't really affect the

game play. However, animation of this

game by matrixing produces some
incongruities. Mario is counted as

squashed by a tumbling barrel when
he is standing next to one. A moment's

thought explains this: obviously, ma-

trixing doesn't allow two objects to be

in the same space at one time. But it's

very disconcerting to have Mario wait-

ing at the foot of a ladder outside the

range of a falling barrel, only to have

him die because the barrel fell beside

him. This takes some getting used to.

DONKEY KONG

Another major difference is the

hammer. It has no effect on the game.

Gain 200 points for grabbing the ham-

mer, but then it disappears instead of

staying in Mario's hand to smash bar-

rels for a few point-gaining seconds.

Avoid touching the electric fence

that Donkey Kong stands on. Mario

can pass under it harmlessly, but fries if

he tries to go through it. Likewise, be

alert to the danger of running off the

edges of the playfield. On the coin-op

game, falling off the side is not a

factor, but this hazard keeps the mini-

arcade version from being too easy.

On the second screen, Mario must

remove the floor rivets on each level by

running over them, then remember to

leap over the gap left in the floor each

time he passes that way. Since the

barrels, flaming on this level, can't

DON'T GET STUCK WITH A STICK

msmmm®
A DIRECTIONAL DISC CUSHION

FOR A TOUCH OF CLASS
ELEVATES PLAYING SURFACE OF

DIRECTIONAL DISC

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME J*
$3.95 PLUS .50C POSTAGE & HANDLING

WATCH FOR MORE INNOVATIVE IDEAS FROM

69 SMITH ST. MT. CLEMENS, MICH. 48043

For use with INTELLIVISION^SEARS SUPER VIDEO ARCADE? and TANDY VISION"ONE

THE
ORIGINAL

ATARrONLY
MAGAZINE

flNBLDG
COMPUTING

A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing is the original, most
sought-after ATARI specialty magazine on the

market. Each issue features program listings of

utilities and games in both BASIC and Assem-
l bly language, tutorial articles, hardware and

software reviews and updates on new pro-

ducts for both the ATARI home computers and the ATARI home
game system. The articles in A.N.A.L.O.G. are written in a friendly,

accessible style for both the novice and the advanced ATARI com-
puter programmer. If you want the best, most extensive support for

your ATARI computer system, then subscribe

today. 1 year (6 issues) $12, 2 years (12 is-

sues) $22, 3 years (18 issues) $32. Cassette
and disk subscriptions are also available. ,

Cassettes and disks contain all programs i

listed in the magazine. Cassette (6 issues) f
$36, disk (6 issues) $60.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
A.N.A.L.O.G. COMPUTING
DEPT A P.O. BOX 615

HOLMES, PA 19043
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J

DISCOUNT
GAMES
BY MAIL

From So. California's first

ALL-GAME retail store...

This month featuring: COLECO

!

Coleco Vision $189.95
Atari Conversion $69.95

Turbo with Control $69.95

Space Fury*Venture

Mouse Trap#Lady Bug»Camival

Head to Head Football«Las Vegas

Head to Head Baseball'Victory

Cosmic Avenger*Space Panic

Smurf Action»Horse Racing

$29.95

Zaxxon*Tunnels &Trolls

$39.95 !
We carry Atari, Intellevision, Coleco,

VIC 20 and Taxat Instruments.

Plus "hard to Hnd" games.

* Prices include shipping*

* Prices subject to change without notice*

HOW TO ORDER:
Send money order or check with order. Calif,

residents include 6% sales tax. All orders

shipped within 46 hours ol receipt of verified

payment, subject to stock on hand, IF we
don't have it or can't get it we will return _ _
your money. Phone inquiries welcome tj.

ELECTRONIC p
GAMES

1108 East Katella- Orange, CA92667C7
(714) 639-6704 r^

RAM
For ATARI

48K RAM BOARD FOR THE 400
with Lifetime Warranty

• Highest quality available

• Reduces power consumption
• Reduces heal

48K Board wooi $150

32K Board woo/sooi $ 90

16K Board «*«' $ 60
FREE SHIPPING ANYWHERE IN U.S.A.

llMTEC

Peripherals
Corp

906 E. Highland Ave.

San Bernardino. CA 92404

S (714)881-1533 9S)
ATARI. 400, BOO M

BE A GOOD
NEIGHBOR.X
HELP THE

GOOD NEIGHBOR.
The American Red Cross.

cross the gaps left by the missing

rivets, Mario should plan to keep a gap
between himself and the missiles.

The second screen has a variety of

ladies' belongings scattered around.

By picking up his lady's purse, hat and
umbrella, Mario gains 200 points

each.

Donkey Kong is a good solid mini-

arcade version of the coin-op, and
definitely the best climbing game to

date for the stand-alone field. Anyone
who especially enjoys this genre of

entertainment should certainly try the

Coleco version, even though the unit

lacks the special spark that made the

original Coleco mini-arcades so out-

standing. Gone is the multi-game
capabilities of Pac-Man and Calaxian;

also missing are the exciting head-to-

head challenges. Even the demonstra-

tion mode, found on every mini-

arcade up to this one, is absent from

Donkey Kong. It's easy to understand

why. Donkey Kong is a very compli-

cated game, difficult to stuff into such

a small package, so some of the frills

had to be left off.

But if you love climbing games, look

no further than this. Donkey Kong's

unending desire for Mario's girl will

keep you busy on a rescue mission for

many hours, trying to get the love-sick

plumber to the top of the building and
back in his lady's arms again.

PAC-MAN
Tomytronic/$45

Fine clothes do not a lady make, or

so the saying goes. This thought hangs

in mind as I eye the Tomytronic stand-

alone version of Pac-Man. It looks

delightful. The sunshine-yellow fris-

bee-shaped unit could pass as a futur-

istic spacecraft, and the fluorescent

screen is bright and attractive. But

beauty is as beauty does.

Set the unit for the amateur or

professional level, then control Pac-

Man's trip through the mini-maze
with four directional buttons. The
game starts with a few bars of the

familiar Pac-Man theme. Then get

ready for munching as you steer the

smile-faced Pac-Man through the

demi-maze, crunching up the goodies

and avoiding monsters.

So far, so good. The Pac-Man sym-
bol is a cheery ball. The monsters are

cuter than normal; bright red with big

eyes that seem to implore you not to

gobble them. Even the power spots are

pretty little stars. There are 18 dots of

bait and two power spots on each
screen, and one bonus bunch of cher-

ries. At the amateur level, there are

two monsters on each of the first three

screens; starting with level 4, there are

three ghosts. ("Pro" setting gets three

monsters each screen, from the start.)

If your Pac-Man survives five levels,

the score window reads "good" in a

mechanical judgment of your skills.

Tally 2000 points and you get an

additional Pac-Man.
The problem with Tomy's version of

Pac-Man is that he can only gobble in

the direction he's facing (right to left).

If Pac-Man is facing left and a power
spot is directly behind him, he must

back up until it's ahead of him before

he can gobble it. As if all this wasn't
enough of a handicap, Pac-Man
doesn't have to actually collide with a

ghost to be eaten. Simply being in the

space next to a monster counts as a

loss. This is because matrixing doesn't

allow two objects to be in the same
space, but it's a shame that Tomy
designers couldn't think of a better

way around this problem.

There are good points. The maze
has two warp tunnels, allowing Pac-

Man or the monsters to exit one side

and reenter from the other direction.

When Pac-Man eats a star, a loud

ticking tells the gamer he's empow-
ered to eat ghosts for seven seconds.

And it's nice that the game provides

the cherry prizes. They appear at ran-

dom intervals, always in the same
location, and give bonus points to the

arcader when eaten.

The game flashes to signal its end
when all the Pac-Men have been de-

stroyed. To play again, turn the unit off

and on; there is no reset button.

It isn't that Tomy's Pac-Man game is

awful; it's just that it's been outdated

and outclassed by other Pac-Man style

games on the market. Being able to

gobble in only one direction is a fatal

flaw when coupled with the matrixing

problem that causes Pac-Man to be

eaten when he's a space away from
any monster. The result is an unsatis-

factory variation of a great game. No
one playing with this unit could ever

imagine why the coin-op version, or

other video and stand-alone games,

were such hits. And, unfortunately,

all the pretty yellow flying-saucer

cabinets in the world won't make it

play any better!

Of course, at least this is a legally-

produced version and does come in an

attractive housing. This is more than

can be said for Epoch Man and similar

take-offs on the real gobbler.

e
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SUBSCRIBE TO

electronic

We've got everything
you want every month!
Previews of the newest, best, most x
challenging games! Reviews of

the latest gaming equipment! The

valuable playing strategy you need

to score higher, win more often, and blast

the opposition! Special guided tours of the

country's most exciting commercial arcades! Fun-

filled features on all aspects of your favorite hobby!

Answers to your gaming questions! And much, much more!

Use this coupon if ELECTRONIC GAMES order card is missing

ELECTRONIC GAMES
Subscriber Services

P.O. Box 1128

Dover, New Jc.^y 07801

No "dragon"
your feet!

SUBSCRIBE
NOW&SAVE

YES! I want to subscribe to ELECTRONIC GAMES!
D Send me 12 issues (1 year) for $28 (I save $7.40 on the newsstand cost)

Increase my savings! Send me 24 issues (2 years) for $48.00 (I save $22.80)

Name .

.

(please print)

Address

City ... .State .Zip

Enclosed is my payment of $ Bill me later

For Canada: 12 issues, $32, U.S. funds. For all other countries; 12 issues (Air Mail only delivery), $64, U.S. funds.

Please allow up to 60 days for delivery of your first copy.

811224
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We have all your favorite

video games cartridges with

the lowest prices on any planet
If you don't see It here, call

our 800 number for our free

catalog to get the complete
listing of all our games. You
won't find a wider selection

at lower prices anywhere.

ASTROCADE
MODEL DESCRIPTION COST

2015 Pirales Chase
201

:

The 1i eWiz;
26 49
28 99
28 99

21 99
25.49
25 49
28 99

2018 Solar Conquere
2019 Cosmic Raiders
5004 Conan The Barbarian
5005 Artillery Duel

ATARI
CX2615 Demons To Diamonds
CX2640 Real Sport Saseoali

CS2659 Raiders ol Lost Ark

CX2650 Berzerk . .

CX2655 Yars Revenge
CX2656 Adveniufe i

CX2657 Advenlure II

CX2660 Star Raiders
CX2674 ET

ACTIVISION/ATARI

AG010 Kaboom 1949
AG019 Skyjinks '949
AX015 Chopper Command 25 99
AX016 Slar Master 25 99
AX01 7 Megamama 25 99
AX018 Pnfali 25.99

TIGERVISION/ATARI

COLECO/ATARI

CAT2451 Donkey Kong
CAT2454 Zaxion Jan
CAT2455 Turbo Jan
CAT2457 Venture
CAT2459 Mouse Trap
CAT2465 Smurt Action J

IMAGIC/ATARI

IA3400 Firelighter

IA3200 Demon Attack

IA3201 Star Voyager
IA3600 Riddle of iheSphm*

29 99
29 99
29 99
29 99
29 99
29 99

25 99
25 99
25 99

MATTEL M-NETWORK/ATARI

5664 Frogs & Flies 24 99
5658 FootOali 28 99
56u2 Tron Deadly Discs 34 49
5663 Lock N' Chase 34 49
5667 Dark Cavern 34 49

PARKER BROS./ATARI

PB5050 Empire Strikes Back 2899
PB5300 Frogger 28 99
PB5320 Super Cobra 28 99
PB5900 Spiderman 28 99

US GAMES/ VIDTEC/ATARI

VC1001 SpaceJockey '899
VC1 004 Command O Raid 22 99
VC1009 Towering Inferno 22 99

ARCADIA/ATARI

AR4000 Supercharger 64.99
AR4101 Communis! Mulanls 1299
AR4102 Suicide Mission 1299
AR4400 Excaliber 12 99

COLECOVISION

COL2405 Atari Convener 69.95
COL2413 Turbo (W/Control) 69 99
COL2415 Space Fury 2999
COL2419 Mouse Trap 29 99
COL2422 Football 29 99
COL2439 Las Vegas 29 99
COL2443 Smurf Action 29 99
COL2441 Tunnels & Trolls 4149
COL2447 Space Panic 41 49
COL2435 Zaxxon 49.95

MATTEL INTELLIVISION

5301 Frog Bog 20 49
2612 Space Battle 27 49
5391 Tron Deadly Disc 28 49
5392 Tron Mazatron 28 49
3410 Dungeons & Dragons 33 49
5305 Night Stalker 33 49
5637 Lock N Chase 33 49
3330 Intellivoice 72 49

COLECO/INTELLIVISION

CMA2471 Donkey Kong
CMA2473 Turbo Jan
CMA2487 Zaxxon

33 99
33 99
33 99

OTHER GAMES
Apollo/Atari

Commavid/Atari
Data Age/Atari

Spectravisio

Odyssey 2

GAME ACCESSORIES

W1 5-97 14 Joystick
W15-9730 Redt.aiiJoysiick
Wi 5-9708 Delu.3 Joyslick

HOW TO OROER BY MAIL. For prompt ship
ment. send money order certified check cashier's
check MasterCard. Visa, (include card number
interbank number expiralion dale and signature)
There will bea two-week delay tor check clearance
Shipping and insurance charge is $1 50 Ohio
residents add SV4% sales tax

Prices Subject To Change Without Notice

VIDEO UNLIMITED
P. O. BOX 381 45 • Cincinnati. Ohio 45238
1-800-543-7239 • IN OHIO: 1-800-582-7387

IN CINCINNATI: (513)244-9990

Send or call in your order & ask for our Free Catalog

New Release Advance Orders Accepted

Fingertip controller

WORKS LIKE A JOYSTICK

8-way directional action Two year warranty. 30-day

moneyback guarantee Five responsive arcade-quality

durable buttons. Unbreakable plastic case Lett-hand

models available. L6", W3W. H2". 6 ft. cable

Model 101— FingerTip Controller™ tor Atari"'

2600. Sears Video Arcade™, Atari - 400/800

Computers. Commodore* VIC-20 Computer

$19.95 KIT $14.95

Model 101 A— FingerTip Controller™ with

remote reset & select switch Includes

directions to connect to Atari" 2600. $24.95

Model 101 TRAY—Custom Tray tits on top of

Atari" 2600. Use for storing two FingerTip

Controllers™ or cartridges. $5.00 or FREE

with purchase of two FingerTip Controllers™

Model 103— Mouth operated joystick and

stand tor quadraplegics includes puff switch

and remote select & reset switch $65.00

Model 201— FingerTip Controller™ tor

ColecoVision™ includes "bomb" button

$22.95

Shipping & nanrjnng S3 Calif residents add 6 '/>% tax

KY ENTERPRISES
Customized Video Games and Controllers

195 Claremont, Suite 288EC
Long Beach, CA 90803

(213)433-5244

GAME DESIGNER
You Have the Inspiration

We Have the Tools

introducing

THE FR0B™
The hardware software system

that converts your Apple* II into

a sophisticated Atari* 2600

VCS :v game development

workstation.

Now Available for the Atari

5200HES :v

Five minutes to install

No machine modification

Operational simplicity— • —
Real time game development

Order Now For Immediate Delivery.

CALL 408-429-1552

ao , M FR0BC0, a Div. ofl I'ri-Comp Polytechnics 1, Im

P.O. Box 2780

Santa Cruz. CA Q5063

The Miracle of Creation

Can Be Yours™
FROBi-.. trademark "i FROBCfJ

Atari and Apple are registered trademark- >'i

Atari Int and Apple Computer- Im

respectively VCS jnd HES are trademark- ol



ATTENTION
ATARI VIDEO GAME OWNERS

VIDEO GAME REPAIR

ONLY

$29.95
Includes all parts, labor and shipping

ATARI 2600&2600A

All replacement parts meet or exceed manufacturers specifications
Our exclusive 180 day warranty is double all the original
manufacturers warranties
(* Does not include cabinet parts)
All units shipped within 72 hours of receipt
All units must pass 16 Point test, plus a grueling 2 hour endurance test
All units are clean, inspected and sealed, prior to shipment
All units shipped fully insured for replacement value
All units returned to customer prepaid
All repairs performed by qualified Electronic Technicians

Dealer inquiries invited

Name SHIP TO^

Address

City State Zip
Video
Game
Service

35009 Automation Drive

MT. CLEMENS, MICHIGAN 48043
313-792-6202

Phone Number (

Card Number
Expiration Date

Signature

)

Remember to include:

joysticks
power supply
antenna switch

• Ship prepaid via U.S. mail or U.P.S.
• Enclose check,** money order or Visa/Master Card and date
• Sorry no GO.D.s.

(** All personal checks held 2 weeks)



HOME VIDEO GAMERS:
WHICH NEW GAMES WILL YOU BUY?

THE LOGICAL GAMER, the first monthly tabloid newspaper just for home video
gamers, can help you decide with detailed game descriptions and our unique

double reviews of virtually every new game coming — often before they hit the

store shelves. PLUS: News, features, editorials, The Trading Post and MORE! See
for yourself why THE LOGICAL GAMER is the best monthly buyer's guide going!

Trial (6-issue) Subscription: One Year (12 issues):

$8.00 $15.00
MasterCard and Visa orders accepted - send card #, exp. dale & signature.

SPECIAL! SAMPLE ISSUE: $1.00

DHIHJII
8125 S. W. 21st

HiHtMH Bii li iftlij

TOPEKA, KANSAS 66615

VIDEO SPECIALTY STORES

*yS* MM C*$H^RCW*li$t^
NOW IN

IN THE USAw- LOCATIONS
AND CANADA

Lucrative Ground-Floor Opportunity to Own Your Own Video Specialty Store in the EXPLOSIVE HOME
VIDEO MARKET! Operate your own Sales and Rental Business, featuring Maior Studios' Videocassettes
and Discs, Video Games. Top Brand Video Equipment and Many Profitable Video Accessories. Total Turn-
Key Operation. Public Company (NASDAQ: VDEO) supports you in its SUCCESS PROVEN Concept in a
Major Growth Oriented Business. Investment required from SI 2, 500 Secured by Extensive Inventory,
Protected Area and Promotional Material. Comprehensive On Site Training provided. * NO ROYALTIES! *
NO FRANCHISE FEE! * For Further Details. Call or Write (Include Phone Number) to: Mr. Kramer. Director
Ol Marketing. THE VIDEO STATION. INC.. 1740 Stanford St., Santa Monica, CA 90404, (213) 453-5535.

THE LARGEST CHAIN OF AFFILIATED VIDEO STORES IN THE US i CANADA !

• JR 400/800 JJ
:a™ computers

ATARI •

* SOFTWARE
DISK or CASSETTE
Canyon Climber. .

" Asteroids 29.75 . . 23.50 _
" Basketball 29.J5 23 50 _
• Blackjack 12.25 Pacific Coast Highway 23.50

*
• Cavern* of Man 32.75 Clown-. & Balloons

. 23.50 •
• Centipede J6.7S . . 19.50 •
• CnmputsrChei, 29.75 . 31.10 •

Upper Reaches of Apsliai
. 15.50 •

Curse o, RA

• Vnteo Easel 29.75
• Eastern Front(1941> . . 27.SD
• Music Composer 16.50

» Frtnch 49.25 Crypt at the Undead
. 23.25 •

The Nightmare . . . 23.25 *
- Kalian 49.25 Space Shuttle . . . . 26 00 .* Spanish 49.2S TumhleBugs

. 23.25 .

I HARDWARE •

- Ataii 4DOI16K) 295.00 1 40 Col Impact Print* 275.00 a
_ Atari 8D(1(48KI 699.00 40 Col. Thermal Pnn er . 275.00 .

674.00 I* Oisfc Drive 47b 00 Acoustic Modem
* Memory Module 82 DO 1 Interface Module ,.,.oo

;

ACCESSORIES •

Joysticks, pr 1 7.75 1 400 Oustrover. 19.00
"

. 20.00
"• Paddles, pr 17.75 1 BOO Ouslco.er

• *SEND FOR OUR PRICE SHEET* •

• Include Name, Address. Phone Number, •
• Add 3% Frt/Handlmg. Texas resident add •
• 5% sales tax. All Mfrs. Warranties Applv. *

• MasterCard - VISA add 3% and •

* a
TfPP

l include expiration date on card. mm •

• " PHICbSSUBJbCI lUCHANUb
•* WITHOUT NOTICE

• Atari 400/800 are trademarks of Atar Inc. *
•
•
•: r~\ Software

: Of Boot
•
•

• P.O. Box 396 •

• Richardson, TX 75080
•

JOYSTICKS FOR
COLECO-VISION

Play Coleco-Vision " games as they were meant
to be played with our professional NEWPORT
High Quality Joysticks.

NEWPORT model 150CY
Has two firing buttons and includes one "Y"
adapter which is required for Coleco-Vision

Right and Left Handed
Kit #K-150CY-R; #K-150CY-L i 534.95
Asmbld #150CY-R

, #150CY-L , $38.95

NEWPORT model 150C
Same as above; does not include the "Y" adapter.
Kit #K-150CR #K-150C-L $29.95
Asmbld #150C-R . #150C-L Q S33.50

"Y" Adapter for Coleco-Vision
#YC

, $9,95

SOFT-Touch Controllers
Kit (Large Box) #STl-R

I #STl-L ! $24.95
Asmbld (Sm. BoxWST2-R N/A $24.95

CATALOG £r Creative Ideas
Build your own custom joysticks and consoles.
Send today for our catalog of professional quality
joysticks, controllers and components. This
catalog also includes "Creative and Innovation
Ideas which has many easy to follow schematics
and instructions for the creative mind.

Cotoloj S SOU

MerchjncW Total

\d,l i,- S,il,., Ta.

Pt»toge
(Men-hand.-... Only)

S2.50

TOTAL Personal Check
or Money Order

NEWPORT MACHINE DESIGN
P. O. Box 418, Bishop, CA 93514

(619) 873-5677

CHESS FOR ONE
Continued from page 74

surface that automatically picks up
every move and enters it into the

computer's memory. This excellent

chess program, designed by Dan and
Kathe Spracklen, has nine skill levels

ranging from novice to advanced
player. It's upgradeable, in case a

better program is ever devised for the

Challenger. It is a handsome unit made
of durable molded plastic. The Sensory

offers a battery of special options and
features, and qualifies as one of the

best computer games in its price range.

The SciSys Chess Companion, Mod-
el #203, is an eight-level, sensor-type

chess computer that suggests and
takes back moves, plays either side or

against itself, and solves mate in four

problems. The Chess Companion rec-

ognizes castling, en passant captures,

pawn promotion, and all draw moves.

A special key even enables the user to

program opening variations. This un-

usually attractive high-tech design lists

for $115.

Applied Concepts markets an entire

line of chess computers at varying

price points, under the Destiny name.

Destiny Laser Chess, selling for under

$250, uses tiny light beams to scan

each square of the LCD board and
boasts nine levels of play. Destiny's

sensory Prodigy costs less than $150
and has both keyboard/ display input

and output. Moves can be made on

the sensor playing board, or entered

on the 20-position keyboard. This

portable unit sports a built-in chess

clock, an unusual feature at this price.

Applied Concepts pioneered up-

gradeable chess computers with the

Great Game Machine. The new mod-
el, called the Mega 4 Great Game
Machine, is 100% faster in search and
play capability than its predecessor.

This completely portable game com-
puter still plays all existing two-
megahertz game cartridges, but a new
line of four megahertz games has been
programmed to utilize its increased

capabilities. The master chess cartridge

for the Mega 4 is Steinitz-4, with

eleven levels of play and a complete
choice of time parameters. There's

even an infinite search level for postal

chess players. Additional cartridges are

available tor the Great Game Machine,

and the opening and endgame carts

can be used in conjunction with

Steinitz-4. The Mega 4 has a line of

other games available, including Bor-

chek (checkers), Odin (reversi) and
Las Vegas 21 (blackjack).
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Applied Concepts' Destiny design-

ers haven't forgotten that some gam-
ers prefer to play on computers. The

Mate is a hands-on chess peripheral

that connects directly to the Apple II. It

has an upgradeable program to bar

against obsolescence. The chessboard

senses the movement of a piece on the

board. Then the computer responds,

displaying the move on the computer

screen and flashing LED lights on each

square affected by the move. The
Mate sells for S299.95 complete.

There are a variety of chess pro-

grams available for use with comput-

ers. Almost every software company
has at least one chess disk in its cata-

log. One of the best is from Hayden.

Sargon II was programmed by Dan
and Kathe Spracklen, currently the

chess programmers for Fidelity Elec-

tronics. Sargon II has seven levels of

play, will let you know the moves it's

thinking about, and even gives hints.

On disk for the Apple II, it sells for

$34.95. You can play chess with no

board or pieces; all the action is on the

screen.

Even videogame companies recog-

nize the popularity of pawn-pushing.

ColecoVision has licensed Fidelity's

Chess, to sell for $30. Playable either by

one person against the ColecoVision

computer, or two people with Col-

ecoVision monitoring, this is probably

the strongest program available for

any videogame system. Atari has a

cartridge called Video Chess for the

VCS for only $26.95. This may be the

least expensive of all the automatic

chess games. Mattel offers USCF
Chess for Intellivision. A special fea-

ture of this cartridge is slow-motion

replay so the gamer can study the

moves in the previous match.

If you spend a lot of time on the

move, a portable unit is worth con-

sidering. Every company offers at least

one moderately priced travel set.

Travel Sensor Chess from SciSys is an

eight-level sensor-type chess comput-
er with an integral sensorboard. Red

LEDs run parallel to the chessboard

and illuminate the coordinates of the

computer's moves. The sensorboard

automatically enters all moves into the

computer as the chess pieces advance.

You can even store board positions

when the machine is set "off". Travel

Sensor Chess lists for $50, including

the molded chess pieces and a dust

cover.

Fidelity has a portable player called

the Mini Sensory Chess Challenger.

~ne sensory playboard recognizes and

DmPUGAITlES
For the Serious Electronic Gome' -

ATARI
' VCS. 400 and 800.

APPLE, INTELLIVISION, TRS,

ODY55EY, BALLY. PET

and more or VERY LOW prices

We carry full lines of

Gome Computers. Cartridges.

Storage Coses. Cossetre ond
Disk Gomes. Joysticks and other

game accessories oil Near Wholesale!

Join COMPUGAMERS CLUB. Take advantage of

Greater Discounts ond Freebies. Derails in caralog

Allow 2-4 Weeks. Photocopied Coupon Accepted

30 DAY - 100% GUARANTEE
On All Items

Clip this od and moil along with

£2.00 for Caralog and Price Lists

You II be glad you did!!!

Moil To

COMPUGAMES, INC.

Catalog Dept
P.O. Box 190

Enfield. CT 06062

WANTED!
USED VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES (for Atari vcs)

You MUST Send A
Self-Addressed,

STAMPED Envelope To

Receive Our Buying

ft Selling Price List

Print Clearly.

FOREST HILLS USED VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES
Dept. 14, 63-56 108th Street, Forest Hills, NY. 11375

FOR USE WITH INTELLIVISION
AND SEARS SUPER VIDEO ARCADE
• More Control • Improve Skill

• Higher Scoring • Greater Accuracy
• Simple to Attach • Less Fatigue

$599«# PAIR

PLUS
65«
POSTAGE

C&T CREATIONS
127 Weybosset St.. Providence. Rl 02903

(PLEASE PRINT!

ADDRESS _

CITY

Send check or money order - Sorry no COD 's
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Build Your Own

FAMILY arcade
Video Game Enclosure

*******************
* Enjoy the fun and realism of an arcade In *
* your own home with "HtmyflRCflOE™", the *
* new video game enclosure! ***************************
Custom designed plans are now available for all Atari'"

Inteltivision™, Odyssey 2™, Colecovlsion™, and Sears

Equivalent Systems, (with or without voice modules).

Ptans Include: layout and cutting drawings, step-by-

step assembly drawings and instructions, and a list of

all required materials (obtainable from your local hard-

ware store for less than $50).

*******************
Please send me _ _ set(s) of custom plans at

$9.95 per set for my:

Atari ™ VCS/Atari ™ 2600 AR/Sears Video Arcade™

.Atari™ 5200/Sears Video Arcade II™

Intellivision™ /Sears Super Video Arcade™
lntellivision™ll

„ Odyssey 2™
Colecovision'"

I enclose $ , check or money order, (add

$1.00 for postage and handling).

Name:

Street:

City: State -Zip

* MD. residents add 5% state sales tax*
• Family Arcade Is in no way affiliated with the above

mentioned manufacturers or their products

FflM.LY ARCADE'
4923 Powder Mill Road

Beltsville, Maryland 20705

All your favorite video games
now at mail order prices!

The catalog you've
been waiting for! ^^ffijp

fla*
c*
** wceiviiion.

A/nmcmy&tefr 2309 FRANKLIN RD..S.W.
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA 24014

Name.
(Please Print)

£?
Address.

City _State_ -Zip-

Age .

BAlar, Q C
Inlellivis'on UC

records every move, then LEDs and

beep tones inform you of the comput-

er's response. It boasts infinite levels of

play, and random computer responses

that make every game different. Play

either side at any time, and change

sides during the game. A variety of

special features make this a hot buy at

$60.

Another self-contained game comes

from Mattel Electronics. Computer

Chess has four skill levels, and an LCD
playing board. If the computer shows

signs of beating you, take back up to

three moves, or ask for help on the

next move. This tiny hand-held game
is a low-priced goodie that chess en-

thusiasts will want to carry every-

where.

Most people play chess somewhere

between the 1200 and 1600 level; No
matter what strength player you need

or how much you want to spend,

there s a variety of electronic chess

games ready to give you the kind of

challenge you need. Q

READER REPLAY
Continued from page 18

without a planet when you can reach

waves as high as 50.

Howard Dombrower
Address unknown

Ed: Way to go, Howard. With the

advent of the ColecoVision, of course,

there are whole new wodds of oppor-

tunity awaiting the prospective vid-

eogame cheat. Did you know, for in-

stance, that in Donkey Kong, Mario

can be made to climb the ladders at

nearly super-speed? You simply have

him take a single step up the ladder,

pause for a heartbeat, then continue

on up. Mario zips up the ladder so fast

he almost loses his mustache!

Obviously, a follow-up look at the

possibilities of beating the home sys-

tems will turn up on the pages of EC
before too long.

GETTING FLOPPY
Does your magazine cover arcades

as well as home video, computers and

other electronic game items? Also,

could you provide information on gift

subscriptions as I have a brother who's

a videogame nut and I'm sure he'd

enjoy your magazine.

Scott Lapham
New York, NY

Ed: Scott, we cover it all. EC looks at

its audience as hobbyists who just

happen to be interested in electronic

10* Electronic Games



1-800-782-3716 ::
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gaming, from hand-helds to comput-

ers. As for gift subs, just check out this

issue of EG for the word on how to get

this dazzling publication all 12 times a

year.

IS IT l-MAGIC?
There's something that's been on

my mind ever since I purchased Im-

agic's incredible Demon Attack tor the

VCS. I can't believe how much the

software for the Atari 2600 has im-

proved in the past year. A year ago, it

seemed as if Atari's Asteroids was the

very best the machine could do —

what with all the talk of flip-flopping

bank switches and such.

My question is this : have there been

that many new programming de-

velopments or have all of the VCS-
compatible cartridges advanced so

much due to the new software com-
panies with fresh ideas?

Will Simpson

Silver Lake, CA
Ed: Good question. Actually, the

fact of the matter is that many of the

veteran software designers who
created the original Atari programs
have moved on to the newer com-

WHY PAY MORE!
SAVINGS UP TO 75%

USED VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES
For: ATARI
C0LEC0 VISION

INTELLIVISION

VECTREX

SHOW* TELL VIDEO • GARDINER MANOR MAI I

DEPT. 99,834 SUNRISE HIGHWAY. BAYSHORE. NY 11701

SEND: SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE TO

RECEIVE OUR FREE BUY & SELL PRICE LIST AND
LIST OF NEW VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES AT

DISCOUNT PRICES!

COMMAND
CONTROL
JOYSTICK

C%aBH!g
,

ffig

TOTAL
CONTROL

1 -**L FOR ATARI
^v\ 29 95-

-J)) FOR APPLE
' jQQ';' INI L

<ry.yo aiw'To

r FOR TRS-80
-lOOE.- INCl

ARCADE QUALITY CONSTRUCTION ADAPT0

TWO FIRE BUTTONS (TOP & BASE)

ADAPTERS TO OTHER COMPUTERS AVAILABLE
FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

GATOR MARKETING ENTERPRIZES, INC.

P.O. BOX 296 • CASSELBERRY, FL 32707

FOR RETAIL ORDERS AND INFO -305-699-5848

panies such as Imagic and Activision,

where they have continued to learn

the secrets of the VCS. Since its incep-

tion, the software-oriented 2600 has

consistently produced "impossible"

effects - everything from scrolling to

horizontal, random movement.
The truly amazing aspect to all of

this, however, is that the improve-

ments just keep on coming. You be-

gin to wonder if Demon Attack isn't

already looking a little aged with items

such as Pitfall and Atlantis bowing in!

UP AGAINST THE WALL, EC!
As fans of your magazine since its

first issue, our whole family enjoys not

only the words but the beautiful

pictures that appear in your magazine

as well. Is there any way that some of

the super pieces of artwork that

appear in your pages could be made
available to readers, maybe in poster

form?

June Landon
Kingston, NY

Ed: Gee, we really hadn't thought

about it before, but suddenly EG is

being deluged with requests similar to

yours, June. What about it, folks?

Interested in seeing your favorite EG
artwork in poster form for hanging on

walls, etc. ? If there is sufficient

enthusiasm for the protect, something

could surely be worked out. Just let us

know.

One of the most rewarding aspects

of working on a magazine such as EC
is reading the mail. Each day, great

white heaps of letters come washing

across our editorial desks, most of it

intelligent, articulate and, well,

shucks, full of nice things about EC.

But the best part of mail reading

comes when a bright reader suggests

an article idea they would dearly love

to see — and we know that the very

feature our reader has in mind has

already been either discussed or

assigned or actually written! It means
that we're on the same wavelength,

that we can pretty much tell what our

readers will go for just by our own gut

reactions.

So if you happen to be occasionally

disappointed when your letter with

that great suggestion doesn 't turn up,

just wait an issue or two — and you

may find the feature you want is

waiting for you in all its full-color

glory!

And if it isn't well, write us again.

That, after all, is what this column is

for. Till this same time next month,

|
then, happy arcading! Q
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(Fantastic!!)

VIC-20 COMPUTER WILL PLAY
ATARI GAMES CARTRIDGES

when you plug in our

GAME LOADER!
Wow!! Now you can play all Atari game cartridges on your "VIC-20 Computer." Atari

VCS cartridge video games, Activision, Imagic, M-Network cartridges will all play on your
"VIC-20 Computer," when you use our new "GAME LOADER" plus you get fantastic

VIC-20 sound and graphics.

LIST PRICE $99.00 SALE $79.00 '15 DAY FREE TRIAL"

We have the lowest VIC-20 prices

We have over 500 programs

Visa — Mastercharge — C.O.D.

We love our customers!

ENTERPRIZES imctohv-wmcd

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 312/382-5244 to order

400
16K $1

K
NorvAtari Ram

410 Recorder $7400
81 Disk Dnve $429 00
822 Printer $26900
825 Printer $589 00
830 Modem $159 00
820 Printer $259 00
850 Interface $169 00
CX40 Joysticks (Pair) $18 00
CX853 Atari 1 SK Ram $77 95
One Year Extended Warranty $70 00
CX481 Entertainer Package $6900
CX482 Educator Package $130 00
CX483 Programmer Package $54 00
CX484 Communicator Package $34400
Axion Ramdisk <128K) $429 95
Intec 48K Board $159 00
Intec 32K Board $74 00

ATARI"

OME COMPUTERS

GAMES

4BK

Pac Man
Centipede

Caverns ot Mars

Asteroids

Missile Command
Star Raiders

Defender

Galaxian

ON-LINI
Jawbreaker

Softporn

Wizard and the Princess

The Next Step

Mission Asteroid

Mouskattack
Frogger

$3300
$3300
$32 00
$29 00
$2900
$33 00
$33.00

$33 00

$27 00
$27 00
$2900
$34 00
$22 00

$31 00
$31.00

K-BYTE
K-.razy Shoot Out $32,00
K-razy Kntters $3200
K-razy Antics $32.00
K-star Patrol ' $32 00

complete line of

WICO
Joy Sticks

and

Traxball

computer mail order
In Pa. Call (717)327-9575

477 E Third St., Williamsport, PA. 1 7701

BQQ-64B-3311 west:
In Nv. Call (702)588-5654

P.O. Box 6689, Stateline NV. 89449
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$19990
*1JUH CX-520I Wrwif Comm

•TMICX-530TFOoKull
MMtCX-SllSSGCCP'
*T *R1 c X 5 JO5 Star ejKjers.

ATARI CXSTOSGdlasriSn
MABI CX 520B f>v. Man

"fl $19.95
519.95
S19.9S
519 95
'19.95
'19.95
517 95

SI7990
COLKO MODULAR 1 .jAH"ws

of Aur, cjm« on cotecowoni
COLKO TUrtJO
COLKOCww Avenger
COLKO LHv Buy
COLKO imurf
COLKO i/eilure
COLKO 7.HiPn

COLKO HANO HEID GMKS
COLKO 0.iM« an
COLKO P,K Van
COLKO F' xjqe'

$13990
inteuivKKW YOKE

COMMOOORE
VK-20
•Home Computer

J9995ATARI VIDEO
CAME 0-2600

COMPATIBLE ATAR
AffCMXA Mindni»ie/
ACnVBlON Wan
ACT1VISION KabOom
ACnviSKiw wrmaster
ACnvisoK Cnoeoer command
MCMM iuiciae Mission
AKAOM'irptUll
ATARI Star RMClen
atajo bwi soots Fooro^i
atari psji sports aswosii
ATAMAOventurel
ATARI Beaert:
ATAH) Su Df-r B rpJkOUt
ATARI Dele^flfn
AT AJrt Demon* 10 Oismonfli
atari Soa%e invaders
ATARI N>gnr |>w
atari Paeman
ATARI vioeo Cnett
ATMIMierO.*,
ATARI Y.irs ^evenqp
atari er
ATARI H3unt«> HOUW
ATARI Waclor*
ATARI Superman
ATARI Video C heckers
COlKO Mousetrap
COLKO venture
COLKO DunKey Kong
COLKO Ci' nival

HACK Cosmic Am
: D/emon Attack
: fire Ftgncer

: Rioa* of ine ionyrw
MACK SU r Voyager
AAOClritksiot
M NRTWOmC Armour ambusM
KIRTWKA<'i''F. I'"

m iwnwjRK aawa*u
m wmmmc Fcxjteaii

M NETWORK kOCk-n-Cn**
M NETWORK SDKG ATUCk
PARKER HKKJmoire ^Tf«k« Back
PMKBUBOS.crogqer
mCTRAVlAON Planet Patrol

net* VWOti ^vbfeaker
Mltl CENTURY Alien

10th CtMTuRr fm foooi
TICn VISION TMrfVltJia

U.S. cames space JOCkey
U.S. GAMES Sneak i Peek
US. CAMS word .'.icrr-r

mtti century wgatorce
WW CENTURY T.irmoil

ACCESSORIES

CARTRIDGES
S15.90
53490
51B90
51490
$1490
515*3
$1*90
19 90
14 90
19 90
17 90
34 90
34.90
J7,W
14 90
14 90
14.90
1) 90
14.90
17 90
14 90
19.90
74.90
14.90
14.90
IB. 90
17.90
27.90
17.90
19 90
34.90
14.90
.19.90
14.90

• 14 90
' 19.90
39.90
29.90

' 39.90
19.90
79 90
39 *
19.90

$79.90
514 90
51490
519 90

$19.90
519 90
51490
|14 9C
519.90
17 90

ptSCWASHRH PPir.tmaUer
UDVStHTkJ

SUN STAR lDC-lu«P r.V'• •

AC ADAPTER 'For Atam
WKO COMMAND UoystlCtO
1 ii'eouKons
CAME UOVE 1 L ?3 [ ner Ctouei
WO-ATAHlDuSUOver Atsra

511.95 earn
SU95 ea
511.95 ea

514 9S ea
S5.9S ea
$9.95 ea

n ~\.

FREE GIANT
RECORD CATALOG
It NO FOR VOUH FREE HPACE ettOPO
AND T*PE CATALOG 'FIILIO WUh OVER

'O0OCCHF*EBfNl LiSrnvo&> VG5T
sfMjlAR *B(l5T5 i Ti-TlES I

1* STOCK
BCP BOCK lAtZ ZOiiVft t WES'frRr,

UST PfHC£ UST PRICE UST PllCf
5.98 S9B 9 96

399 599 J99

V.

IP 0*
CASMTTE

IP 0«
CASMTTf

LP OR
CASSETTE

SYNTHESIS MODULE $69.90
COMPATIBLE MATTEL CARTR1DCE5

ACTIYI5*0+i Pttfall 519.90
COLKO DO ik^v K (jno i». 90
pMACKBeaurvJ«i0TrieBea4T 519.90
MATTEL Dungeons ana Dragon* $19.90
MATTEL Auto Kacer 517.90
MATTEL A rmorAatliF 517.90
MATTEL Horse RaC irtg 53 1 .90
MATTEL Sea BJ [tip 529 90
MATTEL flOLinq 577 90
MATTEL Furt nan 539-90
MATTEL SD.*"P 03me 519. 90
MATTEL fl.Hi-n.)il $34 90
mattel eayteTtjaii 517.90
MATTEL 5«j[> Hunt $19.90
MATTEL SOSi. e SCurtjn-.
iRequireivoice/i $54.90
MATTELAstr^imain 177 90
MATTEL Snar 11 1 37.90
MATTEL SiisceArfraoj ! 17.90
MATTfL 9 t7 BomDeriCea V:'.Cf"' 114.90
MATTEL Inp* Action
MATTEL StiKP HaAlt
MATTEL UtOOlJ
MATTEL Star Strike
MATTEL teKpnu
MATTEL Mgnt Stalkfl

VECTREX
VIDEO
CAME

COMPUTERS
COMMOOORE MM: $499
ATAMAW 16k RAW 1 $159 95
ATARI n0i4Bk BAM i »599
HtANEUN ACE 100OEM RAM) CAM
TEXAS RtSDtlAHTS TI99 4l6k$lM 95
TWEK SINCLAIR Qk RAMI
TANDY TOP 100O 16k I!AW
SHARP PC 1SCXMS* 6TAM1
EPSON M«»ClE*TiPr.ntnl
EPSON MMIOOHiPrin ten
6PSO« HX lO ' RAM)
OKIDATA BlAiPrinten
T1PHA-4100HC color Monitor)
APPLE W4Hk RAMI
SMITH CORONA TP1
1Primer Letter Oualitvi

SONY
WALKMAN 5
Panaoie stefeo
CasMlte * nesdorsones

$8495
5179 95
510995
$4M
sen
CAM

$599

I

24 90
29 90
29 90
19 90
11 95

531 90

\

$849S

J
$18990
VECTKX Armor Attack
VEGTREHSerre'k
VKTirEKflitJOH
VECTREX Solar Quest
VKTREXSr.r !'t»

$27 90
S17 90
S77 90
$17 90
§17.90

DEALER'S INSIirUHONAL INQUiRtES CALL (800)221-3)91

* OUR NAME MEANS A GREAT DEAL
''

OF*WORLD
23 PARK ROW, DEPT. EC3, NYC NY 10038

HOW TO OROffi BY MAIL FCW RROMPf AND COURTEOUS SHIPMENT S£KD MOME (

OffDtB CERTIFIED CHECK CASHIER 5 CHECK MASTE»CA»C VISA ilntiude card numtjp'
iniercarvk Ho sioiration aate ana sigrjtu'e DO NOT SEND Cash, personal and
B USM IS CHECKS MUST CLEAR OOP BANK B£fORE PRDCESSW ?1S MMMUM OROS
SHi DO inq HanOlifio J Inuance C nanq? n SH ol Total Order win a SS.« minimum
WE SHIP TO CONTINfNTAi US ALASKA HAWAII PUEIT10R1CO ANO CANADA OMLY
itanaoian Ocaenj aoo io4- SriiDDino witn a '7 95 minimum cnarq^i For
snipments Bv air dease dou&ie iriese cnjrge^ sorry, no c.O.d.s. new tohk
STATE RESIDENTS PLEASE ADO SALES TAX AU MHCMANC+H SHIPPED HUM NEW
FACTORY PRESH AND 100*. OUARANTEED

ySCTO FOR Wat 240 PAOE Mfl»0 .' VIDEO CA T*lOCj
l
^kiM^llHHHBHalBBaMBHaMHHilHBaBaMaMaHaBBMEMElRlRflBS*R>r

STEREO TOCO
SONY WALKMAN 4 Ca^ Stereo) $39
SANYO MC 9 'Ores Siereo iJS
SANYO MC-30 IAM FM Cai Steren. '6S
AIWA H5P01 Cass Stcr AutORev "»9
AIWANSJOIFM Cas* Stereo Red '135
TKMN»CSSAC-07.'SB^7iP0rT Stf 'S39
TOSHIBA ICTR1 IFM tatt Ste RKi "7S
TOSHIBA KTS-HFM CJ« Stereo' >eg
TOSHIBA XTV-S1 lA.M FM CaSS 51PI «B9
TOSHMARP-SSiAM fm SW Sre'rec1 ) 'S9
JYC PC-11 :Port 5tereoi lJ79
SONY ICF-7W0
iPOOatne9Bana$Mori Wiwe. 599 95

BLANK TAPES
• AUCHQ

| MIWMLMH ORDER II AUDIO I APES ]

MAXELL uDJi lor UDX; ii C*C l
J 49

MAXELL LDXi. 10' UDXi. nC 9C '3 95
MAXEU XLiSCJf XLiiSC 90 'J 95
MAXEM JDC9C '] 49
MAXELL UC JS 90 t5 49
TDK DC-60 11 T7
TDK DC 90 M.J9
TDK iAC90 'isg
TDK SA*90 -199
sowy bCxs;«i ^i.ss
SONtjCx$C9C *1 99
SONY lNx C 90 *i 59

VIDEO TAPES
ANY BRAND T 1 TQlE« eDt hCi
ANY BRAND I SOftEicpp! KCI
ANY RAND' L 750Fxt<"u[ HCl
ANY BRAND L^SOElCepI HCl
AN Y BRAND T -

1CO E itppr HC

'

ant brand HfenGrxteT 170

S9 9S
S7 95
$995
51195
I1J.M
SU99

WE CARRY TAPES BY: MAXEU. TDK.
SONY. SCOTCH. FOJI MRMOREX BASF
AMPEX JVC PANASONIC. ZENITH

THE GRABBER TM

Duplicate Arcade Action

Rugged Design

High Speed Maneuvering
Greater Joystick Control for

Your Atari, Commodore and
Sears Video Game System

TMPUSH-A-MAT.C
22458 VENTURA BLVD., STE. "E
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364

NAME

ADDRESS

OITV

Qty.

STATE ZIP

Model Price Hdlg.

GR-2 53.75 $ .95

TOTAL AMT. OF MDSE.

Charge

DELIVERED IN CALIFORNIA.

TOTAL ORDER
SORRY - NO CO D s

Enclosed is my check or money order
$ . Make payable to PusrvA-matiC.

I want a tree brochure on Pu$h-o-matiC video
and audio products.

NOW! YOU CAN ORDER DIRECT FROM telesoft, inc. & SAVE: ^
FREE!
STICK STAND
with FASTBALL

AcIMsiotH

REDUCES
HAND

& WRIST
FATIGUE

Piitait S24 25

Megnnama 24 2b

Starmasler 24 25

Chopper Cumm^nd 24 2b

Grand Pm 24 25

Barnsluimmg 24 25

ice Huckey 24 2b

Sumpede 1 8 00
Ka&oom 18 00
Freeway iflOO

Laser Bias! i& 00
Terms ift 00
Bnoge 24 25
Sluing 18 00
Fisfiing Oefby TS 00

(With purchase ot $60°°

or more. A $6" value!)

l CO«iPd9>ATLrjN

Sirperctiarger $64.95
Communist Mutants 14.95

Suicide Mission ... 14 95

Fireball 14.95

Mindmaster 17 95

Colecovision $'8895

DonKey Kono XI 50

Zawon 49 ?b

Turbo 69 00

Smurf Achon 30 50

Space Fjry 30 50

Veniure 30 50

Mouse Trap JC «,

La^ Bug 30 50

Cosmic Avengej 30 50

Las Vegas 30 50

Horse Racing 30 50

Carnival 30 50

Coleco For Alar

«

CALL

Coieco For Mattel CALL

Odyssey^ Video Game $t65 0C

Quesi For The Rings 44 00

UFO 2800
Pick Axe Peie 2800
freedofn Fighlers 28 00
Smithereens

* voice 44 00
K C S Ktiiy Chase

* voice 44 00

Acrobat * voce 44 00

Creature * voice 44 00

Arcade * vo>ce 44 00

Las Vegas H .* • „ 20 00
football 20 00

Armoured Encounter 2000
Billing. Basketban 2000
Math A- Magic 20 00

Baseball 20 00

Compuirjr Golf 20 00
l *e Got Your Number '4 25

^MRKEReTOTHHK

Star Wars 27 50

iNtEUiViSiON A
ATARI

Demon Attack $23 00

Star vovager 23 OC

Cosmic Art 23 00
Riddle 0t The Sph«m 23 00
Atlantis 27 90
Idck Snot '800
Fire Fighter 18 00

*$xr\mw5/ffM
China Syndrome Kiiu
Tape Worm 1990
Cross Fire 21 10

Pianel Palroi '990
Gangster Alley 2i 10

Quick Shot i2l 50

Astrosmash J26 00
Major League Baseball 26 00
Star Sirike 3' 00

Sea Battle 3 '00
Advance Dungeons

& Draaons 3' 00

Space Spartans 34 7b

iron o^iy Disc 26 00

NBA Basketball ?6 00
PBA Bowl.ng 26 00
Sub Hurt 26 00
Snaii, 26 00

Space Haw* 3
' 00

Utopia 3*00
Night Stalker 3' 00
NU Footoan 26 00
Pin Ban 2' Jb

Auti; Racing 26 OC
Alt Qtrters CALL

A

Maze Chase S2? JO

Gooner Attack 22 %
Tower tng inter no 22 90

rteira Bird 22 90

Comando RaiC 22 90
rVord Zappei 22 90

Sneak N Peck 22 90

Space J ex key 18 5C

COMPLETE
COMPUTER
LINES . .

.

CALL!

Defender $28 50

Pat Mar
Adventure -

.

-

*ars Revenge 24 21

Missile Comrra': _i _•

Beserk 24 ?1

Maze '.mt

Breakout • X
Super Brea*0u' it L:

Dodge Em -£X
Mr Lords ^

Super mar 24 25

Space ifiwaaefs 24 25

;ideo Pirnjjn 24 25

tas.r\ 20 5C

Adventure
'

28 50

M.*".'-: 28 5C!

Star Raide*s 28 50

AH Others CALL

ACCESSORIES
Suck Stare J 6 99

2 For 12 00
Aiai Joy Stick 6 20
Aico joy Stick 22 50

Wico Red Bali Joy Slick 24 BO

Wico Track Bali

Alan Commander 52 00
Many Mere Accessories CALL

commodore
Commodore 64" (special)

$499.95

CBS Software
(For Atari 400-800)

Krazy Shootout

Krazy Knfters

K-Star Patrol

Krazy Antiks

Boulders & Bombs

$36 00

36 00

36 00

36 00
36 00

3600
36 00

{For Vic 20)
K Star Patrol

Krazy Antiks

ORDERING
INFORMATION

Check. Money Order. Mas-
terCard, Visa and COD
orders accepted. All orders
shipped UP.S. collect.

Michigan residents add 4%
sales tax. Hours 9 a.m. to
S p.m. Monday through
Friday.

VISAiclc ft>4»f*l*itlC*
P.O. Box 3456, Troy, Ml 48084

CALL FREE 1-800 255-2000 in Michigan 1-800-742-4242 in CANADA 1-313-524-1030

& MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED
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Interaction between the readers and editors of Electronic Games helps make this a
better magazine. The more we here at EG know about who you are and what you want

to read
r
the better we can satisfy your needs and desires. That's why we run a Reader Poll

in every single issue of this magazine. Rest assured that even though we protect the

anonymity of every respondent to our survey, the editor personally reads each and every

ballot received. And of course, this is also your ballot for casting your vote for the most
popular videogames, computer game programs and coin-op arcade machines.

Please return this poll sheet—or a photocopy, if you prefer to keep your Electronic

Games in perfect condition—to: Electronic Games, 235 Park Avenue South, New York,

N.Y. 10003.

SEX AND AGE:

Male Q Female Age

HOUSEHOLD INCOME:

Under $5000 $5000-999
$10,000- 14,999

$15,000- 19,999

$20,000- 24,999 $25,000+

MARITAL STATUS:

G Single Married

NUMBER OF CHILDREN
IN HOUSEHOLD:

AGES:

Under 2 3-5

6-11 12-17

Please check off the equipment which you own
or plan to buy within the next 12 months:

Own
Atari VCS
Intellivision

ColecoVisfon

Odyssey 1

Atari 5200

Other Videogame System

VIC-20

Atari 400/800

IBM Personal Computer

Apple II

Other Microcomputer

Video Cassette Recorder

Videodisc Player

Giant Screen Television

Stereo System

Plan to Buy

How many hours per week do you spend playing various electronic games:
— - —

Less than 2 hours 2-5 hours 6-10 hours More than 10 hours

How much do you spend per week on electronic games:

Under $2 $2-5 $6-10 Over $10

How many people, besides yourself will read this issue of Electronic Games:

My favorite videogame cartridges are:

1.

2.

3

*****

My favorite microcomputer games are:

1.

2,

3.

i
My favorite coin-op games are:

1.

2.

3.

Electronic Games 113
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THE PLAYERS GUIDE
TO COIN OP VIDEOGAMES
Which games will be as hot in the na-

tion's family amusement centers over the

next year as machines like Ms. Pac-AAan,

Tutenkharn, Donkey Kong and Tempest
have been during the last one? EC's

magazine within a magazine will provide

a quarter-saving guide to the up and
coming pay-for-play machines.

AN INTRODUCTION TO
GAMING ON CABLE
No fewer than three services for elec-

tronic gamers will be available to cable

subscribers before the end of 1983. Find

out their good and bad points in this no
nonsense consumer's-eye view of the

situation.

HOW TO COLLECT COIN-OPS
Sometimes, the oldies are the goodies.

Coin-op authority Roger Sharpe will ex-

plain how you can own your very own
copy of your favorite coin-op— and for a
lot less than you might think!

CONFESSIONS OF AN
ARCADE TECHNICIAN

Ever wonder what really goes on be-

hind the scenes at your favorite game
parlor? Next issue, you'll get into the

head of a man whose career is keeping

coin-ops plugged into the action.

,

>v
r

There'll be plenty of other exciting articles and features

of interest to arcaders, plus these regular columns:

* Passport to Adventure
* QftA
* Inside Gaming

nerica

Caming

• Switch On!

• Mew Products

• Tost Lab
• Readers Replay
• EG Hotline

* Stand-Alone Scene
* Mini-Arcade Gallery

* Coin-Op Classroom
* Strategy Session

* Insert Coin Here
i Library • Pinball

'Uc

ii
>ji

w <\fr—

'

X

id

watc
exciting APRIL issue

LECTRONIC GAfJIE
On Sali

March 10,



OVER 250 DIFFERENT CHALLENGE LEVELS.
What does Spyrus (he Deathless, Timelord of

Chaos, have against you? An armada of deadly
Time Ships laden with nucleonic killers... lethal

annihilators . . . anti-matter mines . . . and the clock.

Your only defense is the laser cannon mounted
on your own Time Machine. And, of course, your
own cunning and speed. Destroy one flight of the

Timelord's Ships and another follows. This time
with faster, smarter and deadlier devices to trap

you. Wave after wave, with up to 256 levels of

increasing challenge. You may get past 10, 20 or

even 50 levels-but 256?
For two or more players, Attack of the Time-

lord features high digital scoring with memory
plus exciting sound effects when played through

the Voice of Odyssey"

!

Attack of the Timelord. A challenge you
can't turn back.

Over 50 games
available.

$K5J*?*



OUR NEW VIDEO GAME
HAS A FEW BUGS IN IT.

Introducing Spider Fighter™ from Activision.

Ifs the creepiest game ever hatched for the

Atari* Video Computer System™ Zillions of

spooky spiders swarm all over your orchard.

Dangling and darting,

munching and crunch-
AcJMsiOH

SPIDER FIGHTER

rem ust wiwt«

c 1982 Acrivision, Inc.

ing, multiplying like mad. Use your remote

control bug blaster to get them before

they get you. But you'll need a quick trigger

finger, a strong stomach, and incredible

endurance, because the more you shoot,

the more they come at you . It's enough to

drive anyone absolutely buggy. Spider

Fighter,™ designed by Larry Miller.

cliVisioN
WE PUT YOU IN THE GAME.

®

Atari ' and video Computer System" are trademarks of Atari, Inc. Also for use wifh the Sears Tele-Gomes' Video Arcade." Tele-Games' and Video Arcade" are trademarks of Sears, Roebuck & Co.


